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Ingenuity Prep Public Charter School
Executive Summary

Mission
With a rigorous college preparatory curriculum, including a major focus on the development of 21st century skills and
knowledge, Ingenuity Prep Public Charter School prepares Washington D.C. area youth to be STRONG—Self-aware,
Tough, Respectful, Open-minded, Noble, and Grateful—civic leaders who strive to positively impact their local and
global communities

Core Values
With the goal of reframing the concept of “strength” around several key characteristics of effective contemporary
civic leadership, the school has identified six core values that represent the acronym STRONG.  These values—to be
promoted across school culture as “Ingenuity STRONG”—are as follows:

 Self-aware: Through regular reflection, we strive to know ourselves, our values, and our goals.

 Tough: When things get difficult, we work hard and persevere. We see error, failure, and critical feedback
not as a permanent setback but rather as an opportunity to learn and grow.  We show self-control of our
words and actions, even when we’re frustrated or upset.

 Respectful: We communicate and collaborate with others with humility, empathy, and compassion.

 Open to new ideas: We recognize we don’t have all of the answers and are willing to listen to others and
think outside the box. We strive to be creative and innovative.

 Noble: With honesty, integrity, and a willingness to admit our mistakes, we strive to demonstrate great
character.

 Grateful: We recognize, appreciate, and celebrate our own good deeds and those of others. We show
gratitude for what we have by serving the various communities of which we’re a part.

Needs-Assessment
Currently, urban public schools are faced with the twin goals of closing the achievement gap in the traditional core
academic areas of literacy and math as well as cultivating a broader set of 21st century skills1 which students will need
to be truly successful in college and beyond. Some schools are demonstrating success with the former. A select group
of schools are starting to address the latter. Few are doing both well.

Currently, across the District of Columbia, families have too few options for quality public schools.  This dearth of
options is particularly pronounced for children of color and families in low-income communities.  According to a
recently published report from the Illinois Facilities Fund (IFF), “schools with Tier 1 performance are located
throughout the District. However, they are not equally distributed nor in sufficient number to serve all the students in
the District.” Unsurprisingly, this gap in quality school options has evidenced itself in a profound student achievement
gap. Troubling recent data from the 2011 National Assessment of Educational Progress showed for the District a
black-white gap of more than twice the national average on the 4th grade math assessment.  Moreover, in both

1 Partnership for 21st Century Skills, http://www.p21.org/storage/documents/1.__p21_framework_2-pager.pdf (accessed 02 Jan.
2012).
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reading and math, the District evidenced the largest black-white achievement gap in the nation when compared with
other urban school systems.2

Addressing the Need
With the opportunity to build a new model—one that aims to both follow best practice from those schools
successfully closing the achievement gap in the traditional core academic areas and offer innovative 21st century
approaches to curriculum, classroom structure, and staffing models—Ingenuity Prep Public Charter School will meet
the needs described above. Opening in August of 2013 and expanding to serve over 500 students in Preschool
through 8th grade, the school will prepare Washington D.C. youth to be STRONG civic leaders who positively impact
their local and global communities.
Through highly-effective, data-driven instruction and the following strategies, the school will address the learning
needs of its target population:

 The school will offer an extended-day (8 a.m.-5 p.m.) and extended year (200 days + 20 days for students
below grade-level) schedule, providing increased opportunities to deliver rigorous instruction, enrichment
and remediation for a wide-range of content.

 In addition to strong programs in literacy and math, students will take classes aimed at cultivating 21st

century skills.  All students will take Civic Leadership, a class focused on social-emotional competency, team
problem-solving, and service learning; Information, Media, & Technology Literacy, a class aimed at making
students critical information age consumers and high-capacity users of technology; and a foreign language
class. Additionally, 21st century themes of financial, health, and environmental literacy will be integrated
across content areas.

 Utilizing a blended learning model, the school will creatively organize classroom instruction. In the literacy
and math classrooms, teachers will harness high-quality online learning programs and digital content to
provide adaptive delivery of instruction targeted at students’ individual needs and respective zones of
proximal development. Through a rotational model, instruction will be delivered to small groups of students,
with an approximate student-teacher ratio in these groups of 8:1 during the literacy and math blocks and
16:1 in all other content areas.

 Students at the school will engage in an empowering learning experience designed to promote
independence and agency.  At the beginning of each year, students will set individual learning goals within
each content area. Across the year, students will track progress against their goals, gathering evidence of
and data points for that progress to include in a digital portfolio. Upon meeting designated achievement
benchmarks in their classrooms (outlined by teachers at the beginning of each term), students will earn the
right to move to one or a combination of the following opportunities: peer coaching, individual research, and
applied, collaborative projects.

 The school will implement a dynamic staffing model in which teams of teachers work with grade-level
cohorts of students.  With a majority of teachers on each team serving as content-specialists, these teams
will loop with cohorts of students within three grade-level bands: PS-PK, K-2, 3-5.  In providing for continuity
in relationships, expectations, and knowledge of students’ individual strengths and areas of development,
this looping model will provide for greater efficiencies in supporting students’ development. Finally, to
coordinate the work of and support the professional development of each grade-level team, one teacher will
serve as—and be appropriately compensated as—a grade-level master teacher.

2 Lyndsey Layton, “D.C. schools have largest black-white achievement gap in federal study,” The Washington Post, 07 Dec. 2011,
http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/dc-schools-have-largest-black-white-achievement-gap-in-federal-
study/2011/12/06/gIQArNnMcO_print.html (accessed 26 Dec. 2011).
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A. Educational Plan
A. EDUCATIONAL PLAN

1. MISSION AND PURPOSES OF THE PROPOSED PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
a. EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF THE TARGET STUDENT POPULATION

“The moment is at hand for a 21st century model for education that will better
prepare students for the demands of citizenship, college, and careers in this
millennium.” - Ken Kay, President, Partnership for 21st Century Skills 3

Currently, urban public schools are faced with the twin goals of closing the achievement gap in thetraditional core academic areas of literacy and math as well as cultivating a broader set of 21st centuryskills4 which students will need to be truly successful in college and beyond. Some schools aredemonstrating success with the former. A select group are starting to address the latter. Few aredoing both well.With the opportunity to build a new model—one that aims to follow best practice from thoseschools successfully closing the traditional achievement gap and offer innovative approaches tocurriculum, classroom structure, and staffing models—Ingenuity Prep Public Charter School willprepare Washington DC youth to be strong, dynamic civic leaders who will positively impact theirlocal and global communities. With this aim, the school will open in August of 2013 and expand toserve over 500 students in Preschool through 8th grade.
Intended Geographic Location & Demographic Analysis of Target PopulationCurrently, across the District of Columbia, families have too few options for quality public schools.This dearth of options is particularly pronounced for children of color and families in low-incomecommunities.  According to a recently published report from the Illinois Facilities Fund (IFF),“schools with Tier 1 performance are located throughout the District. However, they are not equallydistributed nor in sufficient number to serve all the students in the District.”  Most notably, amajority of students living east of the Anacostia River do not have the option to attend a high-performing school with “most performing DCPS schools in the northwest and most performingcharter schools in the northeast.”5 Unsurprisingly, this gap in quality school options has evidenceditself in a profound student achievement gap. Troubling recent data from the 2011 NationalAssessment of Educational Progress showed for the District a black-white gap of more than twicethe national average on the 4th grade math assessment.  Moreover, in both reading and math, the
3 James Bellanca and Ron Brandt, 21st Century Skills: Rethinking How Students Learn (Bloomington: Solution Tree, 2010).

4 http://www.p21.org/storage/documents/1.__p21_framework_2-pager.pdf
5 Illinois Facilities Fund, “Quality Schools: Every Child, Every School, Every Neighborhood” 2011
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District evidenced the largest black-white achievement gap in the nation.6 For these reasons, theFounding Group of Ingenuity Prep is compelled to submit to the Public Charter School Board anapplication for a new school.In his 2011 State of the District address, DC Mayor Vincent Gray shared his vision for “a greatteacher for every student and a great school for every community.”7 Ingenuity Prep is committed tobeing part of this citywide effort to provide all students the opportunity to receive an excellenteducation—especially those who have historically been denied that fundamental right.  With this inmind, the school is committed to serving a predominantly low-socioeconomic-status studentpopulation (80-95% receiving free/reduced lunch) in an area of the city where families currentlyhave few quality options. The Founding Group of Ingenuity Prep is currently evaluating potentiallocations across, investigating incubator space for, and building community relationships withinWards 6, 7 and 8.  The recent IFF study has provided a wealth of data to support the rationale foradditional high-quality school options in these areas.   The table below outlines 1) the wards andneighborhood clusters targeted by the school’s Founding Group, 2) the service gap for those areas(equal to the number of seats needed to provide each child in the cluster with a “performing”8school, and 3) the intervention priority of that cluster when compared against the other 39 clustersacross the District.
Ward IFF NeighborhoodCluster K-12 Service Gap K-12 Service GapPriority Rank6 9 747 207 31 2606 68 36 1390 108 38 2606 38 39 5532 1

As illustrated above, in Cluster 39, there are 5,532 students attending “non-performing” schools,providing for the greatest service gap of any cluster across the city and thereby making it the toppriority for intervention.In preparing its application, the Founding Group identified three neighborhoods—one each inWards 6, 7, and 8—where there existed few to no “performing” school options.  The team was able
6 Lyndsey Layton, “DC schools have largest black-white achievement gap in federal study,” The Washington Post, 07 Dec. 2011,
http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/dc-schools-have-largest-black-white-achievement-gap-in-federal-
study/2011/12/06/gIQArNnMcO_print.html (accessed 26 Dec. 2011).
7 Gray, Vincent C. March 28, 2011 “Vincent C. Gray Delivers State of the District
Address.”http://mayor.dc.gov/DC/Mayor/About+the+Mayor/News+Room/Press+Releases/Vincent+C.+Gray+Delivers+State+of+th
e+District+Address (accessed 28 Nov. 2011)

8 Defined within the IFF study as a school in the top quartile of student achievement, based on current & historic DC CAS
performance
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to confirm—upon release of the IFF data in late January of 2012—a definitive and quantitative gapin the number “performing” seats needed to provide all students in those target neighborhoods aquality education.  The analysis below focuses on three schools within those neighborhoods.  Goingforward, the Founding Group will continue to evaluate those neighborhoods for 1) theirappropriateness in serving the school’s target population and 2) their enrollment viability.Additionally, the team will give serious consideration to other neighborhoods within high-priorityclusters as identified by the IFF.  As noted above, the Founding Group is committed to the citywideeffort to ensure all communities—particularly those who are currently most under-served—havequality educational options.The table below provides demographic characteristics for three schools located within theFounding Group’s target clusters and representing the Founding Group’s target population. Furtherrationale for targeting the neighborhoods around these schools as well as the enrollment viabilityof these is outlined later in this section.
Ward IFFNeighborhoodCluster

TargetNeighborhoodSchoolReference Race/Ethnicity Poverty Rate Special Populations
6 9 Amidon-BowenElementarySchool

98 % African-American1% Hispanic/Latino1% Other
93%free/reducedlunch

14% Students w/specialeducation services1% English LanguageLearners
7 31 AitonElementary 99% African-American1% Hispanic/Latino 95%free/reducedlunch

10% Students w/ specialeducation services0% English LanguageLearners
8 38 GarfieldElementarySchool 100% African-American 84%free/reducedlunch

9% Students w/specialeducation services0% English LanguageLearners
Academic Performance & Corresponding Needs of Target PopulationCurrently, far too many students in the target neighborhoods of Wards 6, 7, and 8 are performingbelow grade-level, with notable deficits in core reading and math skills leaving them unpreparedfor subsequent grade-levels and, ultimately, for a competitive workplace.  The following tablesoutline recent DC Comprehensive Assessment System (CAS) achievement levels for the FoundingGroup’s target wards as well as schools located in specific target neighborhoods within thosewards:
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Ward 2011 DC CAS ReadingProficient/Advanced9 2011 DC CAS MathProficient/Advanced
6 39.86% - Elementary48.58% - Secondary 39.98% - Elementary54.26% - Secondary
7 32.57% - Elementary26.08% - Secondary 28.13% - Elementary36.70% - Secondary
8 27.56% - Elementary21.13% - Secondary 23.59% - Elementary22.56% - Secondary

Ward IFFNeighborhoodCluster TargetNeighborhoodSchool Reference 2011 DC CAS ReadingProficient/Advanced10 2011 DC CAS MathProficient/Advanced
6 9 Amidon-BowenElementary School 19% 15%
7 31 Aiton Elementary 22% 17%
8 38 Garfield ElementarySchool 8% 6%

With such academic performance levels, a primary educational need of the target population will berigorous cultivation of students’ skills and knowledge in the core academic content areas, includingcritical reading skills—particularly for non-fiction materials, writing skills that allow forcommunication across a range of contexts, and mathematical proficiency as evidenced in bothconceptual understanding and basic skill mastery.In addition to the development of such traditional core skills, students in our target population willneed cultivation of a wider range of skills and knowledge if they are to be fully prepared for thecolleges and careers of the 21st century.  A 2006 Workforce Readiness Report Card highlights thisneed:
● Professionalism/Work Ethic, Teamwork/Collaboration and Oral Communications are

rated as the three “most important” applied skills needed by entrants into today’s
workforce.

● Creativity/Innovation is projected to “increase in importance” for future workforce
entrants, according to more than 70 percent (74 percent) of employer respondents.
Currently, however, more than half of employer respondents (54 percent) report new

9 Office of Data and Accountability, “DC CAS Results by Ward, 2007-2011,” The Washington Post,
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/local/education/results-by-ward-2007-2011.htm (accessed 27 Dec. 2011).
10 District of Columbia Public Schools, “School Profiles Home,” Find A School, http://profiles.dcps.dc.gov/ (accessed 27 Dec. 2011).
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workforce entrants with a high school diploma to be “deficient” in this skill set, and
relatively few consider two-year and four-year college-educated entrants to be
“excellent” (4 percent and 22 percent, respectively). 11

Beyond our country’s own internal achievement gaps, for American students as a whole, thereexists an international achievement gap for 21st century skills:
Internationally, American students score lower than the average on the Programme
for International Student Assessment (PISA), the benchmark assessment in reading,
mathematics, and science for developed countries of the world...PISA results are telling
because these assessments measure the applied skills--what we call 21st century skills-
-of critical thinking and problem solving.  Even the best U.S. students cannot match
their peers in other advanced economies on PISA. 12

Another expert in the field, Stanford education professor, Linda Darling-Hammond, speaks to thetype of 21st century learning experiences our children will need to be successful:
Twenty-first century students need a deeper understanding of the core concepts in the
disciplines they receive now.  In addition, students need to be able to design, evaluate,
and manage their own work.  Students need to be able to frame, investigate, and solve
problems using a wide range of information resources and digital tools...students need
to develop more complex cognitive abilities so that they can find, analyze, and use
information for a range of purposes, including the development of new products and
ideas.  Students need to collaborate and communicate so that they can take advantage
of each other’s knowledge and expertise.13

Beyond the achievement gaps for core and 21st century skills, there exists another equallyconcerning gap for our children—that of civic competency.  Our potential for realizing our shareddemocratic ideals is largely dependent on the extent to which our citizenry is prepared to activelyand critically participate in the process of self-governance.  Notable deficits in any individual’sknowledge of and/or investment in that process have great negative implications for that individualand his/her larger community.  This reality makes the following excerpts from Meira Levinson’s2007 report for The Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning  & Engagement all themore poignant and concerning:
As early as fourth grade and continuing into the eighth and twelfth grades, African-
American, Hispanic, and poor students perform significantly worse on the civics test of

11 Partnership for 21st Century Skills, “Are They Really Ready to Work?” (2006),
http://www.p21.org/storage/documents/FINAL_REPORT_PDF09-29-06.pdf (accessed 27 Dec. 2011), p. 10.

12 James Bellanca and Ron Brandt, 21st Century Skills: Rethinking How Students Learn (Bloomington: Solution Tree, 2010), xviii.

13 James Bellanca and Ron Brandt, 21st Century Skills: Rethinking How Students Learn (Bloomington: Solution Tree, 2010), 33-34.
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the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) than white, Asian, and
middle class students.  Similar disparities appear in American ninth graders’ scores on
a recent international test of civic knowledge and skills.

People who earn over $75,000 annually are twice as likely to vote and are politically
active at up to six times the rate of people who earn under $15,000, whether measured
by working for a campaign, serving on the board of an organization, or even such
relatively low-cost actions as participating in protests or contacting officials.14

With the significant implications of this civic competency gap—most notably the loss of voice in thedemocratic process—the Founding Group at Ingenuity Prep has identified civic education as acritical need of its target population.
Addressing the NeedIngenuity Prep’s program was designed to meet the demonstrated need in traditional core contentareas, 21st century skills and knowledge, and civic engagement and leadership capacity.  To begin,the school has created a curricular framework that defines and delineates traditional core contentand 21st century content.  This document will provide a foundation for decisions on curriculumdevelopment, thematic focuses, and allocation of instructional time.

Ingenuity Prep Curricular Framework15
Traditional Core Content Emphases

 Literacy
o Reading
o Writing
o Listening & Speaking

 Math
 Social Studies & History
 Science

21st Century Content Emphases

 Civic Leadership
 Information, Media, and Technology Literacy
 Financial Literacy
 Global Awareness, Foreign Language Proficiency, & Cultural Competency

21st Century Thinking & Behavior Emphases

 Critical-thinking and problem-solving
 Communication and collaboration

14 Meira Levinson, The Civic Achievement Gap (2007), CIRCLE,
http://www.civicyouth.org/PopUps/WorkingPapers/WP51Levinson.pdf (accessed Dec. 27 2011), p. 6.

15 A Partnership For 21st Century Skills, Framework for 21st Century Learning,
http://www.p21.org/storage/documents/1.__p21_framework_2-pager.pdf (accessed 26 Dec. 2011).
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 Initiative and self-direction
A Cross-Curricular Focus on Ingenuity

 An exploration of the products of human creativity—including ideas, inventions, policies, andmovements
 An analysis of the processes behind this creativity, with a focus on how change is initiated
 An evaluation of the implications of creativity and change—both good and bad—for individualsand communities
 Cultivation of the capacity to reflect on our 21st century world, analyze the challenges we face,identify creative solutions to these challenges, and--ultimately--improve our quality of life and thatof others in our local and global communitiesThis list below, elaborated on throughout the application, highlights the ways in which the schoolwill—using the curricular framework above—meet the needs of its students:
 Extended-day (8-5 p.m.) and extended year (200 days +20 days for students below grade-level)
 Significant allocation of instructional time to traditional core content areas, including threehours per day of literacy instruction in K-5
 A culture of data-driven decision-making, both in and out of the classroom
 A culture of achievement and high expectations for academics and discipline
 Themes of ingenuity, financial, health, and environmental literacy infused across contentareas
 Provision of a Civic Leadership class focused on social-emotional competency, teamproblem-solving, and service learning (with a limited, developmentally-appropriatedelivery of this content in PreK as well)
 Provision of an Information, Media, & Technology Literacy class aimed at making studentscritical information age consumers and high-capacity users of technology (with a limited,developmentally-appropriate delivery of this content in PreK as well)
 Implementation of a dynamic staffing model:

o Teams of five teachers will work with groups of 60 students per grade-level.
o Within each team, four of five teachers will serve as content-specialists.
o Teaching teams will loop with cohorts of students within three grade-level bands:PS-PK, K-2, 3-5.

 Utilization of a Blended Learning Model to Creatively Organize Classroom Instruction
o In the literacy and math classrooms, teachers will harness high-quality onlinelearning programs and digital content to provide adaptive delivery of instructiontargeted at students’ individual needs and respective zones of proximaldevelopment.
o Through a rotational model, instruction will be delivered to small groups ofstudents, with an approximate student-teacher ratio in these groups of 8:1 duringthe literacy and math blocks and 16:1 in all other content areas.
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 Provision of an Empowering Student Learning Experience
o At the beginning of each year, students will set individual learning goals within eachcontent area.
o Across the year, students will track progress against their goals, gathering evidenceof and data points for that progress to include in a digital portfolio.
o Upon meeting designated achievement benchmarks in their classrooms (outlined byteachers at the beginning of each term), students will earn the right to move to oneor a combination of the following opportunities: peer coaching, individual research,and applied, collaborative projects.

Enrollment Rationale and Impact on Existing Community and Neighborhood SchoolsThe table below outlines the school’s enrollment projections through its first nine years ofoperation when it will reach full Preschool-8th grade enrollment.
SY2013-14 SY2014-15 SY2015-16 SY2016-17 SY2017-18 SY2018-19 SY2019-20 SY2020-21 SY2021-22PS 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24PreK4 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24Kinder 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 601st 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 602nd 60 60 60 60 60 60 603rd 60 60 60 60 60 604th 60 60 60 60 605th 60 60 60 606th 90 90 907th 90 908th 90

PS-5th
Total

108 168 228 288 348 408 408 408 408

MS
Total

0 0 0 0 0 0 90 180 270

Overall
Total

108 168 228 288 348 408 498 588 678
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This enrollment model is based on the following assumptions:
● There exists in the surrounding neighborhood adequate demand to enroll the school’sPreschool and Prekindergarten cohorts of 24, Kindergarten through 5th cohorts of 60, and6th through 8th grade cohorts of 90.
● Each year, the school will face an attrition rate of 10% and will, in turn, fill the open seats inorder to maintain the respective enrollment levels of each of the cohorts noted above.
● The school will enter with each rising 6th grade cohort an additional 30 students, with theadditional students allowing for greater content offerings and teacher specialization.IFF “service-gap” data provides compelling rationale for the first assumption above—theenrollment viability of each the school’s target neighborhoods.  With the significant “service-gaps”for Clusters 9, 31, and 38 noted earlier in this section, the Founding Group is confident the demandfor a quality seat would be such that the school would meet its enrollment targets.  In each of thesesituations, the Founding Group believes it will likely draw for its initial class of students those fromthe following two categories—students currently attending their neighborhood school and thosecurrently living in the neighborhood but attending school elsewhere.  While the Founding Grouprecognizes location of its school within any of its target neighborhoods may indeed draw studentsfor that neighborhood’s schools, the following data from the IFF report16 suggests the direct impacton the enrollment of neighborhood schools might not be as significant as expected:

Cluster17 % of Students AttendingSchool Within the Cluster % of Students AttendingSchool in an Adjacent Cluster % of Students AttendingFurther Than an AdjacentCluster31 52% 16% 32%38 18% 39% 43%
Thus, with so many students already leaving these neighborhoods to attend school elsewhere, theestablishment of a new, quality option in the neighborhood may in fact lead to higher retention ofthose students within their neighborhood of their residence.In considering the Ward 6 (Cluster 9) area around Amidon-Bowen Elementary School as a targetneighborhood, the Founding Group has identified two rationales.  First, in late-2010, DCPS conducteda feasibility study to determine whether to re-open the currently closed Van Ness Elementary School,located in Near Southeast, seven tenths of a mile from Amidon-Bowen.  The study noted that by 2015,the population in the half-mile surrounding Amidon-Bowen is expected to grow by 34% with thepopulation within a half-mile of Van Ness Elementary School expected to grow by 58% in 2015 andby 80% by 2020.  Currently, within a half-mile of Van Ness, there are approximately 350 children ages0-9 years old, with that population expected to rise to 630 by 2020.
16 IFF, pages 55 and 63
17 This data was unavailable for Cluster 9.
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Second, in the Southwest neighborhoods of Ward 6, families of post-prekindergarten age studentscurrently have no high-performing schools within 1.5 miles.  For a family living in the Buzzard Pointneighborhood of Southwest, the closest high-performing option, Brent Elementary School, is 1.6miles away—over a 30-minute walk. Moreover, extensive waiting lists at Brent make potentialenrollment unlikely.  Given this, the Founding Group will continue to evaluate the Southwestneighborhood of Ward 6 for its viability as a site location.
A. EDUCATION PLAN

1.  MISSION AND PURPOSES OF THE PROPOSED PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
b. MISSION AND PHILOSOPHY

MissionWith a rigorous college preparatory curriculum, including a major focus on the development of 21stcentury skills and knowledge, Ingenuity Prep Public Charter School prepares Washington DC areayouth to be STRONG—Self-aware, Tough, Respectful, Open-minded, Noble, and Grateful—civicleaders who strive to positively impact their local and global communities
Mission-Aligned Core ValuesWith the goal of reframing the concept of “strength” around several key characteristics of effectivecontemporary civic leadership, the school has identified six core values that represent the acronymSTRONG.  These values—to be promoted across school culture as “Ingenuity STRONG”—are asfollows:
 Self-aware: Through regular reflection, we strive to know ourselves, our values, and ourgoals.
 Tough: When things get difficult, we work hard and persevere. We see error, failure, andcritical feedback not as a permanent setback but rather as an opportunity to learn and grow.We show self-control of our words and actions, even when we’re frustrated or upset.
 Respectful: We communicate and collaborate with others with humility, empathy, andcompassion.
 Open to new ideas: We recognize we don’t have all of the answers and are willing to listen toothers and think outside the box. We strive to be creative and innovative.
 Noble: With honesty, integrity, and a willingness to admit our mistakes, we strive todemonstrate great character.
 Grateful: We recognize, appreciate, and celebrate our own good deeds and those ofothers. We show gratitude for what we have by serving the various communities of whichwe’re a part.
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Philosophy
Our Beliefs about What Students Should Learn
● The school’s curriculum should explicitly arise from the evolving set of skills and knowledgestudents need to meet the college and career challenges of the 21st century.
● The school’s curriculum and instruction should prepare students to identify, advocate for,and act on the issues most impacting their local and global communities.
● All students are capable of making significant academic progress; adults expectations ofstudents should reflect this great potential.

Our Beliefs about How Students Should Learn
● Students learn best when their individual learning needs--including pace, style, andincoming skill level--can be explicitly and strategically addressed.
● Students learn best when they 1) have clear goals, 2) are invested in those goals, 3) arechallenged and encouraged as they strive to meet those goals, and 4) are able to track theirprogress towards the achievement of those goals.
● Students learn best through an instructional pedagogy based not on ideology but on 1) thenature of the content being delivered, 2) the student’s academic needs and learning profile,and 3) the ultimate efficiency and effectiveness of the approach in producing the desiredoutcome.  We will utilize pedagogical approaches similar to those schools achieving thegreatest outcomes with students who have learning profiles similar to our own.

Our Beliefs about Adult-Student Interactions
● Students learn best in a positive, encouraging environment where there are highexpectations for student behavior and procedural efficiency.
● Students learn best when adults are clear, firm leaders and when they ensure theircommunication with students is characterized by humility and a commitment to thepromotion of students’ dignity.
● Students learn best when adults are consistent in their responses to student actions andwhen they strive to meet each student’s individual socio-emotional needs.

Our Beliefs about Organizational Excellence
● Students and families should remain at the center of all organizational decision-making.
● Data--in all its forms--should be a critical driver in organizational decision-making.
● Our actions should be consistently backwards-mapped from clear, measurable visions andgoals.
● When possible, we should borrow best-practice from district and charter schools and for-profit and not-for-profit organizations that have proven track records of success.  Uponlooking externally and finding inadequate solutions for our organizational questions andchallenges, we should innovate and create our own solutions.
● We should maintain equal commitments to excellence in outcomes and integrity in process.
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A.  EDUCATION PLAN
1.  MISSION AND PURPOSES OF THE PROPOSED PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL

c. EDUCATIONAL FOCUSOutlined in this section is Ingenuity Prep’s educational focus for both the content and delivery of itsacademic program.  In crafting this vision, the Founding Group followed the three-step process below:1. With an eye to 21st century college and career readiness, determine the learning needs ofour target population (outlined in Section A.1.a Educational Needs of the Target Population)2. Identify where other school models are successfully meeting this need and utilize their bestpractice183. Where necessary, to best meet our 21st century goals with our unique target population,build on, refine, and evolve our own practice
Our Content Focus: What Students are Learning

Traditional Core Content: Ingenuity Prep will offer a strong academic program focused onensuring that students demonstrate mastery of traditional core academic content—particularly inliteracy and math.  In these areas, the school has sought to borrow heavily from the best practice ofhigh-performing charter networks such as KIPP, Uncommon Schools, and Achievement First.Through conversation and collaboration with teachers and leaders from these networks, theFounding Group has identified key practices to be implemented in its own model.  A particularemphasis has been placed on developing strong programs in literacy and math with students in K-5engaging in three hours of daily instruction in literacy and 90 minutes of daily instruction in math(comparable to what is found in the aforementioned charter networks).  Additionally, the FoundingGroup has sought to utilize many of the same literacy and math curricular resources as those usedby Uncommon Schools’ North Star Academies of Newark, New Jersey.  Further elaboration on theschool’s core content curriculum can be found in A.2 Charter School Curriculum.
21st Century Content: Beyond ensuring mastery of traditional core content, Ingenuity Prep iscommitted to promoting the development of the 21st century content outlined in the Ingenuity PrepCurricular Framework (referenced in Section A.1.a Educational Needs of the Target StudentPopulation). Ingenuity Prep will take a two-pronged approach to ensuring this content isaddressed.  First, the school will seek to infuse 21st century content into the curriculum andinstruction in the traditional core academic areas with, for example, information and media literacystandards integrated into students’ research work in the literacy classroom and financial literacystandards integrated into students work in the math classroom.  Additionally, 21st century contentwill be the primary and explicit focus of several classes students will take throughout their time atthe school.  For example, twice a week, students will take Information, Media, & TechnologyLiteracy, a class that—in addition to cultivating students’ ability to apply technology as a tool—prepares students to be savvy consumers and analysts of contemporary media, social networks,
18 In these efforts, the Founding Group has leaned heavily on conversation and collaboration with colleagues, friends, and contacts
(including teachers and leaders) at several high-performing, well-respected charter school networks such as KIPP, Uncommon
Schools, and Achievement First.
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and online information sources.  Again, further elaboration on this curriculum can be found in A.2Charter School Curriculum.
A Civic Leadership Focus: The Founding Group of Ingenuity Prep aspires to have its graduatespossess more than mastery of traditional core content, more even than mastery of the broaderrange of 21st century content.   Mastery of these skills absent a foundation of core values and asense of civic purpose is insufficient.  The news is testament to the travails of smart, successful menand women whose moral missteps and selfish indulgences have laid ruin to the lives of others.The Founding Group of Ingenuity Prep believes civic education, civic values, and civic leadershipwill provide its graduates a sense of purpose in applying their core and 21st century skills.  Suchpurpose, particularly here in our nation’s capital, particularly in these times of social, economic, andpolitical discontent, will—in the aspirations of the school’s Founding Group—produce graduateswith both the capacity and commitment to positively impact the issues facing their local, national,and global communities.As outlined in Section A1a, the need for quality civic education is great, with the civic education gapnoteworthy.   Yet, the research suggests the investment in civic education is well worth it.According to a recent report from the Campaign for the Civic Mission of Schools, students whoreceive effective civics education are:
● More likely to vote and discuss politics at home
● More likely to volunteer and work on community issues
● More confident in their ability to speak publicly and communicate with their electedrepresentatives
● More likely to score higher on assessments and demonstrate high levels of 21st centuryskills such as critical thinking, news comprehension, and work ethic19

With this is mind, the school will provide the foundation for its cultivation of civic leadership instrategically and comprehensively promoting its STRONG core values, outlined in Section A.1.bMission and Philosophy.  These values will be displayed, discussed, reflected on, and—whenexemplified by students—explicitly and systematically recognized.  On a daily basis, students willreflect and receive feedback on their behavior and actions as they relate to these core values.  Thisinformation will be tracked in a systematic way and regularly shared with parents.  Classcommunity meetings to begin and close each day will provide opportunities for students to reflecton their own behavior as it relates to these values, “shout-out” their peers, and voluntarily sharetheir missteps.  Additionally, at each Friday community meeting, students from each grade-levelwill be recognized for exemplary demonstration of the core values.   Further elaboration on thesesystems and rituals can be found in A.4.c School Organization and Culture.
19 Campaign for the Civic Missions of Schools, Guardian of Democracy: The Civic Mission of Schools Report (2003),
http://civicmissionofschools.org/site/documents/ViewGuardianofDemocracy/view, p. 6.
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In addition to the purposeful and comprehensive promotion of these values, Ingenuity Prep willfollow best practice as reported by Campaign for the Civic Mission of Schools20 in cultivatingstudents’ civic leadership in the following ways:
1. Classroom Instruction: In addition to cultivating students’ civics knowledge in their socialstudies and civic leadership classes, this content will be infused into other curricula as well,with students, for example, reading relevant historical fiction and non-fiction during literacytime or creating murals highlighting social movements during their extracurricular art class.
2. Discussion of Current Events and Key Social Issues: Again, while students’ social studies andcivic leadership classes will provide opportune times to discuss current events and keysocial issues, these conversations will occur--in developmentally appropriate ways--acrossother parts of students experiences at the school.  Twice-daily community meetings provideideal times to connect students’ reflections on the school’s STRONG core values to currentevents. A teacher might, for example, use the core value of being “open to new ideas” as ameans to encourage students to weigh the merit in both sides of a given civic issue.
3. Service-Learning & Extracurricular Activities: Students will be provided regularopportunities to engage in developmentally-appropriate service learning.  Students in PreKmight engage in a collective effort to distribute recycling bins across the school.  1st gradersmight organize a book-drive to support a local homeless shelter.  Older students mightengage in virtual math tutoring opportunities after-school.
4. School Governance: Students will be provided developmentally-appropriate opportunities toengage formally in leadership roles and structures.  This will begin within the classroomwith class jobs, small-group roles, and class representatives and extend beyond theclassroom to schoolwide structures such as student council.
5. Simulations of Democratic Processes: The school will provide regular opportunities forstudents to participate in simulated democratic processes including voting in real and mockelections for representatives and “ballot measures.”In Ingenuity Prep’s Civic Leadership program, a particular emphasis will be placed on servicelearning, with students both serving within and learning from their community. At the heart of thisservice learning program will be a focus on reciprocity. In this work, students will learn to clearlydistinguish community service from service learning, evaluating the benefits and limitations of eachof these ways of engaging and ultimately coming to the understanding that they have bothsomething to give and something to learn from all acts of civic leadership. The school will seek todevelop external partnerships that provide these opportunities for reciprocal learning. Suchpartnerships will allow students to practice outside of the school the skills developed within theclassroom, providing for a rich, robust learning experience.21

20 Campaign for the Civic Missions of Schools, Guardian of Democracy: The Civic Mission of Schools Report (2003),
http://civicmissionofschools.org/site/documents/ViewGuardianofDemocracy/view, p. 6-7.

21 Besirevic, Zina. (2012, January. Developing Ethical and Civic Minded Youth in Post-Conflict and/or Divided
Societies. Presentation at The 9th Annual Community Leaders’ Breakfast at Saint Mark’s School, San Rafael, CA.
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In addition to external service-learning experiences, students will be provided opportunities toserve within the school community. Through their Civic Leadership class, students will engage indiscussions to identify needs of the school community and design plans to address those needs.Some examples of in-school service learning for younger students might include the following:
 starting a recycling campaign; using posters and/or skits to educate the school about whatcan and cannot be recycled
 creating artwork for a school beautification project
 serving as Admissions Ambassadors to potential students and families in the community.Examples of in-school service learning for older students might include the following:
 partnering with younger students as Reading Buddies
 creating a "welcome packet” for incoming students and their families
 coaching and/or teaching sportsmanship to younger students during P.E.

Our Delivery Focus: How Students are Learning

A Staffing Model That Provides for Small-Group Learning. At Ingenuity Prep, a key aspect ofhow students learn involves the school’s staffing model.  With the goal of providing purposefulsmall-group instruction, the school has increased class size beyond traditional levels.  In doing so,the additional per pupil revenue gained allows the school to hire additional staff.  With thisapproach, in grades K-5, the school will staff five highly-qualified teachers for each grade-levelcohort of 60 students.  On each grade-level team, four of five teachers will serve as contentspecialists with the fifth teaching multiple contents.  This specialization will provide theopportunity to develop a depth of curricular and content-specific instructional expertise notpossible with the traditional primary school staffing model where one teacher teaches multiplesubjects.  Thus, with teams of five content-specialized teachers working to support grade-levelcohorts of 60 students, the school is positioned to facilitate a small-group rotational instructionalmodel.  This model, which seeks to leverage the instructional capacity of technology, is outlinedbelow.
A Data-Driven, Blended-Learning Instructional Model. In his groundbreaking book, HarvardBusiness School professor Clayton M. Christensen speaks to the need for a new instructional model:

[The] current educational system--the way it trains teachers, the way it groups
students, the way the curriculum is designed, and the way school buildings are laid
out--is designed for standardization.  If the United States is serious about leaving no
child left behind, it cannot teach its students with standardized methods.  Today’s
system was designed at a time when standardization was seen as a virtue.  It is an
intricately interdependent system.  Only an administrator suffering from virulent
masochism would attempt to teach each student in the way his or her brain is wired to
learn within this monolithic batch system.  Schools need a new system...we must find a
way to move toward what...we call a ‘student-centric’ model.” 22

22 Clayton Christensen, Michael B. Horn, and Curtis W. Johnson, Disrupting Class (Columbus: McGraw-Hill, 2008), 38.
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With this in mind, the founders of Ingenuity Prep have organized an instructional model thatmaximizes opportunities to meet students’ individual learning needs.  Informed by the Blended
Learning Methodology, the school will implement a rotational small-group model wherein highly-qualified, content-area specialized teachers facilitate instruction as students within the classroomrotate across interactions with teachers, small-groups of peers, and online learning platforms.
Blended Learning—which proposes a mix of traditional, teacher-facilitated instruction and studentlearning through online programs and digital content—has been termed by Christensen as a
disruptive innovation, one with the power to transform the way schools meet individual students’needs through its leveraging of individualized, online learning experiences.  A May 2011 reportfrom the Innosight Institute speaks to the power of this evolving area of technology to reshapeinstruction in ways prior innovations in technology have not:

Will the rise of online learning into brick-and-mortar schools be different from the
appearance of previous education technologies?  Calculators, overhead projectors,
electronic whiteboards, and online textbooks all enhanced the classroom as add-ons, but
they sustained rather than transformed the conventional structure.  Even the aggressive
deployment of computers in schools has not transformed classrooms.  Schools spent over
$60 billion equipping students with computers in the past two decades, but the basic
classroom design has not changed...In contrast, as countless people have noted, online
learning has the potential to be a disruptive force that will transform the factory-like,
monolithic structure that has dominated America’s schools into a new model that is
student-centric, highly personalized for each learner, and more productive.23

Like the authors of the Innosight report, the founders of Ingenuity Prep are excited about thepotential to leverage this evolving technology.  To be clear though, and in contrast with someeducational models such as virtual schools, the founders of Ingenuity Prep do not see onlinelearning platforms supplanting the role of the teacher in classrooms.  Rather, in the Ingenuity Preprotational blended-learning model, online platforms will provide one of a range of learningexperiences students will have.  See the table below for an example of how four small groups ofstudents in a 1st grade class might rotate across various learning experiences over a three-hourliteracy block.

23 Heather Staker, The Rise of K-12 Blended Learning: Profiles of emerging models (2011), Innosight Institute,
http://www.mivu.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=JBKVdw0pd4Q=&tabid=373 (accessed 28 Dec. 2011), p. 3.
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Teacher-FacilitatedGuided Reading Lesson Teacher-FacilitatedDecoding/FluencyPractice Teacher-FacilitatedWriting Lesson,Student Practice Individualized PhonicsPractice Using OnlineProgram24
8:30-9:15 a.m. Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
9:15-10:00 a.m. Group 2 Group 1 Group 4 Group 3

10:00-10:45 a.m. Group 3 Group 4 Group 1 Group 2
10:45-11:30 a.m. Group 4 Group 3 Group 2 Group 1

Through providing content-specialized teachers and leveraging high-quality online learningprograms, over the course of this three-hour literacy block, students consistently work in smallgroups.  Moreover, in using a range of diagnostic and formative assessment data to inform thegrouping, and given the built-in adaptive nature of the online platforms, students’ learningexperiences across this three-hour block can be specifically tailored to meet their individual needs.At no point will teachers be put in a position of having to meet the needs of 30 students at once.  Atno point will students spend time practicing a skill without the opportunity to receive feedback.And, because of the low student-teacher ratio and tracking systems built into the online platforms,at all points will quality data be gathered on student learning.In establishing their blended learning model, the Founding Group has formalized a consultingrelationship with Education Elements and its president, Anthony Kim.  Mr. Kim and his organizationare currently among the leading national experts on blended learning and, through this consultingrelationship, the founders will continue to refine their model, identify the most effective onlinelearning platforms, and gather best practices from other schools with similar models such as ActonAcademy in Austin, Texas, Mission Dolores Academy in San Francisco, California, and KIPPEmpower in Los Angeles, California.25 In particular, the Founding Group is studying KIPP Empoweras it serves as one of the first and most successful rotational, blended-learning models at theelementary level.  In the 2010-11 school year, 9% of kindergartners began the year kindergarten-ready and, by the end of the year, over 95% scored at or above the national average in math andreading.26 The Founding Group is confident that through leveraging highly-effective, content-
24 The range of online programs currently being evaluated for potential use are further outlined in Section A.2.b Resources and
Instructional Materials.  This evaluation of programs is occurring through the school’s consultation with Mr. Kim of Education
Elements.
25 Heather Staker, The rise of K-12 blended learning: Profiles of emerging models (2011), Innosight Institute,
http://www.innosightinstitute.org/blended_learning_models/ (accessed 28 Dec. 2011).

26 Jill Barshay, “Kindergarteners Blend E-Learning, Face-to-Face Instruction,” Education Week, 26 Oct. 2011,
http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2011/10/26/09blended_ep.h31.html?tkn=LNMFRdFSDy8ZaOc3UspbkDMnh6GCyt49JO%2Bm
&cmp=clp-edweek&CFID=40029749&CFTOKEN=97363582 (accessed 28 Dec. 2011).
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specialized teachers, highly-effective online learning platforms, low student-teacher ratios, andpurposeful use of data, it can reach similar achievement levels.
An Empowering Student Learning Experience. Throughout this small-group, blended-learningmodel, students will engage in an empowering educational process.  First, at the beginning of eachyear, students will set individual learning goals within each content area. Across the year, studentswill track progress against their goals, gathering evidence of and data points for that progress toinclude in a portfolio (discussed further in Section A.3.a Gateway Measures). Across each day,week, and term, as students demonstrate mastery of designated content, they will earn the right tomove to one or a combination of the following opportunities: peer coaching, individual research,and applied collaborative projects.  In a math classroom, for example, a student demonstrating deepmastery of the given objective for the day might earn the opportunity to become a peer coach.  In aliteracy classroom, a student who has met her designated achievement benchmarks in her onlinelearning program might earn the opportunity to research with a peer a topic connected to thethematic focus of the class for that term.  With this approach, over time, student initiative,independence, and agency will be promoted as students become active drivers of—rather thansimply participants in—their learning.
An Extended Day & Extended Year. Combined, the two statements below from a 2011 WallaceFoundation Report27 provide compelling rationale for Ingenuity Prep’s extended day and extendedyear programming.

[T]he traditional school calendar has remained unchanged since well before the
publication of A Nation at Risk almost 30 years ago, despite growing evidence that it is
insufficient to meet the needs of many poor kids.

A large body of research suggests that a significant part of the achievement gap occurs
because poor children lose more learning over the summer than their wealthier
counterparts, and that this loss accumulates over time.As it seeks to ensure mastery of both traditional core skills and 21st century skills, Ingenuity Prepwill implement its rotational, blended-learning model over an extended school day and extendedschool year.  With extended day classes lasting from 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. and after-school offeringscontinuing until 6:00 p.m., Ingenuity Prep will seek to heed the increasingly compelling research-base which suggests that extended-learning time is a key driver in increasing achievement levelsand closing the achievement gap.28 In leveraging its increased daily instructional time, students atIngenuity Prep will engage in a minimum of three hours per day of literacy instruction and 90minutes per day of math instruction.  Students performing below-grade-level will receive additional

27 The Wallace Foundation, Reimagining the School Day: More Time for Learning (2011),
http://www.wallacefoundation.org/knowledge-center/summer-and-extended-learning-time/summer-
learning/Documents/Reimagining-the-School-Day-More-Time-for-Learning.pdf (accessed 28 Dec. 2011), p. 7.
28 Regional Educational Laboratory Northeast and Islands, “Extended Learning Time”, Reference Desk Digest, 30 Apr. 2010,
http://www.relnei.org/referencedesk.2010-04-30.php (accessed 28 Dec. 2011).
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instructional support/practice in these core content areas during the AcademicEnrichment/Intervention block.This increased daily instructional time will occur over an extended school year that will begin inearly August and continue through the end of June.  Additionally, a three-week July OpportunityCamp will provide, among other things, core content academic intervention for those studentsperforming below grade-level.  An outline of the school’s extended-day and extended-yearschedules can be found in Section A.4.g Structure of the School Day and Year.
A.  EDUCATION PLAN

1.  MISSION AND PURPOSES OF THE PROPOSED PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
d. GOALSThe school will be driven by the following goals for student learning and organizationaleffectiveness.  For each goal, the school will 1) establish measurement metrics and performancebenchmarks, 2) determine who (students, staff, leadership and board) shares primary ownershipfor the goal, and 3) track progress towards the achievement of the goal, reflecting on that progressand its implications at regular ongoing intervals

Goal 1: Students Will Demonstrate On-Track College & Career Readiness in Core Contents
 Students will demonstrate on/above grade-level reading skills as they:

o decode and comprehend a broad range of high-quality, increasingly challengingliterary and informational texts.
 Students will demonstrate on/above grade-level writing skills as they:

o with appropriate use of the conventions of standard English, offer and supportopinions, demonstrate understanding of the subjects they are studying, and conveyreal and imagined experiences and events.
 Students will demonstrate on/above grade-level speaking and listening skills as they:

o with appropriate use of the conventions of standard English, both effectively conveytheir own ideas and critically listen for and evaluate the shared ideas of others.
 Students will demonstrate on/above grade-level math skills, knowledge, and practice as they:

o show proficiency in conceptual understanding and operational procedures, basicfact mastery and critical problem-solving.
 Students will demonstrate on/above grade-level social studies and civics content-knowledge

and thinking skills as they:
o study significant historical ideas, critically evaluate multiple sources andperspectives, and connect what they are learning to their prior knowledge and thecurrent issues facing our diverse nation and increasingly interdependent world.

 Students will demonstrate on/above grade-level science content-knowledge and skills as they:
o find or determine answers to questions derived from everyday experiences;describe, explain, and predict natural phenomena; understand and engage inscientific discourse; pose explanations based on evidence derived from one's own
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work; identify scientific issues underlying national and local decisions; and proposesolutions that take into account both scientific evidence and social issues.
Goal 2: Students Will Demonstrate On-Track College & Career Readiness in 21st Century Content

● Students will demonstrate proficiency in information, media, and technology literacy as
they:
○ appropriately access, evaluate, use, and manage a wide range of information from awide range of sources; critically analyze media messaging and create their ownmedia products; and effectively apply technology as a tool.

● Students will demonstrate cultural competency as evidenced by:
○ knowledge of social, cultural, and political facets of nations and communitiesoutside their own; knowledge of pertinent global issues; and competency incommunicating and collaborating across a diverse range of cultures and socialgroups.

● Students will demonstrate financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy as
evidenced by:
○ knowledge of personal financial structures and systems and competency innavigating and managing these structures and systems; knowledge of the role ofmajor institutions impacting the larger economy; and demonstration of creativityand initiative in analyzing problems and identifying solutions.

Goal 3: School Leadership & Staff Will Promote Efficient & Effective Organizational Operations

● The school’s Board of Trustees will provide active and effective leadership in its guidance ofthe school and its leadership.
● The school will recruit and retain an experienced, enthusiastic, highly-effective, diversestaff.
● The school will seek to maximize instructional time through minimizing tardies, absences,and out-of-school suspensions.
● The school will promote high levels of student/family retention.
● School staff will receive high customer satisfaction ratings from their respectiveconstituencies--including students, families, and staff.
● School operations will leverage technology to provide for highly-efficient and highly-effective service and productivity.
● The school will consistently meet federal, state, and charter board compliance expectations.
● The school will demonstrate financial stability, sustainability and be fully compliant throughimplementation of transparent financial practices.
● The school will promote a safe, positive school culture.
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A. EDUCATION PLAN
2.  CHARTER SCHOOL CURRICULUM

a. STUDENT LEARNING STANDARDS

Preschool & Prekindergarten StandardsAfter evaluating a range of standards frameworks, Ingenuity Prep has decided to adopt standardsfrom the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) and the New York StatePrekindergarten Foundation for the Common Core as the basis for its Preschool and Prekindergartenprogram.  The NAEYC standards were updated in 2006 to ensure alignment with evidence-basedearly childhood best practice and cover a range of domains including relationships, curriculum,teaching, assessment of child progress, health, teaching qualifications, family involvement, communityrelationships, physical environment, and leadership and management.  These standards provide abroad programmatic vision for the school’s early childhood program.  The New York StatePrekindergarten Foundation for the Common Core was selected by the Founding Group as it providesa leading vision for academic skill sets and social-emotional competencies that best align to theschool’s mission, goals, and corresponding K-8 standards frameworks.
K-8 Literacy StandardsIngenuity Prep will adopt as the foundation for its literacy curriculum the Common Core StateStandards for English Language Arts.  Backwards-mapped from key college and career readinessexpectations, these standards provide a roadmap for cultivating an ambitious range of literacyskills.  In providing for independent, critical-thinking readers and writers who can access a wide-range of content knowledge and adapt their communication skills for a diverse 21st centuryworkplace, the vision put forth by the Common Core Standards is well-aligned to Ingenuity Prep’soverarching literacy goals.
K-8 Math StandardsIngenuity Prep will adopt the Common Core Standards for Mathematical Practice and the CommonCore Standards for Mathematical Content.  These standards, introduced in 2011 and adopted by alarge majority of states across the nation, will provide the framework for the rigorous collegepreparatory math curriculum the teachers and instructional leaders at Ingenuity Prep will develop.The vision of the Common Core standards is well-aligned with the mission and overarching mathgoal for the school as it outlines a framework for cultivating strong early number sense, a balancebetween conceptual and procedural math, and algebra readiness by 8th grade.
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K-8 Science StandardsIngenuity Prep will utilize the DC Science Standards for Kindergarten-8th grade, supplemented bythe American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) Project 2061 Benchmarks forScientific Literacy29 and the Common Core Standards for ELA and Literacy in History/Social Studies,Science, and Technical Subjects.  The DC standards were chosen as the baseline because they breakthe content into a logical, age-appropriate sequence. The school will add appropriate AAASBenchmarks to emphasize broader themes in science, scientific problem solving, and the skillsnecessary for scientific literacy.  Additionally, in developing the science curriculum, relevantCommon Core Standards will be utilized to cultivate cross-curricular literacy and providecontinuity across subject areas.  Together, this should result in a set of standards focused oncontent knowledge and the broader set of skills needed for 21st century scientific literacy,providing the school a strong foundation as it strives to achieve its mission-aligned overarchingscience goal.  The school is also awaiting the late 2012 release of the Next Generation ScienceStandards from the National Science Teachers Association.30 Upon the release of this document, theschool will evaluate their appropriateness in serving as the foundation of the school’s sciencecurriculum.
K- 8 Social Studies StandardsIngenuity Prep will utilize both the DC Social Studies Learning Standards for PreK-8th Grade andthe National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies.  The former outlines specific social studiesand civics content at each grade-level while the latter provides an overall frame for curriculumdesign and broad student learning expectations.  Below, the National Council for the Social Studies(NCSS) outlines the aim of the National Curriculum Standards:

The aim of social studies is the promotion of civic competence—the knowledge,
intellectual processes, and democratic dispositions required of students to be active
and engaged participants in public life. By making civic competence a central aim, the
NCSS emphasizes the importance of educating students who are committed to the
ideas and values of democracy. Civic competence rests on this commitment to
democratic values, and requires that citizens have the ability to use their knowledge
about their community, nation, and world…Young people who are knowledgeable,
skillful, and committed to democracy are necessary to sustaining and improving our
democratic way of life, and participating as members of a global community.31

29 American Association for the Advancement of Science, “Benchmarks Online ~ Project 2061 ~ AAAS,” Benchmarks Online,
http://www.project2061.org/publications/bsl/online/index.php?txtRef=&txtURIOld=%2Ftools%2Fbenchol%2Fbolframe.html
(accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
30 Next Generation Science Standards, “Next Generation Science Standards,” http://www.nextgenscience.org/ (accessed 29 Dec.
2011).
31 National Council for the Social Studies, “National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies: Executive Summary,”
http://www.ncss.org/standards/execsummary (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
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This aim is tightly aligned with the mission and overarching social studies and civics goals for theschool.  The emphasis on civic competence in these standards well-complements the school’s civicleadership program, for which the standards development process is outlined below.
K- 8 Civic Leadership StandardsIn identifying the vision for the Civic Leadership class at Ingenuity Prep and finding no existingstandards frameworks that adequately addressed that vision, the school has decided to create itsown standards in consultation with Sara Schonwald, former Director of Service Learning at TheUrban School of San Francisco, and founder of Listen to Lead Consulting.  While full development ofthe Civic Leadership standards across grade-levels will occur during the founding year, the schoolhas identified three pillars—with corresponding enduring understandings, essential questions, andoverarching standards—around which these grade-level standards will be built.

Civic Leadership Pillar 1:
Social-Emotional Literacy32 Civic Leadership Pillar 2:

Collaborative Problem-Solving
Civic Leadership Pillar 3:

Service Learning

Enduring Understandings-Emotions influence how we interact.-Many emotions occur in a very shorttime period.-Past experiences influence how wehandle emotions.-We all have “rules” about emotions.-There are better and worse strategiesfor regulating emotions.

Enduring Understandings-There are many ways to define and solve aproblem.-My perspective is only one perspective.-When we work well as a team, we canaccomplish things that we can’t accomplish byourselves.-Conflict is an inevitable and important part ofworking together; I can help turn obstaclesinto positive learning opportunities for myteam and myself.

Enduring Understandings-I have something to give to andsomething to learn from everyonearound me.-It is my responsibility to think aboutand act for the betterment of mycommunity and myself.-There are many ways to be a civicleader.
Essential QuestionsHow do my experiences influence howI feel and act in certain situations?

Essential Questions-What are the short-term and long-termeffects of this problem and solution for me andfor others?
Essential Questions-In what ways can I both serve andlearn in this project?

Overarching Standards-Recognize, label, understand, express,and regulate one’s feelings33-Be curious about and show empathyfor how others think and feel
Overarching Standards-Recognize one’s own strengths andlimitations; recognize and focus on others’strengths34-Recognize the limits of one’s own

Overarching Standards-Explore and employ many differentways to be a civic leader-Define, identify, and explain thepurpose of reciprocal service learning
32 Mark Brackett, presentation for “How 5 Key Emotion Skills Can Create a More Compassionate and Caring World,” Facebook’s
Compassion Research Day, Palo Alto, CA, Dec. 2011.

33 Ibid

34 T. Yu, “The evolution of DCA,” One Day: Teach for America Alumni Magazine ed. XIII, fall 2011, 35-38.
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-Reflect on the intent and impact ofone’s own and others’ actions perspective; seek out and listen actively toothers’ perspectives-Identify and employ strategies to prevent,work through, and resolve conflict-Give and receive specific and meaningfulpositive and constructive feedback-Identify multiple ways to frame and solve aproblem-Identify the short-term and long-termpossible effects of a strategy for oneself andothers35-Reflect on the successes and challenges of aparticular process-Identify one’s preferred working styles

-Reflect on one’s own and others’service and learning in the servicelearning projects

Throughout the Civic Leadership class and across students’ experiences at the school, these threeCivic Leadership pillars will be connected with the school’s STRONG core values.  Students’discussions in classroom community meetings on how to be “self-aware” will inform and beinformed by their work in the social-emotional literacy pillar of the Civic Leadership class.  Their“respectful” group work in the math classrooms will connect closely with the collaborativeproblem-solving pillar.  Rather than living only within the Civic Leadership class, these standardswill be intricately woven across a range of students’ experiences across and beyond the school day.
K-8 Information, Media, & Technology Literacy StandardsIngenuity Prep will utilize several standards frameworks to guide the development of itsInformation, Media, and Technology Literacy class.  The primary framework informing thedevelopment of the curriculum will be the Massachusetts Technology Literacy Standards andExpectations.36 In reviewing a range of state technology standards from across the nation, theFounding Group found the Massachusetts standards to provide the strongest overall frame as wellas the greatest specificity at each respective grade-level.  Additionally, the Founding Group foundthe Massachusetts standards--which were updated in 2008--to have a particularly strong focus onthe cultivation of 21st century skills as outlined by the Partnership for 21st Century Skills.37 Inaddition to the Massachusetts standards, the teachers and instructional leaders at Ingenuity Prepwill utilize the American Association of School Librarians Information Literacy Standards for

35 Nicole A. Elbertson, Marc A. Brackett, and Roger P. Weissberg, “School-based social and emotional learning (SEL) Programming:
Current Perspectives,” The second international handbook of educational change 23, 1017-1032.

36 Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, Massachusetts Technology Literacy Standards and
Expectations (2008), http://www.doe.mass.edu/edtech/standards/itstand.pdf (accessed Dec. 29 2011).

37 Partnership for 21st Century Skills, “Information, Media and Technology Skills,” http://www.p21.org/overview/skills-
framework/61 (accessed Dec. 29 2011).
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Student Learning38 and, in informing the media literacy curriculum development, the NationalAssociation for Media Literacy Education’s Guidelines for Analyzing Media Messages. 39
A.  EDUCATION PLAN

2.  CHARTER SCHOOL CURRICULUM
b. RESOURCES AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Overarching Principles for Curriculum Development and Resource UtilizationThe school’s academic goals, unpacked in the language of their respective standards, will drive thedevelopment of the curriculum at Ingenuity Prep.  In framing its approach to this curriculumdevelopment, the school has carefully and purposefully differentiated between the terms
curriculum and resource.  At Ingenuity Prep, curriculum is what gets planned, instructed, engaged in,and assessed.  It is a broad overarching term that reflects the complex patchwork of what studentsare learning. Resources, whether commercially developed or internally-created, serve to inform ourcurriculum.  As explained further below, we will use a resource only inasmuch as it appropriatelyaligns with the other components of our curriculum.With the language of the school’s academic goals and standards insufficient by themselves inproviding a crystal clear vision of mastery, the school will identify summative and formativeassessments that provide this vision.  These assessments—rigorous and aligned to the school’sgoals and standards—may include national standardized assessments such as those developed bythe Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), benchmarkassessments such as the University of Chicago’s STEP Literacy Assessment, and interimassessments such as those developed by The Achievement Network.  Where external assessmentsare insufficiently rigorous or inadequately aligned to the school’s goals and standards, the schoolwill create its own assessments.With rigorous and aligned visions of assessed mastery, the school’s instructional leadership teamwill engage in an extensive review process to identify existing resources aligned to those visions ofmastery.  These resources might be commercial resources or shared resources developed by otherhigh performing schools.  Where necessary, the school may adopt but modify these resources inorder to ensure adequate rigor and alignment of instructional materials, curricular scopes andsequences, and lesson plans.  Where existing resources largely fail to align to the school’sdesignated visions of assessed mastery, the school will create its own resources.
38 American Association of School Librarians (AASL), “AASL Information Literacy Standards for Student Learning,”
http://weblink.scsd.us/~liblinks/AASLstandards.pdf (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).

39 National Association for Media Literacy Education (NAMLE), “Key Questions to Ask When Analyzing Media Messages,”
http://namle.net/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/NAMLEKeyQuestions0708.pdf (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
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The approach outlined above of, where necessary, modifying or even self-creating instructionalresources is one consistently used by high-performing charter schools and charter networkscurrently making significant achievement gains.40 Compared with standardized implementation ofan existing commercial curriculum, this approach involves more front-end preparation andplanning for teachers and instructional leaders.  However, in providing for curricula that is betteraligned to students’ needs and visions of assessed mastery, this approach is ultimately far moreeffective.  Furthermore, with strong teacher/leader collaboration and clear institutional processesfor organizing, maintaining, and providing for future use of this curricula, organizational time-investment in the creation of the curricula should, over time, decrease.
Preschool and Prekindergarten Cross-Content Curriculum and ResourcesIngenuity Prep’s Preschool and Prekindergarten curriculum will be framed around the unifyingthemes of blended learning and emerging Ingenuity Prep--providing an opportunity for the school’syoungest learners to engage in child-initiated, hands-on learning that promotes self-regulation,cooperative learning, social-emotional development, and conceptual understanding ofenvironment, community and self.  With this in mind, the school is considering adoption of Tools ofthe Mind, a research-based early childhood program that builds a strong foundation for educationalsuccess in young students by focusing explicitly on their intentional and self-regulated developmentand learning.The Tools of the Mind model originated from the work of Lev Vygotsky, a Russian psychologist whopromoted the idea that just as physical tools extend one’s physical abilities, mental tools extendone’s mental abilities and enable us to solve problems and create solutions.41 Vygotsky believedthat until children learn to use these mental tools, their learning is largely controlled by theirenvironment.  However, once children master these mental tools, they can take ownership of theirlearning with intention and purpose. A growing body of new research suggests that many childrenstart school unprepared to learn not because of insufficient academic skills, but because they lackthe ability to regulate their social, emotional, and cognitive behaviors. Current research shows thatself-regulation, or executive function, has a stronger association with academic achievement thanIQ or entry-level reading or math skills.42
The Tools of the Mind program focuses on student outcomes in self-regulation, early literacy andmath competencies, meta-cognition, reflective thinking and complex play scenarios.  The programbuilds these skills in the following ways:
40 Per the Founding Group’s personal collaboration with a range of school leaders across KIPP, Achievement First, and Uncommon
Schools.

41 Elena Bodrova and Deborah J. Leong, Tools of the Mind: The Vygotskian Approach to Early Childhood Education (Columbus:
Prentice Hall, 2006).

42 Blair, 2002. 2003; Normandeau & Guay, 1998
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 Teachers systematically scaffold children's movement along the continuum of self-regulation.  Over the course of the curriculum, students move along this continuum frombeing regulated by others to engaging in "shared" regulation to eventually becoming"masters of their own behavior." The students practice these skills throughout the day byengaging specifically designed developmentally appropriate self-regulation activities.
 Children grow to gain control of their social, emotional, and cognitive behaviors by learninghow to use a variety of "mental tools."  Children learn to regulate their own behaviors aswell as the behaviors of their friends as they enact increasingly more complex scenarios intheir imaginary play and learning activities.
 Additionally, early emphasis literacy and mathematics concepts allow students to buildessential cognitive competencies such as reflective thinking and metacognition.Tools of the Mind has been developed with key curriculum components and instructional strategiesat its core that center around a combination of child-initiated activities, cooperative learning,teacher scaffolding, explicit instruction, and on-going use of assessment data to meet individualneeds.Tools of the Mind addresses the five aspects of literacy defined by the National Reading Panel:phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, comprehension and fluency with the literacy practicesthat accompany the curriculum based on recommendations from the National Reading Panel andseveral key reviews.43, 44

The mathematics practices and activities within the program are based on and directly address theNational Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) and the National Council ofTeachers of Mathematics (NCTM) tenants of number sense, geometry, measurement, data analysisand algebra, which have been sequenced by skill acquisition and activity. The work of Vygotskianmathematics researchers Davydov and Venger have also been used to shape the sequence of skillacquisition to determine the scope and sequence of activities.45
The Tools of the Mind program not only covers each of the vital developmental domains (cognitive,social-emotional, physical and language) but also includes crucial support for underlying skills(remembering on purpose, symbolic thinking, symbolic representation, literacy development, mathand science) that are key to ensuring a successful long-term developmental trajectory.Because the success of the Tools of the Mind program is based on individual student scaffolding,consistent classroom assessment (daily, weekly, monthly) is essential for making instructionaldecisions and reaching student outcomes. Teachers are trained and responsible for conductingongoing holistic assessments of students.  Pacing guides are also provided to ensure that theclassroom instruction matches end-of-the-year assessments and standards.
43 Catherine E. Snow, M. Susan Burns, and Peg Griffin, Preventing Reading Difficulties in Young Children (Washington, DC: National
Academies Press, 1998).
44 Barbara T. Bowman, M. Suzanne Donovan, M. Susan Burns, Eager to Learn (Washington, DC: National Academies Press, 2000).
45 Davydov, 1986; Davydov & Zinchenko, 1993; Venger, 1994
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Although Tools of the Mind provides the foundational content for early literacy, math, science andsocial studies, we plan to supplement and, at times, supplant Tools of the Mind with other resourcesto ensure the school’s overall goals are accomplished.  We are actively considering two additionalcurricula that build strong foundations for early literacy and social-emotional development:Blueprint and Second Step. The Blueprint curriculum is based on National Reading Panel and EarlyReading First recommendations and is designed to meet state and national standards for reading,writing, and oral language development.  The curriculum is built on the premise, “that all childrenneed experience with books and structured support to develop oral language and vocabulary and tobuild background knowledge.” Blueprint brings proven methods for building essential knowledgeand literacy skills to preschool and pre-kindergartners and includes rigorous teacher training,lesson plans, and instructional strategies, all integrated with high-quality children’s literature.  TheSecond Step program is designed to develop children’s self-regulation skills and social-emotionalcompetence through developing essential skills in young children such as listening, focusingattention, self-talk, understanding strong feelings, making and keeping friends and preparing forKindergarten.
K-8 Literacy Curriculum and Resources

Kindergarten – 5th GradeIn the Ingenuity Prep K-5 Literacy classrooms, students will rotate across four learning stations, eachwith a distinct focus, facilitation structure, and strategic purpose.  The following section outlines thecurricular emphases for each rotation and the resources being considered for that rotation:
Rotation 1. In K-5, the primary content focus of this daily, teacher-facilitated rotation will be readingcomprehension and vocabulary.   For this rotation, a highly qualified literacy specialist will lead a smallgroup of students first in a read aloud and then a guided reading lesson.  Based on data gathered priorto and during the lesson, some students may rotate out of the group to read independently during thistime.  In planning their guided reading lessons, the school intends to follow the instructional model ofand utilize resources from North Star Elementary in Newark, N.J.  The school is publishing a book inJune of 2012 on its reading instruction, and Co-Founder Aaron Cuny is attending a correspondingMarch 2012 conference at the school.  In addition to utilizing the curricula employed at North Star, theschool is considering use of the following curricula and resources to support its guided reading andvocabulary instruction:
 To support comprehension instruction:

o Guided Reading, The Continuum of Literacy Learning by Fountas & Pinnell
o Readworks.org

 To support vocabulary:
o Bringing Words to Life, by Beck, McKeown, and Kucan

Rotation 2. In K-2, the primary content focus of this daily, teacher-facilitated rotation will be decodingand fluency.  For this rotation, a small group of students will engage in direct instruction facilitated by ahighly qualified literacy specialist. The school is considering use of SRA’s Reading Mastery curriculumduring this time, as the decoding and fluency components of the curriculum are currently being
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implemented to great success across schools in several high-performing charter school networks suchas KIPP, Achievement First, and Uncommon Schools.   In grades 3-5, students still demonstratingdecoding and fluency deficits will receive that support during this rotation.  Those students whosedecoding and fluency skills meet grade-level benchmarks will engage in fiction and non-fictionliterature circles during this time.
Rotation 3. In K-5, the content focus of this daily, teacher-facilitated rotation will include thefollowing: word work; grammar, usage, and conventions; writing; and listening and speaking.  For thisrotation, a highly qualified literacy specialist will lead a small group of students in guided lessons andcooperative and independent practice.  The school is considering use of the following curricula tosupport the range of instruction during this rotation:
 To support word work and spelling:

o Words their Way
 To support writing:

o 6+1 Traits
o Step up To Writing

 To support listening and speaking:
o Creating Competent Communicators: Activities for Teaching Speaking, Listening, and

Media Literacy in K-6 Classrooms

Rotation 4. The aim of this rotation, across K-5, is to utilize digital content and online learningprograms to provide students an instructional course of study tailored to their individual needs.Thus, during this time, one student might be working on his phonemic awareness skills whileanother might be reading a passage and practicing making inferences.  In leveraging the adaptivenature of the online programs, this rotation will provide a means for each student to work withinhis/her zone of proximal development and receive adaptive feedback as he/she does so.  The schoolhas signed a consulting agreement with Education Elements and is currently working with itspresident, Anthony Kim, to evaluate the marketplace for this digital content and identify the bestexisting resources.  Based on the organization’s initial recommendations, the school is consideringutilization of the following:
 Compass Learning, which offers a full range of digital content for every grade-level and canbe aligned with NWEA benchmark exams to an adaptive curriculum scope and sequencebased on student performance on those exams
 iReady, includes a robust assessment for placing students into an individualized scope andsequence of instruction, nuanced data reports on student progress, and offline materials tobe used in supporting students in need of intervention

6th-8th GradeThe Ingenuity Prep 6th-8th grade Literacy classrooms will build on the literacy skills students havedeveloped in the PS-5th grade classrooms.  In the 6th-8th grade classrooms, students will rotateacross three learning stations, each with a distinct focus, facilitation structure, and strategicpurpose.  The following outlines the curricular emphases for each rotation and the resources beingconsidered for that rotation:
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Rotation 1. Building on the decoding, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension skills cultivated inPS-5th grade, this small-group, teacher-facilitated rotation will focus on the Common Core ReadingStandards for Literature and Informational Texts.  During this time, students will work to identifyand analyze key ideas and details, craft and structure, integration of knowledge and ideas, and textcomplexity.  In facilitating instruction, the teacher will identify a range of texts across genres andcultures, incorporating classics and high-quality contemporary texts, with the complexity andsophistication of the texts increasing over students’ 6th-8th grade experience.  In this rotation, theallocation of instructional time will reflect the Common Core’s strong emphasis on informationaltexts.  Students might, for example, read, discuss, and analyze To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee,
Diary of a Young Girl, by Anne Frank; Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglas, by FrederickDouglas; Kaffir Boy: The True Story of a Black Youth's Coming of Age in Apartheid South Africa, byMark Mathabane; or a range of articles from the Washington Post and New York Times.
Rotation 2. The content focus of this daily, teacher-facilitated rotation will build on itscorresponding PS-5th grade rotation and include the following: grammar, usage, and conventions;writing; and listening and speaking.  For this rotation, a highly qualified literacy specialist will leada small group of students in guided lessons and cooperative and independent practice.  With thesupport of their teacher, students will learn research skills and write a variety of text types for avariety of purposes.  Again, per the emphasis of the Common Core, a significant amount ofinstructional time will be allocated to informational writing.  The school is considering use of thefollowing resources to support the range of instruction during this rotation:
 To support writing:

o 6+1 Traits
o Step up To Writing

Rotation 3. The third rotation in the 6-8 Literacy classrooms will leverage digital content toprovide differentiated learning opportunities based on students’ individual needs.  Thus, duringthis time, one student might be working on comprehension skills while another might be honingresearch skills.  When students have demonstrated mastery of the skills and content offeredthrough the online learning programs, they will earn the opportunity to work independentlyand/or with peers on project-based applied learning. At this time, a student who has recently readabout Hurricane Katrina may, for example, choose to work with a classmate to research and createa digital presentation on the topic.  Again, the school is consulting with Anthony Kim of EducationElements to evaluate the marketplace for this digital content.  Based on the organization’s initialrecommendations, and as noted earlier, the school is considering utilization of Compass Learning.
K-8 Math Curriculum and Resources

Kindergarten-5th GradeIn the Ingenuity Prep K-5 math classrooms, students will rotate across two primary learningstations, each with a distinct focus, facilitation structure, and strategic purpose.  The followingoutlines the curricular emphases for each rotation and the resources to be utilized for the rotation:
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Rotation 1. The primary focus of this daily, teacher-facilitated small-group rotation will be thedevelopment of students’ number sense, conceptual understandings, procedural skills, andproblem-solving skills. Instructional facilitation of this rotation will frequently employ techniquesthat place burden of cognitive demand on the student, as informed by the theory of Cognitively
Guided Instruction (CGI) outlined in Thomas P. Carpenters’ Children’s Mathematics. During thisrotation, a strong emphasis will be placed on students sharing their thinking through accountabletalk and written demonstration of strategies and presentation of content through a concrete-representational-abstract (CRA) frame.  Given this, the school is considering for use in informingthe development of its math curriculum Terc Investigations in Number, Data, and Space46 andSingapore Math47.  The former is well-suited to support a CGI approach to math instruction whilethe latter provides strong CRA content models.  In developing its vision for this instruction, theschool is consulting with Dr. Stephanie Smith of Georgia State University who currently supportsinstructional leaders at KIPP, Harlem Success, and Uncommon Schools.
Rotation 2. As in the Literacy classroom, the aim of this rotation across the K-5 math classrooms isto utilize online learning programs to provide students instructional courses of study tailored totheir individual needs. During this rotation, the content students practice will be driven by theirperformance on the programs’ diagnostic assessments and lessons.  A student who, for example,demonstrates number sense skill deficits will receive targeted practice in that area while anotherstudent with a strong number sense foundation might practice more rigorous problem-solving.Through these programs, students will track their progress and, upon meeting certain progressbenchmarks, will rotate off of the digital content and subsequently engage in projects allowingthem to apply the foundation skills for which they’ve demonstrated mastery. Again, the school isconsulting with Anthony Kim of Education Elements to evaluate the marketplace for this digitalcontent.  Based on the organization’s initial recommendations, the school is considering utilizationof the following:
 Compass Learning, which offers a full range of digital content for every grade-level and canbe aligned with NWEA benchmark exams to an adaptive curriculum scope and sequencebased on student performance on those exams
 iReady, which includes a robust assessment for placing students into an individualizedscope and sequence of instruction, nuanced data reports on student progress, and offlinematerials to be used in supporting students in need of intervention
 Dreambox, a highly engaging program in which students take adaptive placement tests andsubsequently must show proficiency on multiple lessons on each concept as they progressthrough the curriculum.

6th-8th Grade
Rotation 1. This 6th-8th grade teacher-facilitated, small-group math rotation aims at preparingstudents for and providing for students’ ultimate success in 8th grade Algebra. With the CommonCore standards as its foundation, the content in this rotation will focus on properties and arithmeticwith integers and rational numbers, proportional reasoning and relationships, and basic algebraic
46 TERC, “Investigations in Number, Data, and Space,” http://investigations.terc.edu/ (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
47 Singapore Math, “SingaporeMath.com Inc,” http://www.singaporemath.com/ (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
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manipulations involving expressions and simple equations.  This instruction will provide for abalance of tasks that require conceptual understanding, procedural skills, computation skills, andproblem-solving.  As is the case for the K-5 grade-level-band, instruction facilitation—informed byCGI and frequently presented through a CRA frame--will seek to place the burden of cognitivedemand on the students.  While the school is considering use of Mathematics in Context48 as aresource in informing curriculum development, the school anticipates that its content-specialistmath teachers will write much of the curriculum for this grade-level band.  In this work, the schoolis consulting with Dr. Stephanie Smith (noted above) and Principal Jesse Rector of North StarMiddle School.  In writing our math curriculum, we will modify to meet our needs North Star’sresources and curriculum as shared by Mr. Rector.
Rotation 2. The aim of this rotation across the 6-8 math classrooms is to utilize online learningprograms to meet students’ individual learning needs. Again, during this rotation, the contentstudents practice will be driven by their performance on the programs’ diagnostic assessments andlessons.  Through these programs, students will track their progress and, upon meeting certainprogress benchmarks, will rotate off of the digital content and subsequently engage in projectsallowing them to apply the foundation skills for which they’ve demonstrated mastery.  For example,two 7th grade students who have met designated achievement benchmarks in their individualizedonline math work around ratios and proportions might proceed to an applied offline project usingthose skills—redesigning the space of a local garden, for example.  Again, the school is consultingwith Anthony Kim of Education Elements to evaluate the marketplace for this digital content and isconsidering utilization of the following:
 Compass Learning, rationale noted above
 iReady, rationale noted above

K-8 Civic Leadership Curriculum and ResourcesAs noted in A.2.a, Student Learning Standards, the school is consulting with Sara Schonwald, formerDirector of Service Learning at The Urban School of San Francisco and founder of Listen to LeadConsulting, to develop the standards and curriculum for its Civic Leadership class. In consultationwith Ms. Schonwald, the school will look critically at the many research-based programs thatpromise to build social-emotional literacy in school communities before selectingcurricula/resources that best fit the school’s mission and goals.  These curricula will be evaluatedon the following:1. The program must be school-based and fully integrated. The program may not be offered asa one-off, short-term, or curricular supplement.2. There will be a clear and prescribed order to the lessons that teachers will follow.49
48 Mathematics in Context, “Britannica Mathematics in Context,” Encylopaedia Britannica, Inc., http://mathincontext.eb.com/
(accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
49 “This contributes to an organized and coherent curriculum, similar to that used in other school subjects. In these subjects, student
learning builds upon what has come before. Prescribed lessons also increase the likelihood that teachers will present all the key
materials and that there will be consistent implementation across classrooms.” – Collaborative for Social and Emotional Learning,
Safe and Sound: An Education Leader’s Guide to Evidence-Based Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) Programs (2003),
http://casel.org/wp-content/uploads/1A_Safe__Sound-rev-2.pdf (accessed 29 Dec. 2011), p. 10.
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3. The program will involve students’ families and out-of-school supports.504. The program is asset-based and uses language and methods that build on students’strengths. The assumptions underlying the program’s theory of change demonstrate animplicit and/or explicit belief in the potential of all students to be socially and emotionallyintelligent, problem-solving civic leaders.5. The program will have achieved demonstrated results.6. The program provides ample professional development and ongoing consultationopportunities. The program is committed to empowering all staff members with theknowledge and skills necessary to ensure that the program becomes fully integrated intothe school and can be self-sustained.The RULER program51 is a resource being considered as it fully meets all six of the abovecriteria. RULER was developed out of Yale University’s Health, Emotion, and Behavior Laboratoryand is based on years of research on emotional intelligence. The RULER training is structured suchthat, after two years of professional development, the school can become a fully certified program.A developmentally appropriate and rigorous Collaborative Problem Solving and Service Learningcurriculum will be designed using the enduring understandings, essential questions, and corestandards outlined in Section A.2.a, Student Learning Standards. We will also consult the NationalCurriculum Standards for Social Studies52 as the Collaborative Problem Solving class will be partlyintegrated into the social studies program. To construct the curricula, we will use backwardsdesign with a clear focus on meaningful and measurable results. All efforts will be made toseamlessly integrate the components of the civic leadership program with the chosen social-emotional learning (SEL) program. Therefore, we will first research and select an appropriate SELprogram before planning the collaborative problem solving and service learning components.
K-8 Social Studies & History Curriculum and ResourcesThe Ingenuity Prep Social Studies and History classes in K-8 will occur in a split class structure oftypically 14-16 students (outlined further in Section A.2.c, Methods of Instruction).  The content ofthese classes—informed by the DC Social Studies Learning Standards and the National CurriculumStandards for Social Studies as outlined in A.2.a—will be interwoven with the content of students’Civic Leadership class.  These two classes, taught back to back by the same teacher, will provideopportunities for students to themselves draw out the natural connections between the people,cultures, events, movements, and concepts studied through the social studies content and thepersonal, collaborative, and civic-minded leadership skills studied through the civic leadershipcontent.  Middle elementary students might, for example, make connections between the social-
50 Nicole A. Elbertson, Marc A. Brackett, and Roger P. Weissberg, “School-based social and emotional learning (SEL) Programming:
Current Perspectives,” The second international handbook of educational change 23, 1017-1032.

51 Ruler Group, “The Ruler Approach | Emotionally Literate Schools,” http://therulerapproach.org/ (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).

52 National Council for Social Studies, “National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies: Chapter Two-- The Themes of Social
Studies,” http://www.ncss.org/standards/strands (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
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emotional resiliency skills discussed in their Civic Leadership class and the ability of Martin LutherKing to persist through the struggle of the Civil Rights Movement.  Middle school students mightconnect the collaborative problem-solving skills cultivated in their Civic Leadership class with thecoalition-building skills of Dwight Eisenhower.  Across their experiences in both classes, studentswill consistently be presented with opportunities to connect their own development as leaders tothe historical content they study.Curriculum design for the Social Studies and History classes will ensure students learn bothfoundational historical content and the historical process skills of a critical social scientist.   TheNational Council for the Social Studies thoughtfully frames the school’s intended approach to thedevelopment and implementation of its curriculum:The social studies are the study of political, economic, cultural, and environmentalaspects of societies in the past, present, and future. For elementary schoolchildren, as well as for all age groups social studies have several purposes. Thesocial studies equip them with the knowledge and understanding of the pastnecessary for coping with the present and planning for the future, enable them tounderstand and participate effectively in their world, and explain theirrelationship to other people and to social, economic, and politicalinstitutions…Above all, the social studies help students to integrate these skills andunderstandings into a framework for responsible citizen participation, whether intheir play group, the school, the community, or the world. 53
In shaping a K-5 curriculum that accomplishes these purposes, the school will use a range ofresources and literature.  Currently, the school is considering the following for use in informinginstruction in K-5:
 Social Studies Alive (K-5)
 History Alive (6-8)
 Holt McDougal World Regions
 Holt McDougal World History
 Holt McDougal US History
 Facing History and Ourselves54

Additionally, the school intends to make extensive use of Washington DC’s wide range of civic andcultural landmarks, museums, events, and resources.  Through visits to places like the AmericanHistory Smithsonian, American Indian Museum, and the Capitol, students will have frequent first-hand opportunities to actively engage in the history and institutions of their own backyard.

53 National Council for Social Studies, “Social Studies for Early Childhood and Elementary School Children: Preparing for the 21st

Century,” http://www.ncss.org/positions/elementary (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
54 Facing History and Ourselves, “Linking history to moral choices today,” http://www.facinghistory.org/ (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
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K-8 Science Curriculum and ResourcesScience instruction in K-5 will occur in a split class structure (typically 14-16 students).  During thistime, students will develop their scientific skills and knowledge by engaging with the world aroundthem, asking questions about real-life phenomena, and sharing what they learn with others. In eachgrade level they will explore a range of concepts related to earth, physical and life science.Curriculum in the grade-level band will be teacher-created using Understanding by Design55 todevelop authentic lessons and assessments that promote deep conceptual understanding. Teacherswill choose from appropriate curricula, like Lawrence Hall of Science Full-Option Science System(FOSS)56 and Great Explorations in Math and Science (GEMS)57 curricula or the Smithsonian’sScience & Technology Concepts (STC)58 program. Additionally, they will be able to take advantageof resources from supplemental books like the Janice VanCleave Science for Every Kid series.Science instruction in 6-8 will occur in a split class structure (typically 14-16 students).  During thistime, students will continue to develop their scientific skills and knowledge by asking questionsabout real-life phenomena, consulting scientific texts, designing and conducting more sophisticatedtests of their hypotheses, and sharing what they learn with others utilizing oral, written and visualcommunication. Like younger students, results from some investigations will be shared at theschool’s Research and Innovation Fair. Each grade will focus on a different scientific discipline,with sixth grade focusing on earth science, seventh grade focusing on life science and eighth gradefocusing on physical science. The main curriculum utilized in these grades will be Lawrence Hall ofScience’s Science Education for Public Understanding Program (SEPUP), 59which uses personal andsocietal issues to engage students in scientific inquiry. This ties directly into the school’s mission ofpreparing students to be civic leaders by helping students explore the scientific concepts thatunderlie many social concerns.  Additionally, teachers will be able to take advantage of resources,including Lawrence Hall of Science FOSS and GEMS curricula.
K-8 Information, Media, & Technology Literacy Curriculum and ResourcesInstruction for this content will occur in a split class lab (typically 14-16 students) and will involveinquiry, guided lessons, explorations, and student practice.  As a wide range of content will becovered in the class, the school will likely both pull from a range of existing curricula and resourcesand create much of its own curricula.   A promising online program currently being considered as aprimary curriculum is EasyTech60 from Learning.com.  This program offers an interactive, engaging
55 Authentic Education, “Authentic Education – What is UbD?” http://www.authenticeducation.org/ubd/ubd.lasso (accessed 29 Dec.
2011).
56 Delta Education, “Delta Science Modules: Hands-on science kits for K-8 students,” http://www.delta-
education.com/science/foss/index.shtml (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
57 Lawrence Hall of Science, “LHS GEMS Home,” UC Regents, http://lhsgems.org/ (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
58 National Science Resources Center, “STC Program Elementary Overview,” Smithsonian Institution,
http://www.nsrconline.org/curriculum_resources/elementary_overview.html (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
59 Science Education for Public Understanding Program (SEPUP), “Welcome to SEPUP: Science Education for Public Understanding
Program,”http://sepuplhs.org/ (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
60 Learning.com, “EasyTech – Interactive Online Technology Literacy Curriculum,” http://www.learning.com/easytech/ (accessed
29 Dec. 2011).
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K-8 technology literacy curriculum that includes lessons, focus questions, activities, practiceopportunities, and assessment across a range of K-8 developmental levels and for a variety oftechnology literacy topics including:
 Mouse Basics
 Computer Basics
 Introduction to Keyboards
 Beginning Graphics
 Visual Mapping Basics
 Word Processing Basics,
 Data and Database

 Keyboarding
 Spreadsheets
 Presentations
 Web Browsing
 Database Creation, Queries, Reports
 Multimedia and Database
 Communicating OnlineIn middle school, the school is considering participating in The News Literacy Project,61 a programaimed promoting critical media skills among middle and high school students.  Additional resourcesfor this class will be identified and developed per the Curriculum Development Timeline.

A. EDUCATION PLAN
2.  CHARTER SCHOOL CURRICULUM

c. METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

Founding Principles for Instructional Model & MethodsThe school’s overall instructional model and corresponding methods of instruction were informedby the following principles:
Institutionalize a Low Student-Teacher Ratio. Lowering the student-teacher ratio within anygiven instructional group increases the capacity of the teacher to identify, analyze, and respond tostudents’ understandings and misunderstandings.  Furthermore, the reduction of the student-teacher ratio increases the amount of whole-group “voice time” allocated to each individualstudent.  When that ratio is lowered significantly enough, students’ ability to participate andteachers’ ability to support students is significantly increased.  With this in mind, the school hascrafted a model to institutionalize small-group instruction, with all instruction delivered throughone of the following structures:
 Split-class (typically 13-16 students)
 Small-groups (typically 6-8 students)
 Partner work (typically 2-3 students)
 Individualized Online Learning (students work independently at self-paced lessons)With 70% of students’ academic instructional time occurring in small-groups, through partnerwork, or through individualized online learning, the school has institutionalized opportunities toensure students’ instructional time will be highly personalized.

61 The News Literacy Project, “The News Literacy Project,” http://www.thenewsliteracyproject.org/ (accessed 29 Dec. 2011).
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Leverage Online Programs to Provide Individualized, Adaptive Learning. In a typicalclassroom, you’ll likely find--at some point in the learning block--students moving from a teacher-facilitated lesson to work independently on an assignment.  In most cases, despite the wide range ofskill levels in the classroom, that assignment will likely look pretty similar for most if not allstudents.  With the evolution in educational technology and, in particular, online learning programs,that experience--of students working independently, beyond the direct facilitation of a teacher--canbe transformed.  All online programs currently being considered for adoption by the school providethe benefits outlined below:
The Old Model of Independent Student Work Independent Work Through Online ProgramsAll/most students work on the same assignment. Built-in diagnostic assessments identify theappropriate entry point for each student andprovide an individualized path of lessons for thatstudent.With limited teacher capacity, as students work, thereare limited opportunities to receive in-the-momentfeedback on the correctness of theirstrategies/responses.  As a result, students may, for anextended period of time, practice incorrect strategiesand provide incorrect answers without receiving anydirect feedback.

As they work, all students receive immediatefeedback on the correctness of the strategies usedand responses provided for each task/question.  Theadaptive learning engines driving content deliveryfor the programs modify the questions and lessonsstudents receive to ensure each child is workingwithin his/her respective zone of proximaldevelopment.The design of the independent work is oftensimple/static (think about the average worksheet).  Asa result, student engagement can wane. The design is typically rich (lots of color, movement,sound etc.) and highly interactive.  As a result,students are highly engaged (thereby minimizingmanagement concerns).
With this in mind, the school has instituted an instructional model in all core content classes thatleverages this recent evolution in technology.  Each day, students will engage in one literacy andone math rotation using online programming.  While student work will be monitored by aclassroom teacher, it will be largely independently-driven by students.  As outlined further below,teachers will regularly monitor the performance data produced through the online programs, usingthis data to inform additional instruction, enrichment, and intervention.
Ensure All Instruction is Driven by Data. At Ingenuity Prep, data will regularly be used to drivenot only the content of instruction but also the methods of instruction.  A range of assessments willbe used to gather data on students’ understandings and misunderstandings, and, each week duringplanning time, teachers will use this data to inform instructional content, groupings, and strategiesfor that week and beyond.
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Promote Active, Engaged, Invested Learners. At Ingenuity Prep, instructional methods will aimto promote learners who are consistently active, engaged, and invested.  Rather than serving aspassive participants in their learning, instructional methods will ensure that whenever possible, the“burden of heavy thinking” rests with the students.  Even in the delivery of direct instruction,students will be actively engaged in written, verbal, and kinesthetic demonstrations of theirthinking.  Furthermore, with a multi-tiered system of investment strategies outlined in more detailin Section A.4.c, School Organization and Culture, teachers will promote student investment in andownership over their own learning.
Key Instructional StrategiesWith the principles above as a guide, the school will emphasize the following instructionalstrategies as teachers plan and execute classroom instruction:

Strategy Sample Visions of the Strategy in Action

In Planning: Teachers willensure long-term, unit, anddaily lesson plans arestandards-based, objective-aligned, and informed byand differentiated fordiagnostic, formative, andsummative assessmentdata.
In Teaching: Teachers willimplement purposeful,data-driven, backwards-mapped lessons in smallgroups.

 Before the lesson plan is written, create closing assessment questionsaligned to the standard and objective
 In plans, script sources of student misconception for thestandard/objective
 In plans, note how small-groups will be differentiated for diagnostic andformative data
 Use quiz data to inform strategy addressed with guided reading groupduring read-aloud

In Planning: Teachers willensure long-term, unit, anddaily plans explicitly outlinestrategies for studentengagement, ensuring avariety of learningmodalities are engaged.
In Teaching: Teachers willengage multiple learningmodalities using verbal,visual, and kinesthetic

 Prepare neat, organized, compelling visuals such as charts, diagrams,models, etc.
 Using the abbreviation ""TT,"" note in daily lesson plans where/whenstudents will turn-and-talk.
 Explicitly note in plans what hand motions and body movements will beused to kinesthetically engage students, thereby, promoting the"stickiness" of the idea being presented.
 Gather manipulatives and realia to be utilized in reinforcing lessonobjectives
 Provide students the opportunity to process and verbalize their thinkingthrough regular turn-and-talks
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supports and strategies  Present content through charts, graphic organizers, models, diagrams,timelines, flow charts, lists, maniplulatives, photographs, and videos
 Highlight and make stick key concepts, processes, and vocabularly throughthe regular use of hand motions and body movement

In Planning: Teachers willensure plans outline keychecks for understanding,explicitly notingexpectations for studentresponses
In Teaching: Teachers willfrequently utilize keychecks for understandingfor higher-order-thinkingquestions and studentactivities

 Script questions aligned to the objective using the higher levels of Blooms(ex. Analyze, Compare/Contrast)
 Script questions and student responses that require student explanationand exploration of ""why?""
 Design check for understanding student activity that provides anindividual measure of mastery aligned to the lesson objective
 During the read-aloud, provide students rigorous journal prompts toscaffold their reflection; have them show what they’ve written
 During the math mini-lesson, have students use whiteboards to recordtheir thinking, and have them regularly show you what they’ve written
 Maximize your use of other whole-class checks-for-understanding thatinstantly reveal the thinking of 100% of the class (i.e. hand-signals, choralresponses, etc.)

A.  EDUCATION PLAN
2.  CHARTER SCHOOL CURRICULUM

d. STUDENT PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENT

Assessments by Content Area

Preschool and Prekindergarten Across Content Areas

Assessment Description/Use in Informing Instruction
Relevant
Grade-
LevelsTools of theMind(Formative) Ongoing formative daily, weekly, and monthly assessments are built into the Toolsof the Mind program. PS-PKTeachingStrategiesGOLDAssessment(Diagnostic,Formative,Summative)

The Tools of the Mind formative assessments will be used in conjunction with theGOLD assessment.  This ongoing observation-based system, which can be used withany developmentally appropriate curriculum, presents progressions ofdevelopment and learning for objectives in the areas of social–emotional, physical,language, and cognitive development and in the content areas of literacy,mathematics, and English-language acquisition.
PS-PK

Chicago STEPAssessment(Benchmark,Formative)
The school will use the Chicago STEP assessment to track the early readingbehaviors progress of its Prekindergarten students.  Data gathered from theseformative assessments will inform teachers’ instruction and intervention.Currently, STEP is being used at KIPP, Achievement First, and Uncommon Schools. PK
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Literacy (K-8)

Assessment Description/Use in Informing Instruction
Relevant
Grade-
Levels

NWEA MAP forPrimaryGrades(Diagnostic,Summative)

The NWEA MAP for Primary Grades provides diagnostic and computerized adaptiveassessments in reading.  These assessments measure concepts of print, phonologicalawareness, phonics and upper and lower case letter recognition.   Students atIngenuity Prep will take the assessment at the beginning, middle, and end of theschool year.  At bi-monthly data meetings, teachers will analyze this data and use itto inform student groupings within the classroom, reteaching, remediation andenrichment.  NWEA data may also be used to inform students’ individual courses ofstudy through their online learning rotations with Compass Learning.
K-1st

NWEA MAP(Diagnostic,Summative)
The NWEA MAP provides diagnostic and computerized adaptive assessments inreading and language.  Students will take the assessment at the beginning, middle,and end of the school year.  As noted above, at bi-monthly data meetings, teacherswill analyze this data and use it to inform student groupings within the classroom,reteaching, remediation and enrichment.  Also, as noted above, NWEA data may beused to inform students’ individual courses of study through their online learningrotations with Compass Learning.

2nd-8th

PARCCAssessment(Summative)
With a commitment to the Common Core standards, the school anticipates the fulldevelopment of the national assessment by Partnership for Assessment ofReadiness for College and Careers.  Upon full development of the assessment, andgiven a high level of quality and rigor, the school anticipates using the vision of theassessment to significantly inform instruction. 3rd-8th

Chicago STEPAssessment(Benchmark,Formative)
The school will use the Chicago STEP assessment to track the early readingbehaviors progress of its Prekindergarten students.  Data gathered from theseformative assessments will inform teachers’ instruction and intervention.Currently, STEP is being used at KIPP, Achievement First, and Uncommon Schools. K-3rd

DRA2+(Benchmark,Formative)
As the STEP assessment measures students’ reading progress only through 3rdgrade, the school will begin use of the Developmental Reading Assessment (2ndEdition) as students enter 4th grade.  This assessment will measure students’decoding, comprehension, and fluency.  It will be used in informing students’independent reading levels and guided reading instructional groupings. 4th– 8th

InterimAssessments(Formative)
The school is considering joining the Achievement Network and implementing theinterim assessments provided by the network.  Where these assessments do notalign with the school’s curriculum, we will create our own interim assessments as isdone at other high-performing schools/networks such as KIPP and North Star. 3rd-8th
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Math (K-8)

Assessment Description/Use in Informing Instruction
Relevant
Grade-
Levels

NWEA MAP forPrimary Grades(Diagnostic,Summative)
The NWEA MAP for Primary Grades provides diagnostic and computerized adaptiveassessments in math.  These assessments measure early number sense andcomputation.   Students at Ingenuity Prep will take the assessments at the beginning,middle, and end of the school year.  At bi-monthly data meetings, teachers willanalyze this data and use it to inform student groupings within the classroom,reteaching, remediation and enrichment.  NWEA data may also be used to informstudents’ individual courses of study through their online learning rotations withCompass Learning.

K-1st

NWEA MAP(Diagnostic,Summative)
The NWEA MAP provides diagnostic and computerized adaptive assessments inmath.  Students will take the assessments at the beginning, middle, and end of theschool year.  As noted above, at bi-monthly data meetings, teachers will analyze thisdata and use it to inform student groupings within the classroom, reteaching,remediation and enrichment.  Also, as noted above, NWEA data may be used toinform students’ individual courses of study through their online learning rotationswith Compass Learning.

2nd-8th

PARCCAssessment(Summative)
With a commitment to the Common Core standards, the school anticipates the fulldevelopment of the national assessment by Partnership for Assessment of Readinessfor College and Careers.  Upon full development of the assessment, and given a highlevel of quality and rigor, the school anticipates using the vision of the assessment tosignificantly inform instruction. 3rd-8th

InterimAssessments(Formative)
The school is considering joining the Achievement Network and implementing theinterim assessments provided by the network.  Where these assessments do notexist at the relevant grade-level or where they do not align with the school’scurriculum, we will create our own interim assessments as is done at other high-performing schools/networks such as KIPP and North Star. K-8th
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Civic Leadership (K-8)

Assessment Description/Use in Informing Instruction
Relevant
Grade-
LevelsCivicLeadershipStudentSurveys We will administer objective-based pre- and post-surveys to understand the extentto which students feel that they have grown in the program. K-8th

CivicLeadershipParentSurveys Parents/Guardians will also complete these surveys for their student(s) to seeif/how meaningful growth was demonstrated outside school hours. K-8th

Student-Parent-TeacherConferences
Students will take increasing levels of ownership over reflecting on and reportingtheir progress to their parents/guardians; civic leadership will be included in theacademic areas on which students are asked to reflect and share. In this way, allstudents will have opportunities to speak to and hear from important adults intheir lives about their growth as civic leaders. K-8th

Biweekly CivicLeadershipRubricAssessment
Teachers will fill out developmentally appropriate rubrics on a biweekly basis tooffer formative, specific feedback on the ways in which students are and are notgrowing in these objectives. Students will also fill out the rubric in advance ofreceiving the teacher’s version. This will provide students an opportunity to reflecton their growth and challenges, and serve as a launching point for any follow-upconversations that the students and teachers would like to pursue.

K-8th

WeeklyJournals
Students will be given a selection of developmentally appropriate weekly journalprompts, and must respond to at least one prompt per week. These prompts willspeak to social-emotional literacy, collaborative problem solving, and servicelearning. Students may choose different modalities for their journal responses:speaking to create a sound file (prose, spoken word, other music, etc.), writing anarrative response, creating a poem, drawing or painting an artistic representationof their reply, etc. The teacher will check students’ journals on a monthly basis anduse these journals as one piece of evidence to inform her/his rubric assessment(above).

1st-8th

Weekly TeamFishbowl
A team will work together on a new, challenging, and developmentally appropriatetask for 5-8 minutes. The teacher and other students will make notes on theprocess and strategies employed by the team. The teacher will facilitate aconversation by which the other students share their positive and constructivefeedback with the team. The team will then reflect out loud on what they heardand what most resonated with them.

1st-8th

360-DegreeFeedback In the final three months of 6th, 7th, and 8th grades, students will be given 360-degree feedback whereby they are assessed on the aforementioned standards by aselection of their peers, teachers, and family members (or other out-of-schooladults who know them well). 6th-8th
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Social Studies & History (K-8)

Assessment Description/Use in Informing Instruction
Relevant
Grade-
LevelsCurriculum-BasedAssessments(Formative,Summative)

The school will evaluate the formative and summative assessments thataccompany the curricula currently under consideration for implementation (SocialStudies Alive, History Alive, etc.).  Where the assessments are found rigorous andappropriate, the school will utilize them. K-8th

Internally-CreatedAssessments(Formative,Summative)
Where external assessments are neither rigorous enough nor appropriatelyaligned with the school’s vision for instruction, the school will create its ownassessments.  These assessments may involve written quizzes, projects,performance tasks, or traditional exams. K-8th

Essays(Formative,Summative) The school will utilize writing as a key form of assessment in the Social Studies andHistory classrooms. 3rd-8th

Science (K-8)

Assessment Description/Use in Informing Instruction
Relevant
Grade-
LevelsDiagnostic &FormativeAssessmentProbes, from

Uncovering
Student Ideas in
Science(Formative)

Theses formative assessments link key concepts in science to commonly held ideasdescribed in the research on learning. The assessments can be used to reveal thevariety of conceptions and misconceptions and scientific ideas students bring totheir learning. K-8th
Internally-CreatedBenchmarkAssessments(Formative)

Teachers and instructional leaders will collaborate to create these assessmentsbased on the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences (AAAS)benchmarks.  Teachers will use data from these assessments to monitor progresstowards goals and identify where review, reteaching, and remediation isnecessary. K-8th
PerformanceAssessments,Lab Reports(Formative)

Teachers will use performance assessments, where students construct their ownresponses to problems and questions, and lab reports to measure studentunderstanding and monitor progress towards goals. K-8th
Research andInnovationScience Fair(Summative)

Towards the end of each year, students will participate in a Research andInnovation Science Fair that will offer students the opportunity to practiceinvestigation and innovation.  Students will be assessed on how effectively theyuse the scientific method to develop and conduct their project.  Teachers willanalyze data gathered from the Fair prior to the close of the school year and use 3rd-8th
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this data to inform year-long planning for the following year.
DC CAS(Summative)

Each spring, students will take the Science portion of the DC CAS in 5th and 8thgrade.  During August training of the following year, 5th and 8th grade teachers willuse data from these assessments to analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of theirinstruction.  6th grade teachers will use this data to inform their instruction for thecoming year.
5th and8th

Information, Media, Technology Literacy (K-8)

Assessment Description/Use in Informing Instruction
Relevant
Grade-
LevelsEasyTech(Diagnostic,Formative,Summative)

The EasyTech curriculum includes built-in assessment components.  On an ongoingbasis, teachers will use the data gathered from these assessments to inform reteacing,intervention, and enrichment. K-8th
Internally-CreatedAssessments &Projects

In supplementing the EasyTech assessments, the school will create its ownassessments to ensure student performance on all standards is adequately measured.Where, for example, a media literacy strand might not be adequately covered in theEasyTech curriculum and assessments, the school will work to create a culminatingproject that allows students to demonstrate mastery of this strand. K-8th
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A. EDUCATION PLAN
2.  CHARTER SCHOOL CURRICULUM

e. STUDENTS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDSIngenuity Prep is committed to the belief that all students can achieve at high levels regardless ofwhether a student has a disability or not. To ensure all students are able to learn at high levels, it isparamount that instruction be differentiated to meet the individual needs of learners. This is as truefor students with disabilities as it is for those without disabilities. One of the unique aspects of theacademic program at Ingenuity Prep is that differentiation and small-group lessons are built into thefoundation and school structure. During literacy and math instruction, students will be learning insmall groups learning content through instructional strategies geared towards ensuring all studentsin the group are able to access the content. Through the use of adaptive digital content, students willhave opportunities to learn and reinforce skills and knowledge at their current instructional levels.Further, as a school driven to collect, analyze, and apply data, instruction will be highly focused onteaching students at their level. Instruction and small group composition will be highly responsive tothe data and will adjust as students acquire increased levels of content mastery.For students with disabilities, having an academic program in which differentiation and small groupinstruction is built into the structure of the school will provide an inclusive environment in whichindividual needs can be met while continuing to interact with classroom peers. Too often, studentswith disabilities have instruction delivered in a separate classroom environment beyond their LeastRestrictive Environment (LRE), depriving them of valuable opportunities to take part in the buildingof classroom culture. Ingenuity Prep is committed to delivering instruction in an full inclusion settingand preference will be for the provision of services to take place within the general classroom,provided this meets the individual IEP goals and LRE needs of students with disabilities. However, inaccordance with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA 2004) the schoolwill ensure that all services are provided in accordance with the student’s Individual Education Plan(IEP) in the setting most appropriate for that student.Ingenuity Prep strongly believes that support for struggling learners does not begin at theidentification process. Instead, high-quality academic programs have robust systems that closelymonitor the development of all students to ensure that learning is happening at appropriate rates. Tothat end, Ingenuity Prep intends to implement a Response to Intervention (RTI) structure within theschool. RTI is a structured approach to ensuring the success of all students and for effectivelyresponding when progress is not made. As outlined by the National Center on Response toIntervention, there are four key components to a strong RTI program:1. A schoolwide, multi-level instructional and behavioral system for preventing school failure2. Screening3. Progress Monitoring4. Data-based decision making for instruction, movement within the multi-level system, anddisability identification (in accordance with state law)”62
62 National Center on Response to Intervention, Essential Components of RTI (2010), U.S. Department of Education,
http://www.rti4success.org/pdf/rtiessentialcomponents_042710.pdf (accessed 29 Dec. 2011), p. 1.
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Level 1 of the school’s RTI program will consist of a core instructional program that is of the highestquality that addresses the academic needs of at least 80% of students. The school’s small-group,differentiated approach to learning is set up to ensure students are successful in the classroom andthat teachers are responsive to individual needs. In the event that a student is not making adequateprogress at Level 1, the student will move to Level 2. At Level 2, students are referred to the StudentSupport Team (SST). The SST is a diverse team comprising teachers, support staff andadministrators. The SST will meet regularly to gather additional facts about referred students, askclarifying questions, and offer multiple classroom and non-classroom based interventions. The SSTwill assign a case manager from the team to oversee the timely implementation of interventionsand provide support to teachers and other staff. Individual students will be reevaluated by the SSTteam approximately 6 to 8 weeks after their initial referral so that the SST can determine necessarynext steps. If adequate progress is still not being made, the determination will be made whether toevaluate a student to determine if that student qualifies under one of 13 federally recognizeddisability categories. If a student is identified as having a disability, the student will be consideredas being in Level 3 of the RTI structure. At Level 3, a student receives specialized delivery ofinstruction as outlined in a student’s IEP or 504 plan, developed by the student’s IEP followingidentification of a disability.One key piece of a high quality RTI program involves proactive screening of all students to ensureearly identification of potential academic, behavioral, verbal, social-emotional, physical, visual,and/or gross and fine motor challenges. Over the 2012-13 founding year and prior to the school’sAugust 2013 opening, instructional leadership at Ingenuity Prep will research, evaluate, and/ordevelop screening tools that will be administered to all entering students. Data from thesescreening tools will be shared with necessary teachers and staff. Further, screening tool data will beconsidered if a student is referred to the SST.At Ingenuity Prep, students with disabilities will receive services from educators and relatedservice providers who are highly qualified (possess or are eligible for DC certification in theirendorsement area) under NCLB. In providing services through the least restrictive environment(LRE), the school anticipates that a majority of its students will receive services through full-inclusion in a general education classroom.  With this in mind, one teacher on each grade levelteaching team (most likely one of the three literacy teachers) will be certified in special educationand positioned to deliver and coordinate services to ensure each individual student’s IEPrequirements are being met. The school will also hire a full-time special education coordinator whowill conduct education evaluations for special education, chair eligibility committees, overseerelated service providers, inform the school community about Child Find, oversee compliance (withthe Head of School) required by IDEA and the School Reform Act, and ensure that all timelines anddue process procedures are strictly adhered to. Further, the special education coordinator will be atrained special educator capable of providing special education services, particularly for studentswho require services provided outside of the general education classroom. Founding Groupmember Will Stoetzer, a former special educator with a Masters degree in Special Education, hasprovided guidance to the Founding Group in regards to best practices in special education and howto develop an academic program to ensure all students are successful. Following approval of the
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charter, Mr. Stoetzer will continue to provide support to the school in this area.Ingenuity Prep will endeavor to increase the capacity of all the adults working with students withdisabilities by emphasizing that special education is a service, not a place, and that every teacher atIngenuity Prep is a special educator and responsible for addressing the individual needs of allstudents in the classroom. To build staff capacity around special education consistent professionaldevelopment in the areas of evidence-based practices for learning and behavior, special educationlaw and procedures, IEP development and delivery, will be incorporated into professionaldevelopment opportunities both within and external to the school. In many cases, special educatorsare viewed as the primary advocates for students with disabilities within the school building. AtIngenuity Prep, all teachers will be advocates for all students, including those with disabilities andthose without. All teachers will be responsible for ensuring all students receive a fair andappropriate education, with teachers expected to be advocates within and beyond the schoolcommunity in ensuring students’ individual needs are met.In addition to staff education, Ingenuity Prep will work closely with parents and families of studentswith disabilities. The school will ensure parents have the necessary information in regards todisabilities, legal rights of parents and students, and school and community support resourcesamong other topics. Beyond simply providing information, the school will build collaborativerelationships with parents and families of students with disabilities to ensure a consistent stream ofcommunication. The school believes that building positive and proactive relationships will lead toimproved outcomes for students both in the school and home environments while resulting infewer contentious situations between the school and families of students with disabilities, whichcan often occur in schools without strong relationships with parents and families.Ingenuity Prep has elected to be its own LEA for special education purposes, and will therefore beeligible for IDEA Part B funds to offset evaluation and other costs borne by LEA-charters. Theschool will actively collaborate with DCPS to ensure services are provided in a continuous mannerin the event that a student moves into or out of a DCPS school. The school will also facilitate asmooth transfer of necessary records, including a student’s IEP, to and from DCPS for students withdisabilities.
A. EDUCATION PLAN

2.  CHARTER SCHOOL CURRICULUM
f. ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERSAs stated in its philosophy outlined in Section A.1.b, Ingenuity Prep believes “all students arecapable of making significant academic progress and should be provided ambitious goals andexpectations.”  With this in mind, the school will meet the needs of English Language Learners infollowing the process outlined by U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights.  Co-FounderAaron Cuny is currently in his third year as Resident Principal at DC Bilingual Public Charter School,a Spanish-English dual immersion program.  In his experience at DC Bilingual, Aaron has supported
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all of the following processes described below in meeting the needs of the school’s EnglishLanguage Learners.
Enrollment. Ingenuity Prep’s enrollment process will not discriminate based on English languageproficiency or immigration status.   The school will actively seek to support in the enrollmentprocess those families who are not proficient in English.  In these efforts, the school will utilizeinternal and, where necessary, external resources to provide for written and oral translation of keyinformation.
Identification. Upon enrolling, the school will support all families in completing a survey designedto gather information that will allow the school to best meet the needs of the student and family.Among other things, this information will allow the school to determine parents’ preferredlanguage of communication and identify students who may need initial ELL language screening.The school will ensure the initial process for identifying ELLs is thorough and timely.
Assessment. Those students recommended through the identification process will be assessedusing the WIDA ACCESS Placement Test.   In providing for valid and reliable results, the school willensure the administrators of this assessment are appropriately trained.   Results of this assessmentwill be used to determine the students’ levels of English language proficiency and, accordingly, whatlevel of programmatic and instructional support they should receive.  Results of the assessment willbe shared with parents.
Placement, Model & Services. In supporting students identified as ELLs through the ACCESSPlacement Test, the school’s Director of Curriculum, teachers, and parents will collaborate todevelop an educational plan that outlines baseline proficiency levels (per the ACCESS), languagegoals, and the corresponding services to be implemented towards those goals. Given the currentdemographics of the school’s target population (see Section A.1.a), the school expects to have asmall ELL population (projected at less than 5% of its total population).  In ensuring this populationreceives rigorous and appropriate English as a Second Language services, the school will leveragethe following:
 Consistent Small-Groupings of Students: The school’s primary instructional structures willnaturally lend themselves to the support of ELLs, with most instruction in the core contentareas occurring in small-groups and most instruction in non-core content areas occurring ina split class.  These groupings will provide for a lower student-teacher ratio and, thus, allowstudents more frequent opportunities to interact and engage and teachers greateropportunities to check for students’ understanding.
 A Strong Literacy Program: The school’s literacy program will provide for three hours ofdaily small-group and individualized literacy instruction (see Section A.2.b).  With threehighly qualified literacy teachers in each K-5 classroom--each focused on specificcomponents of students’ literacy development while collaborating across these areasaround students’ holisitic literacy development.  An additional biweekly AcademicEnrichment/Intervention block provides further opportunity to reinforce this literacydevelopment.
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 Utilization of Specially Designed Academic Instruction in English (SDAIE) and other Best-
Practice Strategies for ELLs: Teachers of ELLs will receive specialized SDAIE training.Additionally, the school’s instructional practice will regularly emphasize for all students--and particularly ELLs--conscientiousness in instructional voice, wait time, emphasis onvisual clarity and graphic organizers, regular opportunities for student voice--includingfrequent think-pair-shares, representational kinesthetic motions, and strong vocabularypractice.

 Pull-Out and Push-In Intervention Support as Needed: While most ESL support will beprovided in-class through the structures outlined above, when necessary, in order to meetthe individual needs of all students, the school will offer additional push-in or pull-outsupport.
Transition/Exiting. All ELL students will be annually assessed using the WIDA ACCESS.  Resultsfrom this assessment will be used to determine when students have attained English languageproficiency.  While this progress will be celebrated, as the school continues to provide best practicefor language instruction in the classroom, students will likely see little substantive change in theirparticipation in the school’s academic program.
Monitoring. The school’s strong culture of data-driven instruction will provide regular, strategicopportunities to monitor students’ language development.  Among other things, the school willmonitor students’ progress through ongoing conversation, in-class verbal and written checks forunderstanding, daily exit tickets, weekly quizzes, a range of projects, stories, and essays, andperiodic interim assessments.  Additionally, the school will use diagnostic and summativeassessments as well as its annual administration of the WIDA ACCESS.  Data from all of theseassessments will be used on a regular basis to inform instructional and programmatic decisions forthe school’s ELLs.
A. EDUCATION PLAN

2.  CHARTER SCHOOL CURRICULUM
g. STRATEGIES FOR PROVIDING INTENSIVE ACADEMIC SUPPORTBased on achievement data for its target population (see Section A.1.a), the Founding Groupanticipates that a high percentage of students will enter its school performing below grade-levelbenchmarks in both literacy and math.  With this said, the school is confident that that theseachievement gaps can be closed through provision of the following:

Strong Culture of Data-Driven Instruction. The Founding Group believes the school will be bestpositioned to meet the academic needs of its students if teachers and school leaders are constantlyequipped with up-to-date, nuanced data on students’ understandings and misunderstandings.Given this, the group believes the most critical component of closing the achievement gap is astrong data-driven instructional culture, including the following:
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 ongoing administration of rigorous diagnostic, formative, and summative assessments
 regular analyses of performance data and student work for those assessments, and
 purposeful reteaching and intervention based on those analysesCo-Founders Aaron Cuny and Will Stoetzer have, in their current positions, been leaders in drivingtheir school’s data-driven-instructional work.  Over the past 2.5 years, they have engaged in regularcollaboration with Justin Jones of the Achievement Network in developing their practice in thisarea.  As a result of the strong gains the school has demonstrated on Achievement Network interimassessments, the school has been showcased at Achievement Network events.  Additionally, Co-Founder Aaron Cuny has spoken at Achievement Network leadership panels and co-presented withAchievement Network Founder John Maycock at the 2011 Gates Foundation “Unleashing GroupGenius” Conference.  With this experience, the Founding Group will provide for the following atIngenuity Prep:
 Diagnostic/baseline assessments will be administered at the beginning of each year andprior to the start of each term.
 Across each term, formative assessment data--in myriad forms--will be gathered on a dailybasis.
 At the close of each term, interim assessments will be administered, and will serve as keyindicators of progress towards year-long goals.
 Robust, “teacher friendly” systems will be used to input, monitor, and analyze assessmentdata--including that from digital content providers.
 School leadership will support teachers in their analysis of assessment data, with full-daydata-analysis days by term and more frequent data check-ins across each term.
 Ongoing analyses of assessment data will be used to 1) identify who is/isn’t learning, 2)identify why students are/aren’t learning and 3) inform the following strategies, supports,and interventions:

o communication with students on progress towards their goals
o communication with parents on areas of support outside of school hours
o long-term, unit, and daily lesson plan content and instructional strategies
o students’ focus areas for their individualized work on the digital content
o the balancing/re-balancing of small-groups
o the content/strategies delivered during the Academic Enrichment/Interventionblock

 Finally, regular schoolwide reflection meetings will be held to evaluate the effectiveness ofthe school’s assessment administration, data collection and analysis, and follow-upstrategies, supports, and interventions.Through these efforts, the Founding Group is confident it can provide for greater efficiency andeffectiveness of instruction and, thereby, better meet students’ individual academic needs.
Extended Day and Extended Year Schedule. Ingenuity Prep will offer an extended day schedulerunning from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and an extended year schedule running from early August throughlate June.  Given a high quality of instruction, this increase in the quantity of instructional time willsupport the school’s mission of ensuring students meet college readiness expectations for both corecontent skills and knowledge and 21st century skills and knowledge.  The extended day schedule
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will provide for the instructional time necessary to develop skills and knowledge in classes such asInformation, Media, & Technology Literacy and the core content classes of Literacy and Math.  Infact, with three hours of Literacy per day and 1.5 hours of Math per day, the daily allocation ofinstructional time for these core content areas is comparable to that of other high-performingcharter schools such as those in the KIPP, Achievement First, and Uncommon networks.Additionally, the school is considering hosting an “Opportunity Camp” during the month of July forthose students performing below-grade-level in the core content areas.  This time will leveragesmall-group instruction, individual tutoring, and digital content to provide the remediationnecessary to prepare students for success in the following school year.  Altogether, students atIngenuity Prep—particularly those performing below-grade-level in the core content areas—willbenefit from significantly more high-quality instructional time than their peers at most otherdistrict and charter schools in the city.
Small-Group Rotational Model in Literacy and Math. In the Ingenuity Prep Literacy and Mathclassrooms, small groups of students will rotate across interactions with teachers, peers, and digitalcontent.  In this model, teacher facilitated mini-lessons will consistently be delivered to smallgroups of typically 6-8 students.  Student groupings will be informed by and differentiated for arange of data.  Moreover, with the low student-teacher ratio in each rotation, students will havegreater opportunities to engage and share their thinking.  Additionally, teachers will be betterpositioned to monitor and respond to individual students’ understandings and misunderstandings.
Use of Digital Content. As outlined in Section A.2.c, purposeful use of digital content holds greatpotential for meeting the individual learning needs of all students, particularly those performingbelow-grade-level in the core content areas.  In providing for an individualized course of study andadaptive responsiveness within that course of study, this mode of instructional delivery will ensurestudents are regularly working within their zone of proximal development.   Furthermore, inproviding engaging programs within which students receive regular feedback on and recognition oftheir work, students’ investment in their learning will be notably increased.
Major Investment in K-5 Literacy Staffing. Given its foundational importance, the school willmake a significant investment in staffing its K-5 literacy classrooms, with three highly-qualified,content-specialized literacy teachers in each classroom.  By increasing each class size toapproximately 30 students, the school is able to leverage additional per pupil revenue to fund thishuman capital investment.  And, with consistent implementation of the rotational model describedabove, the potential downsides of the larger class size are negligible.  While regularly collaboratingon the holistic literacy development of their students, each teacher within the literacy classroomwill assume primary responsibility for the outcomes of one of the following components of thatliteracy development:
 Decoding & Fluency
 Comprehension & Vocabulary
 Grammar & Writing, Listening & SpeakingThus, one teacher will, for example, take ownership over instruction and outcomes for students’comprehension and vocabulary.  This teacher will lead a small-group rotation focused on
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comprehension and vocabulary development and will, in turn, primarily track, monitor, and analyzethat data.  Additionally, he/she will regularly collaborate with the other literacy teachers on histeam to share data and identify areas of support across the other components of students’ literacydevelopment.  In each group of literacy teachers, one will serve as a Master Teacher, with thisindividual responsible for coordinating the collaboration and support of the others on his/her team.With three highly-qualified, content-specialized literacy teachers in each classroom—eachfacilitating small-group instruction and each focused on a specific component of literacyoutcomes—the school will be well-positioned to identify and meet students’ individual needs.
Grade-Level-Band Looping. At Ingenuity Prep, each Preschool and Prekindergarten class (onegroup of approximately 24 kids per grade level) will be supported by a team of three teachers:
 One math/science specialist
 One literacy/social studies specialist
 One teaching assistantEach Kindergarten - 5th grade class (two groups of approximately 30 students per grade level) willbe supported by a team of five teachers:
 Three literacy specialists (as outlined above)
 One math specialist
 One cross-disciplinary teacher (who, across the course of a week, will teach Science, TechLiteracy, Social Studies, and Civic Leadership)In teams, teachers will loop with their class of students across the following grade-level bands:
 PS to PK
 Kinder to 2nd grade
 3rd to 5th gradeThus, a student will have one teaching team for PS and PK, one teaching team for Kinder - 2ndgrade, and one teaching team for 3rd - 5th grade. For all students, particularly those in need ofintensive academic support, the grade-level-band looping process provides a number of benefits:
 Continuity in Relationships: While students at Ingenuity Prep may--in any given year--have ahigher number of teachers than a traditional model, the looping process will provide forgreater continuity over time.  This will have profound implications for the ability of bothstudents and families to develop stable relationships as students grow and develop.
 Continuity in Expectations: Our looping model will minimize the inefficiencies that typicallyoccur at the beginning of each new school year when students learn the new expectations,procedures and protocols for new teachers and new classrooms.
 Continuity in Support: With our looping model, as teachers begin the second and third yearsof the loop, they do so with intimate knowledge of students’ individual social and emotionalneeds, academic performance levels, learning styles, and specific areas of strength andgrowth.  Furthermore, they bring full context for the instructional strategies--bothsuccessful and unsuccessful--used the previous year.
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 Expanded Breadth of Teacher Content-Knowledge: Finally, in this looping model, teachershave the opportunity--within their respective content areas--to expand their breadth ofcontent expertise.  A math teacher looping with a class of students from Kindergartenthrough 2nd grade, for example, develops a range of content-area expertise that likelywouldn’t occur were he/she to spend several years within the same grade-level.  Thisexpanded base of content knowledge provides a strong foundation for subsequenttransition into content-area-coaching, potentially within the school’s own leadershippipeline.
Enrichment/Intervention Block. Twice a week, all students will have Enrichment/Interventionclass, with the content they focus on and the support they receive dependent on performance levelsin literacy and math.  During this time, those students performing below grade-level will haveanother opportunity to engage in focused, data-driven online remediation lessons and practice ontheir highest priority areas of development.  While students work independently and/or with peers,teachers facilitating this time will pull small-groups of students most in need of support forremediation lessons.
Robust Teacher Professional Development. Teacher support and professional development willserve as a key driver for the school’s capacity to effectively support students performing belowgrade level.  With this in mind, the school will provide for the following:
 Individual professional development plans for each teacher, collaboratively-developed witha member of the school’s instructional leadership team
 At least one individual coaching meeting per week with a member of the school’sinstructional leadership team
 Two-hours of teacher preparation and planning per day, Monday through Thursday
 One-hour of differentiated professional development each FridayThroughout these planning, coaching, and professional development experiences, a strongemphasis will be placed on data and student-work analysis, particularly for those studentsperforming below grade-level.

A. EDUCATION PLAN
3. STUDENT PERFORMANCE

a.  GATEWAY MEASURESThe school will use key data points from formative and summative assessments and student worksamples to determine eligibility for promotion.  As outlined below, students will gather, reflect on,and share-out on these data points and work samples at intermediate points throughout the yearand at the end of the year.
Performance Tracking Systems. The school will establish integrated systems for tracking studentperformance as it seeks to make informed decisions on student promotion and retention.  In hiscurrent position, Co-Founder Will Stoetzer has worked to create and manage data management
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systems that allow school leaders and teachers to utilize both formative and summative assessmentdata.  This work will inform the development of Ingenuity Prep’s own systems for tracking andmonitoring formative assessment data, summative assessment data, portfolio data, and report carddata.
End-of-Year Portfolio. All students in grades K-8 will compile, across the year, a portfolio outliningtheir performance as it relates to both the academic and non-academic goals for their respectivegrade-level.  This portfolio will include:
● key data points from key summative assessments
● key data points on students’ individual progress in the digital/online learning platforms
● a progression of writing samples from across the year
● behavioral rubric data
● written reflections and/or oral testimony on other key formative learning experiences,including students experiences in their Civic Leadership classThese end-of-year portfolios will place a strong emphasis on students’ literacy performance, withDRA, Chicago STEP, and NWEA assessments (discussed further in Section 2.A.d) providing key datapoints.

Marking Term Portfolio.  For each marking-term (approximately every 7-8 weeks), students willcompile a small portfolio, with several data points and student work samples backwards-mappedfrom and aligned to the End-of-Year Portfolio.  For example, a 3rd grader might for his MarkingTerm Portfolio include, among other things, scores from his most recent Achievement Networkinterim assessment, scores from his most recent STEP assessment, and a written reflectionexplaining the group collaboration strategies he utilized in his Leadership & Team Problem-Solvingclass.
Student Engagement. At the beginning of each year, students will set academic and non-academicgoals.  Developmentally appropriate ongoing tracking of academic and non-academic performancedata and reflection on work samples will provide students institutionalized opportunities to self-monitor their progress against their goals, identify successes to be celebrated, and determine nextsteps for growth.  This ongoing tracker will occur over the course of each marking term and will besynthesized--within the Marking-Term Portfolios--every 7-8 weeks.
Parent Engagement. As noted above, the information provided in students’ marking-term reportcards will be aligned to the key data points students will report on in their Marking-TermPortfolios.  Part of the parent-teacher conference schedule will provide time for students to reviewwith their teacher and parent/guardian the aligned report-card (produced by the school/teacher)and portfolio (produced by the student).
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Criteria for Promotion. A student will be promoted if he/she:
● is above/at/near grade-level performance--particularly in his/her literacy and mathperformance--as evidenced in the key data points and student work samples compiled inhis/her End-of-Year Portfolio,
● has made significant progress towards grade-level performance--particularly in his/herliteracy and math performance--as evidenced in the key data points and student worksamples compiled in his/her End-of-Year Portfolio

Ongoing Monitoring & Intervention. Teachers and instructional leadership will, on an ongoingbasis, monitor students’ performance data to gauge promotion and retention probability.  Studentsin danger of retention will receive “deep dive” analysis and intervention planning with the school’sStudent Support Team. Teacher, parent/guardian, and student review of Marking-Term Portfolioswill provide opportunities to discuss--as appropriate--likely promotion/retention at intermediatepoints throughout the year
A. EDUCATION PLAN

3. STUDENT PERFORMANCE
b.  LEADING INDICATORS

Promotion of High Levels of Attendance & Engagement. The school will implement a range ofstrategies to promote high levels of student attendance.
● High Expectations. In initial orientation communication and beyond, the school’s teachersand leaders will communicate to students and parents clear and specific expectations foracceptable attendance and tardy rates.  The school will work to provide concreteexplanations on the implications of missed school time (for example, loss of opportunity toparticipate in guided reading lesson as a result of  arriving late on a given day).
● Tracking & Reporting. The school will use its student information system to track andshare through dashboards and updated reports students’ attendance levels.  Schoolwideand class-level attendance rates will be publicly displayed.
● Student & Family Investment. In addition to using concrete educational implications toinvest students and families in high attendance rates, the school will implement schoolwide,classroom, and--within each classroom--small group incentive systems to recognize lowrates of absences and tardies.  Classes and small-groups with the best attendance rates willbe recognized at weekly community meetings.
● Communication & Accountability. Each time a student is absent or tardy, the school willsend a recorded call to parents through its auto-call system and an auto-text messagethrough its student information system.
● Systems for Intervention. Early in the year, the school will establish a low threshold forthe rates of absences and tardies that warrant strong intervention.  A tiered interventionsystem will quickly progress from auto-responses to parent-teacher conferences to parent-leader conferences.
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Promotion of High Levels of Re-Enrollment/Retention. The school’s re-enrollment/retentionrate will likey have a profound impact on school culture and organizational development. With thisin mind, the school will implement a range of strategies to promote high levels of re-enrollment andretention.
● Ongoing Relationship Cultivation. The school will seek to cultivate strong relationshipswith its primary constituents--students and families--through 1) ensuring ongoingcommunication is characterized by respect and humility, 2) actively organizingrelationship-building events such as potlucks, and 3) leveraging the continuity in teacher-student and teacher-parent relationships that will occur as a result of extended grade-levelband looping.
● Opportunities for Engagement. In addition to relationship-building events, the school willseek to actively engage parents in supporting the overall mission of the school.  This mightinvolve parents serving as greeters in the morning or volunteering in the classroom later inthe day.
● Systems for Feedback. The school will establish regular ongoing systems for gathering andanalyzing parent feedback.  Additionally, and most importantly, the school willtransparently and systematically respond to parent feedback.  This might involve meetingsafter each parent survey is given in order to discuss survey results and the school’sintended follow-up.
● Systems and Protocols for Re-Enrollment. The school will clearly and thoroughlycommunicate to parents procedures for re-enrollment, including surveys in November andFebruary to determine families’ re-enrollment plans.

A. EDUCATION PLAN
4.  SUPPORT FOR LEARNING

a. PARENT INVOLVEMENTIngenuity Prep sees parent involvement as a critical component of the school’s success--both inguiding and supporting the work of the school.  The school’s approach to parent involvement willinvolve three key strategies, each critically important to the success of the others:
● Build Relationships
● Cultivate Voice
● Communicate & Collaborate to Support Students

1. Build RelationshipsThe establishment of positive, trusting relationships across the school community—but particularlyamong parents, teachers, and school leaders—is the most critical and foundational component ofparent involvement.  With this in mind, the school plans for the following:
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Parent Orientation. Prior to the start of each school year, the school will host an orientation forparents.  A major focus of this time will be the cultivation of relationships amongst parents andbetween parents and members of the school’s instructional and non-instructional staff.
Ongoing Communication. Through face-to-face meetings at school, phone communication, andhome visits, the school will promote--on an ongoing basis--positive communication betweenparents and teachers.
Community-Building Events. Beyond regular, ongoing communication, the school will hostevents across the school calendar that provide opportunities for relationship-building.  Amongthese will be family potlucks and student work showcases--both organized on a per term basis bygrade-level teams.
2. Cultivate VoiceIn the process of building positive, trusting relationships with parents and families, the school willseek to provide substantive opportunities for parent voice to inform the vision and operations ofthe school.
Parent-Teacher Association. The school will support parents in organizing a Parent-TeacherAssociation.  This body will provide a productive forum for the following:
● discussing cultural, operational, and academic updates from teachers and school leadership
● sharing in celebrations of what’s working at the school
● collaborative, solutions-based conversations to strategize on areas of improvement.

Board of Directors. As outlined in Section B2b, two parent representatives from the school’sParent-Teacher Association will serve on the school’s Board of Directors.  These individuals willensure the interests of the parent community are conveyed and considered by the Board whenengaged in decision-making. As those most closely involved with the students of the school, theparent Directors are an integral part of ensuring the Board remains focused on enabling the schoolto provide the highest quality academic program.
Parent Surveys. The school will administer quarterly surveys designed to provide parent voiceand perspective on key schoolwide and classroom goals and progress benchmarks.  This data willbe analyzed and shared publicly across the school community.  Furthermore, it will provide animportant source of data for the school’s continuous improvement action planning process.
Focus Groups. Where the school seeks to perform a “deep dive” on key data points from itsquarterly surveys, it will organize externally-facilitated parent focus groups to further probe parentperspective and identify supporting anecdotes.  Again, data gathered from these focus groups willinform the school’s continuous improvement action planning process.
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3. Communicate & Collaborate to Support StudentsWith positive relationships established and systems for parent voice provided, the school will be ina strong position to communicate and collaborate with parents around the support of students’academic and socio-emotional development.
Parent Orientation. As noted above, prior to the start of each year, the school will host a parentorientation.  In addition to the relationship-building component of the orientation, the school willshare with parents academic and behavioral expectations for students as well as concrete ways inwhich parents can continue to support their children outside of the classroom.
Daily Reports. As described in detail in Section A.4.c, the school will use its Core ValuesLeadership Log to provide an organized platform through which, on an ongoing basis, 1) studentscan reflect on their behavior as it relates to the school’s core values, 2) teachers can provide theirassessment of student behavior, and 3) parents can monitor this information.  Additionally, thesereports--which are to be signed by parents or guardians on a nightly basis--provide parents andteachers data points around which to collaborate on student support.
Report Cards. Too often, the design and content of report cards fail to provide parents withrelevant, accessible, and actionable information.  Ingenuity Prep will design its own report cards,specifically with these criteria in mind.  In particular, the school will ensure report cards provideclear, concise “next steps” for supporting students’ academic and socio-emotional development.Co-Founder Will Stoetzer has led this process in his current position.  A sample of what thisdocument might look like is included in the Appendix.
Parent-Teacher Conferences. Rather than mailing report cards home or sending them home withstudents, the school will establish post-marking term parent-teacher conferences as the primarymeans through which report cards are shared.  With the flexibility provided by the school’s teamteaching model, the school will be positioned to schedule the conferences in a way that 1) isconvenient for parents and 2) provides for conversations longer than the typical parent-teacherconference.  Specifically, the school will provide parents the opportunity to sign-up for 45-minuteconferences, with a range of available time slots across an entire week.  With the extendedconference time, teachers will be able to:
● listen to parents’ own reports on student progress
● share progress updates across multiple content areas
● discuss concrete action steps for parents supporting students’ learning outside of theclassroom
● invite students to join the conference to, themselves, share with their parents and teacherskey evidence of their learning as shown through their portfolios (outlined further in SectionA.3.a).At the Co-Founders current school, this model—of extended availability for and duration of parent-teacher conferences—was recently implemented to great success with a consensus of positivefeedback from parents and teachers.
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Parental Notifications for No Child Left BehindIngenuity Prep is committed to meeting all federal requirements under the No Child Left Behind(NCLB) Act.  This includes the following:
 reporting on the Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) of students for each grade and subjecttested
 reporting on the percentage of students tested/not-tested
 disaggregation of all reported assessment data by a range of subgroups
 parental “right to know” notifications including the following:

o the right to request and receive essential information on the professional andeducational background of the teacher(s) instructing their child(ren)
o the right to be notified when the child(ren) of a parent are taught by a non-highly-qualified teacher for more than four weeks (Title 1 schools).

A. EDUCATION PLAN
4.  SUPPORT FOR LEARNING

b. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATIONIngenuity Prep endeavors to form strong relationships with a range of community organizationsacross the city and, particularly, in the school’s surrounding community.  As a school with amission-driven focus on civic leadership, the adults and staff of Ingenuity Prep will actively modelfor students community engagement efforts.  Early in the process, the founders met with Ward 6School Board Representative Monica Warren-Jones, and Bonnie Cain, Education Advisor to Ward 6Councilman Tommy Wells.  Additionally, the school has engaged ANC 6D representatives RonMcBee and Rhonda Hamilton as well as local parent representative Melissa Rohan.  In an effort togather ideas from target-neighborhood parents on their current experiences with local schools andtheir desires for new options, the Founding Group is in the process of planning parent focus groupsacross a variety of neighborhoods and has already hosted one such meeting in Southwest DC.   Thetable below presents initial outreach efforts with several community-based organizations.  Theseefforts represent the beginning of what will be an ongoing process that will continue through the2012-13 planning year in preparation for the school’s opening in August of 2013.
Organization Key Contact Status Nature of Partnership

Near SE/SWCommunity BenefitsCoordinatingCouncil
Eve Brooks Letter ofSupport The founders have met with Ms. Brooks to discusscommunity engagement strategies in Southwest.  Goingforward, the founders will continue to collaborate withMs. Brooks as the school considers the SW neighborhoodfor location.
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DC Arts andHumanitiesEducationCollaborative
DixieHairston Letter ofSupport In identifying programming for its Friday art/musicblock and daily after-care, the school is investigatingpartnership with this organization that works topromote a range of quality art programming acrossDCPS and charter schools.SW NeighborhoodAssociation KaelAnderson In discussion The founders have spoken with Mr. Anderson, Presidentof the SW Neighborhood Association, about communityengagement strategies in Southwest.Smithsonian EarlyEnrichment Center MeredithMcMahon In discussion As the school seeks to leverage the rich culturalresources in the area--particularly that of theSmithsonian museums--the school will partner with thisorganization as it supports early enrichment learning.Life Pieces toMasterpieces ErinKrivicky In discussion In identifying programming for the Friday art block, theschool is investigating a partnership with thisorganization which seeks to use art to engage thecreative abilities of African America males.

A. EDUCATION PLAN
4.  SUPPORT FOR LEARNING

c. SCHOOL ORGANIZATION & CULTUREGiven its powerful impact on student and staff satisfaction, family retention, and--ultimately--student outcomes, the Founding Group of Ingenuity Prep is committed to the explicit, strategiccultivation of a strong school culture.  The school’s STRONG core values, outlined below, willprovide the core expectations of students and adults and thus the foundation around which muchschool culture will be framed:
 Self-Aware: Through regular reflection, we strive to know ourselves, our values, and ourgoals.
 Tough: When things get difficult, we work hard and persevere. We see error, failure, andcritical feedback not as a permanent setback but as an opportunity to learn and grow.
 Respectful: We communicate and collaborate with others with humility, empathy, andcompassion.
 Open to new ideas: We recognize we don’t have all of the answers and are willing to listen toothers and think outside the box. We strive to be creative and innovative.
 Noble: With honesty, integrity, and a willingness to admit our mistakes, we strive todemonstrate great character.
 Grateful: We recognize our own strengths, accomplishments, and good deeds and those ofothers. We take time to celebrate each other.As elaborated on below, across the school--in sights, sounds, systems, and behaviors--these valueswill be evident.
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Physical Space. At Ingenuity Prep, the physical space will serve as a primary tool for promoting theschool’s core values.  Visually-compelling posters representing the school’s core values will beposted on hallway and classroom walls.  Pictures of proud students recognized for exemplarydemonstration of the core values will be prominently displayed in the school’s lobby.   Projects andreports exemplifying student demonstration of the core values will be displayed inside and outsidethe classrooms.
Daily Classroom Community Meetings. To begin and close each day, classes will engage in shortcommunity meetings that will provide a primary forum for conversation on the school’s STRONGcore values.  With a rotating daily focus on each of the six values, teachers across the school willfacilitate a consistent protocol in which students engage in rich conversations sharing theirreflections on ways in which that day’s value has been and can be lived out.  In these reflections,students will celebrate their peers and address their own respective areas of improvement as itrelates to the daily focus.
Daily Leader Log. In addition to the regular classroom community meetings, the school’s corevalues will be systematically promoted and monitored through the Daily Leader Log.  While theformat and implementation of this system will look different depending on students’ developmentallevels, its core functions will be consistent, providing an opportunity for the following:
● daily student self-reflection  on STRONG behaviors as they relate to the school’s core values
● daily teacher feedback on students’ STRONG behaviors
● daily transparent communication to parents on students’ STRONG behaviors
● a systematic way to gather quantitative and qualitative data--at the student, classroom, andschoolwide levels--on students’ STRONG behaviorsManagement of the system will be shared by teaching teams of five teachers at each grade level.  Onaverage, each teacher will be responsible for “closing out” the daily log for approximately 12students.  The beginning of the Choice Time (explained below) provides an explicit time for thisprocess.

Choice Time. In adopting a best practice used at North Star Elementary in Newark, N.J., the schoolwill close each day with 20 minutes of Choice Time.  Those students who have met or exceededbaseline expectations for “leader” behavior, as documented in the Daily Leader Log, will earn theprivilege of choosing from among various productive classroom activities.  These students may, forexample, choose to gather a group to play a math game, read a book with a friend, research a topicof interest on a computer, or create a dramatic play based on a recently read novel.  Students whodo not meet that day’s baseline expectations for “leader” behavior will engage in a reflective,solutions-based process with the classroom teacher designed to empower the child with strategiesto better meet the “leader” behavior expectations.
Weekly Schoolwide Community Meetings. A major forum through which schoolwide culture willbe developed will be weekly schoolwide community meetings.  These meetings, occurring eachFriday, will provide for the following:
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● Community chants/songs/affirmations
● Teacher recognition of students
● Student recognition of peers
● Leadership updates on progress towards schoolwide goals, areas of success,  and areas ofimprovement

Multi-Tiered Student Recognition Systems. At Ingenuity Prep, students will be regularly andsystematically recognized for a range of academic and non-academic achievements.  The FoundingGroup has carefully and purposefully chosen “recognition” over “reward” as it believes publiccelebration and recognition to be a more effective and appropriate means of honoring students’past achievements and investing students in future achievement.  Recognitions will occur at thefollowing levels, for the following reasons, and in the following ways:
Levels at Which

Students
Will Be Recognized

What Students Will
Be Recognized For

How Students Will
Be Recognized

 Individual
 Small-Group
 Classroom
 Schoolwide

 Overall academicachievement levels
 Academic improvement
 Exemplary demonstrationof core values

 Public recognition within classroom
 Public recognition at schoolwide events suchas the weekly schoolwide community meeting
 Posted pictures in public space
 Provision of celebratory badges

High Expectations for and Clear Systems Around Student Behavior/School Discipline.Outlined in more depth in Section A.4.e, it bears noting here the critical importance of expectationsfor and systems around student behavior and school discipline in providing a foundation for apositive school culture.  Toward this end, school leadership will invest heavily in building a sharedvision in these areas.
A. EDUCATION PLAN

4.  SUPPORT FOR LEARNING
d. EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIESWith an extended day schedule, Ingenuity Prep is positioned to offer the instructional timenecessary for students to 1) develop strong skills and knowledge in core content, 2) cultivate 21stcentury skills and knowledge, and 3) have rich foreign language, fine art, performing art, andmusical experiences.  All students will engage in the following extended day classes, lasting from3:45-4:30 p.m. Mondays-Thursdays and 1:45-3:45 p.m. on Fridays.  Students’ individual schedulesduring these extended day classes will be informed by academic standing and parent and studentchoice of foreign language and extracurricular art and music offerings.
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Extended Day Classes

Foreign Language. With the goal of offering a rich, engaging, innovative foreign languageexperience within budgetary constraints, the school intends to leverage the digital content offeredthrough Rosetta Stone63.  While the costs of providing multiple foreign language offerings--or evena single offering within small groups--through a traditional teacher-facilitated classroom would beprohibitive, delivery of content through the Rosetta Stone platform will offer many advantages:
● Parent Choice: Parents will have the ability to choose from among the wide range oflanguages offered through program and, subsequently, sign their child up for anindividualized course of study in that language.  A family who has recently immigrated fromSudan might choose the Arabic program for their child.  Another, with family members in ElSalvador, might choose the Spanish language program.  A third, with an eye to the future,might choose Mandarin.  Within this model, there is unprecedented capacity to meetparent/student needs and interests.
● Intense Engagement: Through the Rosetta Stone platform, students’ language learning willbe characterized by constant engagement.  With rich visual imagery and a high level ofinteraction, students will learn and practice listening comprehension, speaking, reading,and writing for their respective language.
● Individualized Pacing and Adaptive: In this language model, students will be free to movethrough lessons as quickly or slowly as they need.  Additionally, each step of the way, theprogram will ensure students receive adaptive feedback based on their performance.
● Beyond the Classroom: Students particularly invested in their language study can take it withthem—home, to the library, or wherever they might have internet access.As outlined in the sample schedule provided in Section A.4.g, students will have two explicit foreignlanguage blocks each week during extended learning time.  The school is also investigating thepotential for establishing partnerships with local organizations to provide native speakers from thecommunity to facilitate discussion groups for cohorts of students studying a common language.

Academic Intervention/Enrichment. Twice a week, during extended day learning, students willhave an Academic Intervention/Enrichment class.  Through support from teachers and onlinelearning programs, students who are performing below grade-level in core content will receiveremediation.  Students who are performing above grade-level will participate in enrichmentactivities.  One curriculum the school is considering for this content is Destination Imagination.  Ininvolving students in collaborating as a team to identify creative and innovative solutions toproblems, the program has a particularly strong alignment with the school’s mission.
Friday Afternoon Art & Music. During Friday afternoon extended-day time, students will have theopportunity to attend both art and music classes.  In collaboration with the Head of School, theDirector of Business and Operations will oversee the management of contracts with severalcommunity-based organizations to provide services during this time.  As outlined in Section A.4.b,the school is currently cultivating relationships with several of these organizations, such as Life
63 http://www.rosettastone.com/Schools/overview/how-we-teach
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Pieces to Masterpieces.  Over the 2012-13 founding year, the school will evaluate options to selecthigh-quality service providers for these classes.  In order to ensure consistency in expectations forstudents, upon contracting with external service providers, the school will organize trainings toestablish a shared vision for behavioral and procedural expectations, schoolwide discipline policy,and other key components of school culture.
Before- and After-School ServicesThe school intends to offer a before-care program running from 7:00-8:00 a.m. each morning andan after-care program running from 5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday.  The school iscurrently investigating a range of services and activities to be offered during this time, includinghomework help, club sports, chess, and additional art and music classes.  The school will charge forthis programming, with parents of Free/Reduced Lunch students paying on a sliding scale.
A. EDUCATION PLAN

4.  SUPPORT FOR LEARNING
e. SAFETY, ORDER, AND STUDENT DISCIPLINE

Philosophy on Student DisciplineSeveral of the key philosophies outlined in Section A.1.a and noted below form the backbone ofIngenuity Prep’s approach to student discipline:
● Students learn best in a positive, encouraging environment where there are highexpectations for student behavior and procedural efficiency.
● Students learn best when adults are clear, firm leaders and when they ensure theircommunication with students is characterized by humility and a commitment to thepromotion of students’ dignity.
● Students learn best when adults are consistent in their responses to student actions andwhen they strive to meet each student’s individual socio-emotional needs.Beyond these philosophies, the school will seek to maintain an asset-based approach to managingstudent discipline as it seeks to promote leaders who demonstrate the Core Values outlined inSection A.1.b.

Clarity in Expectations and ProtocolsStudents are most likely to thrive in schools where there is clarity around what’s expected of them.In order for this to occur, the adults in the school must themselves have clarity of expectations.With this in mind, Ingenuity Prep will invest heavily prior to the start of each year in establishingunified expectations for 1) student behavior, 2) schoolwide and classroom procedures, and 3)response protocols when students fail to meet behavioral or procedural benchmarks.
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A Clear Discipline Plan. The primary means for establishing this clarity will be a thoughtfully -developed, nuanced discipline plan that clearly aligns behavioral infractions, consequences, andrelevant teacher and administrator response protocols.  The full discipline plan will be developedprior to the school’s opening; however, for an example of a plan meeting these criteria anddeveloped by Co-Founder Aaron Cuny in his current position, see the Appendix.
Daily Leader Log. The school will develop a Daily Leader Log that, among other things, willprovide a daily space for students to 1) self-reflect on their behavior as it relates to the school’sseven core values and 2) receive feedback from their teachers on their behavior as it relates tothose core values.  Rather than aligning to the formal Discipline Plan--which will be developed withadults as its audience, the Core Values Leadership Log will be developmentally-differentiated bygrade-level.  Each day, students will take their log home and have it signed by a parent/guardian--ensuring parents are able to monitor students’ self-reflections and the behavioral evaluations oftheir teachers.  Implications for students’ performance against daily behavioral benchmarks isdiscussed further in Section A.4.c.
Supporting All Students. The school will consistently maintain high behavioral expectations forall students.  For those students who struggle to meet those expectations--due to documentedspecial needs or otherwise--the school will identify additional supports.  This may, for example,involve the creation of an Individualized Behavior Plan that outlines additional strategies, supportsystems, consequences, and incentives--all designed to help the student reach the same highbenchmarks for behavior as his/her peers.
Progress MonitoringThe school intends to use a Student Information System to track its discipline data.  Schoolleadership will regularly monitor this data to identify and analyze trends across individual studentsand teachers and across the school.  The leadership will use this information to informinterventions for students and professional development and coaching for teachers.
A. EDUCATION PLAN

4.  SUPPORT FOR LEARNING
f. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHERS, ADMINISTRATORS & OTHER STAFFThe establishment of an effective professional development (PD) experience for teachers,administrators, and other staff should follow best practice for effective strategic-planning.  Thisprocess as it relates to teacher PD is outlined in the four steps below:

1. Establish a Comprehensive Vision of Teaching Excellence

A Rigorous Teaching Framework. In his current position, Co-Founder Aaron Cuny served as theprimary designer and writer of his school’s teaching framework, a document used to 1) provide avision of expectations for teacher actions and 2) guide teacher professional development, coaching,
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and evaluation.  At Ingenuity Prep, he will collaborate with the school’s Director of Curriculum &Instruction to create a similar document--drawing on model frameworks from Charlotte Danielson,Teach for America, and the District of Columbia Public Schools.  This document--unique to theschool’s instructional model and vision--will form the foundation of the school’s teacherprofessional development.
Video Models, Demonstration Lessons, and Peer Observations. In order to truly bring to lifethe vision of the teaching framework, the school will utilize a series of strategies.  First, the schoolwill gather external and--over time--internal videos to serve as exemplars across the variousteacher actions of the framework.  The school will begin this work by identifying external videosfrom Teach for America’s professional development resources and Doug Lemov’s Teach Like a
Champion video models.  Additionally, in providing concrete visions of instructional excellencealigned to the school’s teaching framework, the school’s instructional leaders will 1) provide modeldemonstration lessons in-class and out-of-class and 2) facilitate peer observations.
2. Determine a Focus & Set GoalsToo often, teacher coaching and professional development sessions are neither focused nor alignedto larger strategic professional development goals.  Even a rigorous, comprehensive, and concretevision of teaching excellence--outlined in a teaching framework--is, alone, insufficient in providingfor effective professional development.  Effective professional development must take theexpansive set of skills necessary for great teaching, identify those that are most critical to drivingstudent outcomes, and strategically focus on them.
Schoolwide Goals. Each year, the school’s instructional leadership and teacher leadership willcollaborate to 1) evaluate schoolwide instructional practice, 2) identify best practice from researchand exemplar schools, and 3) create 2-3 overarching schoolwide professional development goals.While some allocation of coaching and professional development time will remain undesignated inorder to be responsive to instructional practice data gathered during the year, much of thiscoaching and PD time throughout the year will focus on these goals.
Individual Goals. As noted above, in addition to the 2-3 schoolwide professional developmentgoals, teachers will have a small number of differentiated individual goals.  For under-performingteachers, these goals may focus on areas of development not shared by other teachers butnonetheless critical to improving student outcomes. Or, conversely, high-performing teachers mayhave differentiated individual goals designed to move them towards truly exemplary practice.
3. Provide Professional Development Aligned to Those GoalsWith a clear vision outlined in the teaching framework and focused goals following from thatframework, the school will offer a range of professional development experiences aligned to thosegoals.
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Summer Institute. Over the course of three weeks prior to the start of the school’s first year andtwo weeks prior to the start of every year thereafter, the school will host its Summer Institute.  Thistime will be devoted to the following:
● team-building
● professional development on schoolwide goals
● data analysis from the previous year’s summative assessments
● teacher curriculum writing
● classroom preparation

Weekly Preparation & Planning Time. The expected teacher work day will run from 7:15-5:15p.m. Mondays through Thursdays and 7:15-4:15 p.m. on Fridays.  On these days, teachers will havetwo hours (excluding lunch time) of independent and team-based preparation and planning.During this time, a teacher may, for example, evaluate exit tickets from the day’s lesson, writelesson plans for the following week, and collaborate with a grade-level colleague on an interventionstrategy for a struggling student.  While the expected length of the teacher work day at IngenuityPrep is longer than that of the average public school teacher, Ingenuity Prep teachers will have asignificantly more limited scope of planning responsibilities than most public school teachers—with four of five teachers on each grade-level team prepping for only one subject each day.  Schoolleadership at Ingenuity Prep aims to set teachers up to accomplish all to most of their planning andpreparation within their expected work day hours, allowing teachers to leave at the end of the dayfree from professional responsibilities.  Teachers at Ingenuity Prep will see and hear schoolleadership value work-life balance and emotional health.
Weekly Individual Coaching Sessions.  Once per week, each teacher will meet with a member ofthe school’s instructional leadership team for at least 30 minutes for an individual coaching session.During this time, the coach will follow a tight schoolwide coaching protocol, including the following:
● analyzing student work and student performance data
● debriefing the week’s observations
● supporting planning for the coming weeks

Weekly Friday Professional Development Sessions. Each week on Friday afternoon, whilestudents are in extended day specials classes, teachers will come together for 90 minutes ofprofessional development that, depending on the session, may include any of the following:
● guided-planning
● team collaboration
● data analysis, student work analysis
● whole-staff professional development (both administrator and teacher-leader led)
● differentiated small-group professional development

Full-Day-Friday Data Analysis & Reteaching PD. On the Friday following the close of each term,classes will be cancelled for students and teachers will engage in a full day of professionaldevelopment aimed at analyzing the previous term’s performance data and planning reteachingand intervention efforts for students who failed to meet performance benchmarks.  With an
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extended-year-schedule, the school is able to offer such an allocation of teacher PD time with amitigated impact on student instructional time.
Full-Day-Friday Reflection and Pre-Term Planning PD. Two weeks prior to the start of eachterm, the staff will gather for another full-day of professional development.  During this time, thestaff will review data for and reflect on the effectiveness of the prior term’s reteaching andintervention efforts.  Additionally, the staff will be provided guided-planning time for the upcomingterm.  Again, the extended-year-schedule allows for this allocation of teacher PD time.
External Expertise. In addition to the professional development opportunities outlined above,where the school finds outstanding expertise externally, it will seek to leverage that expertise.  Thefollowing provides a few potential examples:
● model school/classroom visits
● school-year conferences
● external summer professional development opportunities

4. Monitor Progress & Continually Increase EffectivenessThe school will utilize several strategies for monitoring progress towards its professionaldevelopment goals, including the following:
Instructional Leadership Observation. Instructional leadership will regularly gather data fromplans and classroom observations to gauge the effectiveness of coaching and professionaldevelopment and the extent to which the school is meeting its professional development goals.This data will be tracked, analyzed, and discussed at leadership team meetings.
Teacher Feedback. The school will employ a variety of systems for gathering teacher feedback onprofessional development
● Short evaluative surveys after each Friday afternoon PD
● More extensive quarterly surveys on coaching and PD
● Externally-facilitated teacher focus groups

A. EDUCATION PLAN
4.  SUPPORT FOR LEARNING

g. STRUCTURE OF THE SCHOOL DAY AND YEARToward the end of achieving its mission and vision, Ingenuity Prep has crafted a daily schedule andyear-long calendar aimed at maximizing the quantity and quality of rich, rigorous, and purposefullearning opportunities provided to students.
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Daily Schedule
Daily Schedule Overview & Highlights: Monday-Thursday

PS-PK K-5 6-8

Arrival All students may beginarriving to the cafeteriaat 7:15 All students may beginarriving to the cafeteriaat 7:15 All students may beginarriving to the cafeteria at7:15
Breakfast Students may eatbreakfast from 7:15-7:55 a.m. Students may eatbreakfast from 7:15-7:55 a.m. Students may eat breakfastfrom 7:15-7:55 a.m.
Optional Morning
Reading Block

Buddy Reading timelasts from 7:40-7:55a.m., when studentstransition to classrooms
Buddy Reading timelasts from 7:40-7:55a.m., when studentstransition to classrooms

Independent Reading timelasts from 7:40-7:55 a.m.,when students transitionto classrooms
Classroom Community
Meeting

8:00-8:45 a.m. (includesFree Choice time) 8:00-8:15 a.m 8:00-8:15 a.m
Morning Instructional
Block

8:45-11:00 a.m. (withmid-block break forsnack & bathroom) 8:15-11:30 a.m. (withmid-block break forsnack & bathroom) 8:15-11:45 a.m. (with mid-block bathroom break)
Lunch & Recess 11:00-1:45 (includesnap) 11:30-12:30 p.m. 11:45-1:00 p.m.
Afternoon Instructional
Block

1:45-4:15 p.m. 12:30-4:30 p.m. 1:00-4:45 p.m.
Classroom Community
Meeting and Choice
Time/Reflection

4:15-5:00 p.m. (includesFree Choice time) 4:30-5:00 p.m. 4:45-5:00 p.m.
After-School 5:00-6:00 p.m. 5:00-6:00 p.m. 5:00-6:00 p.m.

* Monday-Thursday, over the course of each 7:15-5:15 work day, teachers will have 120 minutes ofpreparation, individual and collaborative planning, and one-on-one coaching.
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Daily Schedule Overview & Highlights: Friday

PS-PK K-5 6-8

Arrival All students may beginarriving to the cafeteriaat 7:15 All students may beginarriving to the cafeteriaat 7:15 All students may beginarriving to the cafeteria at7:15
Breakfast Students may eatbreakfast from 7:15-7:55 a.m. Students may eatbreakfast from 7:15-7:55 a.m. Students may eat breakfastfrom 7:15-7:55 a.m.
Optional Morning
Reading Block

Buddy Reading timelasts from 7:40-7:55a.m., when studentstransition to classrooms
Buddy Reading timelasts from 7:40-7:55a.m., when studentstransition to classrooms

Independent Reading timelasts from 7:40-7:55 a.m.,when students transitionto classrooms
Classroom Community
Meeting

8:00-8:45 a.m. (includesFree Choice time) 8:00-8:15 a.m 8:00-8:15 a.m
Morning Instructional
Block

8:45-10:30 a.m. (withmid-block break forsnack & bathroom) 8:15-11:30 a.m. (withmid-block break forsnack & bathroom) 8:00-11:15 a.m. (with mid-block bathroom break)
Grade-Level Band
Community Meeting

10:30-11:00 a.m. 11:30-12:30 p.m. 3:45-4:15 p.m.
Lunch & Recess/PE 11:00-1:45 p.m.(includes nap) 11:30-12:30 p.m. 11:15-12:15 p.m.
Afternoon Instructional
Block

1:45-3:30 p.m. 12:30-4:30 p.m. 12:15-3:45 p.m.
Classroom Community
Meeting and Choice
Time/Reflection

3:30-4:15 p.m. 4:30-5:00 p.m. 4:15-4:30 p.m.
*Fridays, over the course of each 7:15-4:30 work day, teachers will have 90 minutes of preparation,individual and collaborative planning, and one-on-one coaching.  Additionally, each Friday from1:45-3:45 p.m., teachers will have professional development time, with the latter 90 minutes of thistime designated for a range of professional development including guided planning, whole-staffprofessional development sessions, and/or differentiated professional development sessions.
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Sample Student Schedule: PS-PK

Monday - Thursday Friday

7:15 AM Breakfast Breakfast7:30 AM

7:45 AM
8:00 AM Free Choice Free Choice
8:15 AM

8:30 AM
Opening Group(Mystery Question, Calendar, Weather,Message Time, Share the News) Opening Group(Mystery Question, Calendar, Weather,Message time, Share the news)

8:45 AM Story Lab Story Lab
9:00 AM Buddy Reading Buddy Reading
9:15 AM Play Block(Play Planning, Play, Make Believe PlayPractice)

Play Block(Play Planning, Play, Make Believe PlayPractice)9:30 AM

9:45 AM Snack/Bathroom
10:00 AM Blueprint Literacy
10:15 AM Snack/Bathroom
10:30 AM Blueprint Literacy Grade-Level Band Community Meeting
10:45 AM

11:00 AM Recess Recess
11:15 AM

11:30 AM Lunch in classroom Lunch in classroom
11:45 AM

12:00 PM

Nap Nap
12:15 PM

12:30 PM

12:45 PM

1:00 PM

1:15 PM

1:30 PM
1:45 PM Second Step / Civic Leadership Second Step / Civic Leadership
2:00 PM Learning Centers(Small-group literacy, math, and technologyrotations, with data-driven individual andsmall-group pull-outs)

Learning Centers(Small-group literacy, math, and technologyrotations, with data-driven individual andsmall-group pull-outs)
2:15 PM

2:30 PM

2:45 PM

3:00 PM

3:15 PM
3:30 PM Art/Music Closing Group/Snack
3:45 PM Pack-up/Free Choice
4:00 PM
4:15 PM Closing Group/Snack *Students dismissed at 4:15 p.m., teachersat 4:30 p.m. on Friday.4:30 PM Free Choice/Pack up
4:45 PM
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Sample Student Schedule: K-5th

Monday/Wednesday Tuesday/Thursday Friday
7:15 AM Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast7:30 AM

7:45 AM

8:00 AM Classroom Community Meeting Classroom Community Meeting Classroom Community Meeting
8:15 AM Literacy:IndividualizedDigital Content Literacy:IndividualizedDigital Content

Literacy:IndividualizedDigital Content8:30 AM

8:45 AM Literacy:Small-Group Guided Reading &Independent Reading9:00 AM
Literacy:Small-GroupGuided Reading &Independent Reading

Literacy:Small-GroupGuided Reading &Independent Reading9:15 AM Snack, Bathroom
9:30 AM Literacy:Small-Group Decoding & FluencyUsing Reading Mastery9:45 AM Snack, Bathroom Snack, Bathroom

10:00 AM Literacy:Small-GroupDecoding & FluencyUsing Reading Mastery
Literacy:Small-GroupDecoding & FluencyUsing Reading Mastery

Literacy:Small-Group Grammar/Conventions,Writing, Listening & Speaking10:15 AM

10:30 AM Grade-Level Band CommunityMeeting10:45 AM Literacy:Small-Group Grammar/Conventions,Writing, Listening & Speaking Literacy:Small-Group Grammar/Conventions,Writing, Listening & Speaking11:00 AM PE/Free Play
11:15 AM

11:30 AM PE/Free Play PE/Free Play Lunch
11:45 AM

12:00 PM Lunch Lunch Math:IndividualizedDigital Content12:15 PM

12:30 PM Science:Split ClassGuided-Lesson with Teacher Social Studies:Split ClassGuided-Lesson with Teacher
Math:Small-GroupGuided Lesson with Teacher12:45 PM

1:00 PM Civic Leadership:Split Class1:15 PM Information, Media, Technology:Split Class Civic Leadership:Split Class1:30 PM

1:45 PM Music2:00 PM Snack, Bathroom Snack, Bathroom
2:15 PM Math:IndividualizedDigital Content Math:IndividualizedDigital Content2:30 PM

2:45 PM Art3:00 PM Math:Small-GroupGuided Lesson with Teacher Math:Small-GroupGuided Lesson with Teacher3:15 PM

3:30 PM

3:45 PM Academic Intervention/Enrichment Foreign Language Classroom Community Meeting,Choice Time/Reflection,4:00 PM

4:15 PM *Students dismissed at 4:15 p.m., teachersat 4:30 p.m. on Friday.4:30 PM Classroom Community Meeting,Choice Time/Reflection, Classroom Community Meeting,Choice Time/Reflection,4:45 PM
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Sample Student Schedule: 6-8th

Monday-Thursday Friday

7:15 AM Breakfast Breakfast7:30 AM

7:45 AM

8:00 AM Literacy:IndividualizedDigital Content Literacy:IndividualizedDigital Content8:15 AM

8:30 AM

8:45 AM Literacy:Small-GroupGuided Reading, Text Study, IndependentReading
Literacy:Small-GroupGuided Reading, Text Study, IndependentReading9:00 AM

9:15 AM

9:30 AM Literacy:Small-Group Grammar/Conventions,Writing, Listening & Speaking Literacy:Small-Group Grammar/Conventions,Writing, Listening & Speaking9:45 AM

10:00 AM

10:15 AM Science:Split Class Academic Intervention/Enrichment10:30 AM

10:45 AM

11:00 AM Information, Media, Technology:Split Class11:15 AM PE
11:30 AM

11:45 AM PE Lunch
12:00 PM

12:15 PM Math:Individualized Math PracticeUsing Digital Content12:30 PM Lunch
12:45 PM

1:00 PM Social Studies:Split Class Math:Small-GroupGuided Lesson with Teacher1:15 PM

1:30 PM

1:45 PM Civic Leadership:Split Class Music2:00 PM

2:15 PM

2:30 PM Math:Individualized Math PracticeUsing Digital Content2:45 PM Art3:00 PM

3:15 PM Math:Small-GroupGuided Lesson with Teacher3:30 PM

3:45 PM Grade-Level Band Community Meeting
4:00 PM Academic Intervention/Enrichment4:15 PM Classroom Community Meeting / Reflection
4:30 PM *Students dismissed at 4:30 p.m. on Friday
4:45 PM

Classroom Community Meeting /Reflection
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Year-Long CalendarIngenuity Prep will operate on an extended-year calendar, with 200 days a year of high-qualityinstruction.  Students who are performing below-grade-level in core subjects may be required toattend Fall, Spring, or Summer Opportunity Camps which—in total—will provide for another 20days.  Thus, students performing below grade-level may receive up to 220 days a year of high-quality instruction.  This compares with approximately 180 days a year, on average, for other publicschool students.
Draft 2013-14 School Calendar

Event(s) Date(s)Summer Teacher Institute July 15-August 2
First Day of School August 5
Holidays & Breaks(No School for All) September 2, October 14, November 11, November 24-28,December 22-January 7, January 20, February 17, March23-27, May 26, July 4Data Analysis and Reteaching Planning PD(No School for Students) October 18, January 17, March 28, June 20
Pre-Term Planning PD(No School for Students) October 4, December 20, March 14
Fall Opportunity Camp(Required of All Below-Grade-Level Students) November 25-27
Spring Opportunity Camp(Required of All Below-Grade-Level Students) March 23-26
Last Day of School June 26
Summer Opportunity Camp(Required of All Below-Grade-Level Students) June 30-July 18
Teacher Vacation June 27-July 25
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B. Business Plan
B. BUSINESS PLAN

1. PLANNING AND ESTABLISHMENT
a. PROFILE OF THE FOUNDING GROUPIn building its Founding Group, the Co-Founders sought to identify collaborative, high-achievingleaders from diverse backgrounds who shared an unyielding belief in the potential of children andan ambitious vision for organizational excellence.  This team is composed exclusively of individualswith direct connections to the District, with seven of nine team members current residents of theDistrict.  The team brings a strong record of experience and expertise in curriculum, instruction,and educational leadership—across the early childhood, elementary, and middle school levels.Furthermore, with additional expertise in business management, finance, accounting, law, realestate, facilities, and construction project management, the team is well-positioned to collaborateon the development of ambitious and feasible visions for the school’s education, business, andoperational plans.Name Current Position Area of ExpertiseAaron Cuny Resident Principal, DC Bilingual Public CharterSchool Curriculum & Instruction, UpperElementary, Middle SchoolWill Stoetzer Data and Results Coach, DC Bilingual PublicCharter School Data Management/Systems, PCSBAccountability, Special EducationDebra Santos Chief Financial Officer, Great Hearts Academies(recent); Consultant with B.E.T. Finance, Accounting

Jessica Marker Managing Director of Teacher LeadershipDevelopment, Teach for America Curriculum & Instruction, EarlyChildhood EducationThaly Germain Executive Director of Aligned Staff, New Leaders School Leadership
Alex Sierra Director of Finance, 50CAN Finance, Accounting

Althea Holford Real Estate Specialist, DC Office of GeneralServices Law, Real Estate, School Facilities
Shawn Samuel President, JDC Construction Construction, School Facilities

Liz Striebel Managing Director of District and School Support,The Achievement Network Curriculum & Instruction, Literacy
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Aaron CunyA Ward 1 DC resident, Aaron currently serves as Resident Principal at DC Bilingual Public CharterSchool. After interning in Senator Edward Kennedy’s education office in the 2002, Aaron taught forseven years at both the elementary and middle school levels, spending five years at low-socioeconomic status district schools in Oakland, California, and two at private, high-socioeconomicstatus International Baccalaureate schools in Mexico. After receiving leadership training as a SchoolDirector through Teach for America, through the Summer Principals Academy at Columbia University,and through the New Leaders for New Schools residency program, Aaron joined the staff of DCBilingual. At DC Bilingual, Aaron has been instrumental in shaping the vision for and coordinatingimplementation of a wide range of academic, operational, and cultural reforms. This past year, hehelped lead the school to strong combined reading and math gains on the 2011 DC CAS, with theschool’s combined gains ranking 6th of over 120 charter and DCPS elementary schools. Additionally,as the coordinator of the school’s math program, he led a decrease in the percentage of studentsperforming Below Basic from 32% on the 2009 DC CAS to 14% on the 2011 DC CAS and an increase inthe percentage of students performing Proficient and Advanced from 33% to 46%. Aaron holds aBachelor of Arts from the University of North Florida in English and Economics, with a minor inBusiness Administration, and a Masters in Education Leadership from Columbia University’s TeacherCollege.
Will StoetzerA Ward 1 DC resident, Will currently serves as Data and Results Coach at DC Bilingual PCS. With aMasters in Special Education, he has experience as both an inclusion teacher and lead classroomteacher. As a teacher-leader, Will collaborated with school leadership to redesign multiplecurricular and programmatic components of the math program. As a result, the school madesignificant gains on the math portion of the 2011 DC CAS, ranking 3rd of over 120 charter andelementary schools for achievement gains in the low-SES subgroup. As Data and Results Coach atDC Bilingual, Will has led the design of a wide range of systems to gather, monitor, and--ultimately--utilize academic and non-academic data. Additionally, he has managed much of the school’s charterboard accountability work and led the school’s implementation of SchoolForce, a recently adopteddata management system.
Debra SantosA Ward 1 DC resident, Debra most recently served as Chief Financial Officer for Great HeartsAcademy in Phoenix, Arizona. She began her career at Arthur Andersen and Company in their LosAngeles office working primarily on publicly traded companies in the manufacturing industry. Afterearning her certified public accountant status, Debra worked at Litton Industries in their corporateconsolidations department. She subsequently went into private practice for seven years providingauditing and accounting services to governmental entities and non-profit organizations. She thenworked as the Director of Finance & Administration for the Los Angeles office of the March of Dimesand as a Vice President of Finance at Clinical Micro Sensors (CMS), a biotech startup located inPasadena, CA. After successfully managing several rounds of private financing, CMS was acquiredby Motorola where Debra served as Director of Integration and Alignment. In this role she createdsynergy and fluid work processes across four business sites in three states. After leaving Motorola,Debra served as CFO for Economic Opportunity Board, the largest non-profit organization in
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Nevada and worked as a project consultant for Robert Half in California and Arizona on a variety offor profit and not for profit clients. In 2008, Debra worked for the Obama Campaign across sixstates. Debra earned a Bachelors of Science from California State University Long Beach in BusinessAdministration with a special designation in Professional Accounting. She holds an MBA fromKeller Graduate School of Management and a MSM in Telecommunications Management from theUniversity of Dallas. She has recently begun the pursuit of a Ph.D. in Organizational Psychology atWalden University. In addition, Debra currently serves as a consultant with Black EntertainmentTelevision.
Jessica MarkerA Ward 6 DC resident, Jessica currently serves as Managing Director of Teacher LeadershipDevelopment at Teach for America (TFA). She moved to Washington, DC in 2006 where she workedas a DCPS Prekindergarten and Kindergarten teacher at Scott Montgomery Elementary in theHoward/Shaw neighborhood. She transitioned to a Manager of Teacher Leadership Development forTFA in 2008 where she worked as an instructional coach and mentor to over 50 early childhood andelementary teachers working in DCPS, DC Charter, and Prince George's County Public Schools. In2010, Jessica began working as a Managing Director of Teacher Leadership Development, managingthe instructional support, coaching and professional development of over 200 TFA teachers in andaround the DC Region. In 2008, Jessica also received her Masters in Early Childhood Curriculum andInstruction from George Mason University where she has served as an adjunct professor, teachingMasters courses in Early Childhood education. She has lived in Ward 6 for six years.
Thaly GermainA Ward 8 DC resident, Thaly currently serves as Executive Director of Aligned Staff for New Leadersfor New Schools. In this role, she helps develop and support all program staff across the organization.Prior to serving in this position, Thaly led the New Leaders charter initiative, where she workedclosely with charter schools leaders, coaches, and other key stakeholders in developing a plan tosupport leadership development in the charter community—with such efforts aimed at moving NewLeaders charter school students to 90%+ proficiency. Prior to joining New Leaders, Thaly served asPrincipal, Assistant Principal and Teacher at Maya Angelou PCS. Thaly began her career as aneducator at Harry S. Truman High School in the Bronx where she helped to found the Peace andDiversity Academy in partnership with the Anti-Defamation League. She holds a Masters in Educationand a Masters in Administration.
Alex SierraA Georgetown University graduate and New Jersey resident, Alex currently serves as Director ofFinance at 50CAN. After graduating from Georgetown, Alex worked for two years as an analyst in theEmerging Markets Group at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York where he tracked U.S. and foreignequity markets and sovereign debt issuance. He then spent seven years working in Paterson PublicSchools as a middle school math and language arts teacher, later receiving a Masters in EducationLeadership from Columbia University's Teachers College. From 2007 to 2011, he worked as Directorfor Planning and Analysis at Teach For America, where he supported the management of over $40million of the organization's operating budget. Since August 2011, he has served as the Director ofFinance at 50CAN, an education advocacy organization.
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Althea HolfordA Ward 8 DC resident, Althea currently serves as Real Estate Specialist for the DC Office of GeneralServices. As a DC barred attorney with a background in real estate, Althea provides expertise innegotiation, contracts, document drafting, and the DC real estate market. In her current position withDC Department of General Services, she manages all closed public schools in the District. She bringsto the team firsthand knowledge of the process for acquisition and maintenance of public schoolbuildings in the District. Althea is a graduate of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, and TheGeorge Washington University Law School.
Shawn SamuelA DC native and Maryland resident, Shawn currently serves as President of JDC ConstructionCompany. In this role, he oversees preconstruction and construction management services on avariety of development projects, coordinating the administrative and on-site details to ensure thatprojects stay on schedule and within budget. In this work, he collaborates with clients, governmentagencies, general contractors, and consultants towards the goal of providing a finished product thatsatisfies the client’s requirements. He has worked as a Senior Project Manager with Orr Partners andas a Project Manager with The Leapley Company.
Elizabeth StriebelA Ward 6 DC resident, Elizabeth currently serves as Managing Director of School and District Supportat The Achievement Network. In this role, she supports education in the District of Columbia in twocapacities. She coaches DC school leaders to build and sustain data-driven instruction practices inthroughout the schools. As a consultant to the District of Columbia Public Schools, she designstrainings for DCPS instructional superintendents to deliver to school leadership teams across thedistrict. She has worked in urban public education for the past 10 years, teaching elementary schoolin both New York City and Washington DC. She has served as a literacy coach at Orr ElementarySchool in Ward 8 for three years. As an instructional coach she applied her expertise in balancedliteracy instruction and data driven practices to design curriculum and provide job-embeddedprofessional development and coaching.
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Supporters and AdvisorsDuring the founding process, the Founding Group has consulted with a range of individuals andorganizations, outlined in the table below, as it has sought to develop and refine the education,business and operational visions for its school.Name Title Organization Area of Support StatusJennie Niles Founder, Head ofSchool E.L. Haynes PublicCharter School Operations,Founding Process Letter ofSupportEric Westendorf Co-Founder LearnZillion Academic Model,Blended Learning Letter ofSupportAnthony Kim CEO and Founder Education Elements Academic Model,Blended Learning Letter ofSupportDawn GundersonTaylor ManagingDirector, AlumniAffairs Teach for America – DCRegion Founding Process Letter ofSupport
Stephanie Amann Senior ManagingDirector Teach for America – DCRegion Development Letter ofSupportBryan Hassel Co-Director Public Impact Human Capital Letter ofSupport
John Maycock Founder andChief GrowthOfficer Achievement Network Development Letter ofSupport
Justin Jones Washington DC,ManagingDirector Achievement Network Data-DrivenInstruction Letter ofSupport
Chaula Gupta ManagingDirector of SocialEntrepreneurshipand Innovation Teach for America –National Office Founding Process Letter ofSupport
Hillary Lewis NationalRecruitmentDirector Teach for America –National Office Founding Process Letter ofSupport
Larkin Tackett Deputy Directorof PromiseNeighborhoods U.S. Department ofEducation Wrap-AroundServices Letter ofSupportMichelle Pierre-Farid DC ExecutiveDirector New Leaders for NewSchools Founding Process,Governance Letter ofSupport
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Name Title Organization Area of Support StatusSara Schonwald Principal andFounder Listen to Lead Consulting StudentLeadership, ServiceLearning Letter ofSupport
Tom Porter Director of RealEstate Operations Building Hope Facilities Letter ofSupport
Eve Brooks Secretary Near SE/SW CommunityBenefits CoordinatingCouncil CommunityEngagement Letter ofSupport
Ahnna Smith Senior Advisor Office of the DeputyMayor for Education Founding Process OngoingSupportAlex Hernandez Partner & VicePresident Charter School GrowthFund Blended Learning OngoingSupportJacquelyn Davis ManagingDirector ED-Volution EducationGroup Founding Process OngoingSupportJosh Kern Owner Ten Square Governance,Facilities OngoingSupportMaura Maurino Associate Partner New Schools VentureFund Founding Process OngoingSupportMieka Wick ExecutiveDirector CityBridge Foundation Founding Process OngoingSupportPaul BambrickSantoyo ManagingDirector North Star Academy,Uncommon Schools Curriculum andAcademic Model OngoingSupportStefan Huh Director, CharterSchool Programs U.S. Department ofEducation Finance, Budgeting OngoingSupport
Alicia Adams ManagingDirector ofProgram, DC New Leaders for NewSchools Founding Process OngoingSupport
Ben Rayer Founder and CEO Touchstone Academy Academic Model,Blended Learning OngoingSupport
Regan Kelly TalentManagementCoach The New Teacher Project Teacher Support,ProfessionalDevelopment OngoingSupport
Russ Williams FoundingExecutiveDirector AppleTree Public CharterSchool Operations OngoingSupport
Simmons Lettre ExecutiveDirector Charter Board Partners Board Governance OngoingSupport
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Name Title Organization Area of Support StatusBonnie Cain Policy Advisor Office of Tommy Wells Academic Model,CommunityEngagement OngoingSupport
Bryan Patten Co-Founder EdOps Business andOperations OngoingSupportSteve DeMann Alumni Director Teach for America – DCRegion Civic Engagement& Education OngoingSupportCynthia Millinger FoundingPresident Charter School Startup Academic Model,Curriculum OngoingSupportJesse Rector Principal North Star Academy Academic Model,Curriculum OngoingSupportJimmy Henderson Chief OperatingOfficer E.L. Haynes PublicCharter School Operations OngoingSupportJoel Goering Charter SchoolFinance Specialist EdOps Business andOperations OngoingSupportKael Anderson President Southwest NeighborhoodAssembly CommunityEngagement OngoingSupport
B. BUSINESS PLAN

1. PLANNING AND ESTABLISHMENT
b. PLANNING PROCESSWith the conviction that all children—regardless of socioeconomic status—deserve the opportunityto receive an excellent education, Co-Founder Aaron Cuny made the decision in October 2011 tosubmit to the Public Charter School Board an application for a new school.  Having spent sevenyears as a classroom teacher in both low and high poverty contexts, Aaron saw firsthand thetransformative impact a high quality instructional experience could have on students from a widerange of backgrounds.  This personal experience led him to the belief that when adults “get it right,”all students—including those from high-poverty backgrounds, those with incoming skill deficits,and those with learning disabilities—can make significant academic achievement gains.  In hisexperience as a classroom teacher, Aaron saw this belief borne out time and again in theperformance of his students.  Most recently, in his work as a school leader in DC, Aaron has againhad these beliefs reaffirmed in seeing a consistent pattern of high levels of student characterdevelopment and academic growth in classrooms where the culture was rich, the curriculumrigorous, and the instruction robust.Co-Founder Will Stoetzer joined the Founding Group having worked with Aaron for two and halfyears as a teacher and data coach.  With a shared foundation of experiences to draw from, a strong
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consensus on the key levers that drive student achievement, and a commitment to the citywideeffort to ensure every family has a quality school option, the two began the process of outlining theschool’s vision, building a strong Founding Group, and engaging a wide range of stakeholders toprovide feedback on the school’s vision.In gathering the Founding Group, outlined further in Section B.1.a Profile of Founding Group, theCo-Founders sought to build a diverse team of individuals with direct connections to the District, atrack record of demonstrated achievement across a range of experiences, high capacity forcommunication and collaboration, and a commitment to children. Through the planning process,the Founding Group has collaborated through biweekly meetings, conference calls, and otherongoing communication. Beyond this, throughout the development of the application, the team hasengaged in approximately 30-40 meetings/calls with the advisors noted in Section B.1.a Profile ofthe Founding Group to help develop this application.  These individuals—representing a range ofeducation reform, political, and community-based organizations—have provided important inputthat has shaped in critical ways the development of the school’s application.Currently, the Founding Group is working to engage a range of community-based organizations andparents to provide input and feedback on the vision for the school.  Towards this end, the FoundingGroup is organizing a series of parent focus groups designed to 1) gather parents’ feedback oncurrent experiences with the schools their children attend and 2) identify parents’ desires for anyfuture schools in their area.  Through these efforts, the school aims to establish an early version ofits Parent Engagement Association that will serve to inform the Founding Group’s efforts throughthe remainder of the charter application process and founding year.
B. BUSINESS PLAN

1. PLANNING AND ESTABLISHMENT
c. CORPORATE STRUCTURE AND NONPROFIT STATUSOn January 13th, 2012 Ingenuity Prep was incorporated as a non-profit corporation in the Districtof Columbia under the name Ingenuity Prep, Inc. Articles of Incorporation and receipts ofincorporation for the organization can be found in Section I. The school has drafted by-laws that arealso included in Section I. Upon conditional approval of the Charter, the school will file a change ofname to Ingenuity Prep Public Charter School.The Founding Group, led by Althea Holford in consultation with legal counsel, has investigated theapplication process for obtaining its 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status from the IRS. The school willapply for tax-exempt status with the District of Columbia and with the IRS immediately followingcharter approval. Upon approval, non-profit status would be retroactive to the first day ofincorporation as the application was filed within one year of incorporation.
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B. BUSINESS PLAN
2. GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

a. BOARD OF TRUSTEESThe Board of Trustees of Ingenuity Prep is responsible for ensuring that the school is committed to,focused on, and able to fulfill the mission set out in The Charter. The Board, as the governing bodyof the school, will have oversight of the school’s performance and that of the Head of School,provide strategic visioning and planning, provide support in securing the appropriate financialresources through fundraising, ensure legal and financial compliance, and cultivate leadership atthe Board and school level for the purposes of sustainability and growth. The Board sets policywhile the day-to-day management and operations of the school are fully under the purview of theHead of School.
Selection Process and TermsIngenuity Prep is committed to the development of a highly-qualified, dedicated, and active Boardof Trustees that provides effective oversight, development of resources, and sustainability. Inidentifying individuals with the potential to carry out the functions of a member of the Board, thefollowing characteristics should be present in all potential nominees and will guide in theidentification of nominees (See detailed board member job description included in Section I.Required Documents):
 A high level of personal and professional integrity
 A commitment to education and community involvement demonstrated by membershipsand association
 Education and industry experience in an area of skill required by the organization to remainsustainable financially and operationally.
 Steadfast commitment to mission and vision of school
 Willingness and ability to assist and support the school’s fundraising efforts
 Ability to provide financial and strategic oversight over the school’s operations, or a desireand willingness to participate in board training to develop the requisite skills
 Embodiment of the core values of the school, as outlined in Section A.1.b. Mission andPhilosophy.The process for selection for the Board of Trustees takes place in three stages to ensure a stabletransition from the Founding Group into a fully seated Board. The first stage occurred when theFounding Group selected six individuals to serve as a transitional Board64. Those members, selectedfrom within the Founding Group, are Aaron Cuny, Will Stoetzer, Thaly Germain, Debra Santos,Althea Holford, and Jessica Marker.The role of the transitional Board will be to lead, plan, and implement the second stage of the Boardselection process through the recruitment and development of individuals to serve on the initial

64 Board Member Agreements are included in Section F.
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Board of Trustees. The transitional Board will have the final Board seats fully filled, in accordancewith the By-laws, by January of 2013. The members of the transitional Board will become the firstsix trustees seated on the final Board. To ensure a staggered rotation of members on the Board,those members who continue on from the transitional Board to the full Board will serve a three-year term. The next four trustees appointed to the Board will serve a two-year term. The remainingmembers appointed to the Board will serve one-year terms. For Board members that serve a one-year or two-year initial term, that initial term will not count towards the overall term limit. Termswill begin at the first meeting of the full Board.The third stage of Board member selection will occur following the seating of the first full Board,when the recruitment and recommendation of new Board members will be guided by theGovernance committee of the Board of Trustees. The Governance committee will work to identifypotential candidates for the Board in consultation with other Trustees, the Head of School, parents,community members, and partner organizations, among other stakeholders. The Governancecommittee will evaluate the qualifications of all nominees, taking into consideration the expertise,priorities, and needs of the Board and the larger school community. The Governance committee willmake a recommendation to the full Board for vote.Selection of the two parent members of the Board will come from among the parents of currentlyenrolled students. The Governance committee will work particularly close with the ParentEngagement Association to identify potential Board nominees. Selection of the first parentmembers of the Board will occur no more than six months after the enrollment of students. Thiswill ensure that the parent representatives are selected from the entirety of the parent community,that potential nominees are fully versed on the mission of the school, and that the Board has a fullydeveloped sense of the nominees’ commitment to the mission and philosophy of the school. Parentsand guardians will be notified during the enrollment process of the opportunity to serve as amember of the Board of Trustees. This information will also be included in the family handbook,which the school will be developing.Unless previously noted, members of the Board serve three-year terms from their date ofappointment. Upon elections, a trustee’s term may only be adjusted as noted in the by-laws.Trustees will be limited to serving two consecutive three-year terms.
Composition of the BoardThe Board of Trustees will be composed of an odd number of members, never to drop below 9 orexceed 15. At least two of the members of the Board of Trustees will be parents or guardians ofstudents who are enrolled in the school. The Head of School will serve as ex-officio member of theBoard. At all points, a majority of Board members will reside within the District of Columbia. Inidentifying individuals for Board membership, the Board will seek to find those with expertise inthe following fields: educational instruction and leadership, with particular focus on those whohave experience in high-poverty schools in the District of Columbia; business and organizationalleadership and consulting; finance; accounting; development, fund-raising and grant
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writing/management; law, particularly individuals with experience working with charter schools;education technology and blended learning; real estate development and project management;marketing and community outreach/communication; and individuals involved with local andnational philanthropic organizations.
CommitteesThe Board will have five standing committees aligned to the overall priorities and responsibilitiesof the Board. Each member of the Board is expected to serve on at least one committee and may notserve on more than three. The chair may establish additional ad-hoc committees when deemednecessary. The following committees will be the standing Board committees:

Committee Description Aligned StaffExecutive Committee This committee comprises the Chair, Vice-Chair, Treasurer, andSecretary. The executive committee will oversee all business andoperational functions of the Board when out of session and workin coordination with the Head of School to develop agendas anddisseminate information for future Board meetings. Further, thiscommittee is responsible for evaluation of the Head of School.
Head of School

GovernanceCommittee This committee ensures the Board and its members meet theirduties and responsibilities, identifies, reviews, and orients newBoard members, and analyzes and recommends revisions to by-laws.
Head of School

EducationalAchievement andAccountabilityCommittee
This committee analyzes and evaluates the academicperformance of the school and its students, oversees the school’saccountability plan and compliance to local and state agencies. Head of School;Director ofCurriculum

Audit and FinanceCommittee This committee has oversight of financial practices and policies,reviews financial statements; provides recommendation forapproval of budget and leads the financial audit process. Head of School;Director ofBusiness andOperationsDevelopment andMarketingCommittee This committee leads the Board’s involvement in fundraisinginitiatives; establishes, supports, and revises the Board’s “get orgive” requirements; and ensures the long-term viability of theschool through student recruitment and retention.
Head of School;DevelopmentManager
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Roles and ResponsibilitiesThe roles and responsibilities of the Board as a whole and for individual trustees are outlined underthe Charter School Board of Trustees Job Description and the Charter School IndividualPerformance Expectations in Section I.The Board of Trustees will elect a chair, vice chair, treasurer, and secretary from amongst itsmembers to provide leadership and guidance to the Board. Officers are elected to 2-year terms andmay be re-elected upon completion of their term. The job descriptions for the Board officers are asfollows:
Board Chair. The chair of the board is a member of the board and serves as the leader of the Boardof Trustees. The chairperson works closely with the head of school in achieving the organizationsmission. The chair also:
 Provides leadership to the Board of Trustees in setting organizational policy
 Chairs meetings of the Board and develops meeting agendas.
 Leads the Board in strategic planning
 Appoints committee chairpersons, working in consultation with the Board members
 Serves as the direct supervisor of the Head of School
 Monitors financial planning and financial reports
 Leads fundraising efforts of the Board
 Evaluates Board member effectiveness and performance

Vice Chair. The vice chair is the successor to the chair and operates in the chair’s role in their absence.
 Is a member of the Board
 Reports to the Board chair
 Participates in fundraising for the Board.
 Performs other responsibilities as assigned by the Board.

Board Secretary.
 Is a member of the Board
 Maintains records of the Board and ensures effective management of organization's records.
 Manages minutes of Board meetings
 Ensures minutes are distributed to members shortly after each meeting
 Is sufficiently familiar with legal documents (articles, by-laws, IRS letters, etc.) to noteapplicability during meetings
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Board Treasurer Job Description
 Is a member of the Board
 Chairs the Finance Committee
 Maintains oversight responsibility for the finances of the organization
 Provides annual budget to the board for members' approval
 Ensures development and board review of financial policies and proceduresThe by-laws further outline the roles and responsibilities of each officer and structure ofsuccession.

Relationship to Administrative Structure/Staff, Parents, and StudentsThe Board of Trustees will develop a structure of communication among the various constituencieswithin the school community. The board will, when appropriate, solicit input from parents andfamilies, staff, administrators, and students so that multiple viewpoints are considered andincorporated in the decision-making process. The Board will work particularly close with theParent Engagement Association to solicit input from and gauge the sentiment of the parents andfamilies in the school community. The parent representatives will serve as important connectionpoints between the business of the Board and the school community.The Board of Trustees will gather for at least ten meetings over the course of each academic year.The schedules and agendas of each Board meeting will be made widely available to members of theschool community. The Board of Trustees will disseminate information about their decision-makingand significant discussions to staff, administrators, and parents and families. The Board will striveto ensure transparency by providing that each meeting be open to attendance by the schoolcommunity while reserving the right to close off certain discussion of business to non-Boardmembers when the nature of the of the conversations necessitate discretion and candor on behalfof the members of the Board.The Board plays an important role in the lives of the students at the school. As the governing bodyfor the school, Board members are expected to be active members of the school community throughinteraction with students and families at school events, classroom visits and observations, andpresentations to students during Community Meetings. Board members will undergo a self-evaluation process annually to determine areas where additional board training and developmentcould be useful to maximize the board’s individual and collective effectiveness. The Charter SchoolIndividual Performance Expectation criteria for which the board will be held accountable isincluded in detail as part of Section I.
Board of Trustees’ Relationship to Head of SchoolThe primary responsibility of the Board of Trustees is to provide oversight and strategicgovernance of the school. In that capacity, the Board has the authority to hire, evaluate theperformance of, and terminate the employment of the Head of School. The Head of School is
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responsible for faithfully implementing the mission and policies established by the Board. The Headof School is fully responsible for running the day-to-day operations of the school. The Head ofSchool is directly responsible for all staff hiring decisions. As the only staff member whosecompensation and employment terms are set by the Board, the Head of School is accountable to theBoard of Trustees for his or her performance and the performance of the school.To ensure a cooperative and clearly defined relationship between the governance function of Boardof Trustees and the management function of the Head of School, both the Board and the Head ofSchool will participate in trainings on the complementary responsibilities of both entities. Examplesof those responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
The Board of Trustees The Head of SchoolDevelop and articulate the mission. Faithfully implement the mission.Evaluate the performance of the school’sacademic programs in relation to themission and goals. Carry out the day-to-day operations of overseeingstaff and ensuring the quality of the school’sacademic programs.Hire, evaluate and dismiss the Head ofSchool. Hire, evaluate and dismiss all other staff.

Review and approve budget and businessplan. Develop budgets and business plan for Boardoversight and approval.Set the financial policies for the school andprovide oversight of the school’s auditprocess. Ensure compliance with financial policies and theability of the auditors to complete the audit process.
Establish and actively participate instrategic planning process. Participate in the development of the strategic planand carry out its implementation.Review Board documents and providefeedback and make strategic decisions,when necessary. Draft and prepare documents for Board review

B. BUSINESS PLAN
2. GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

b. RULES AND POLICIESThe goals and responsibilities of the Board of Trustees are outlined in the by-laws and are furthercontained in the Charter School Board of Trustees Job Description and Charter School IndividualDirector Performance Expectations. Following approval of the Charter and creation of the
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transitional Board, a Board of Trustees manual will be developed by the transitional Board. TheManual will outline the rules and policies as they relate to personnel and human resources; legaldocuments; academic programs; financial accountability; strategic plans; Board organization,operation, and performance; school discipline; and other areas as needed or required by federal orDistrict of Columbia Law. The Founding Group has begun conversations with Charter BoardPartners, CityBridge Foundation and EdOps to engage the consultation of each group in thedevelopment of the Board Manual and the on-going training and development of the Board ofTrustees.The Board manual will be submitted to the full Board for vote at the first annual meeting.
B. BUSINESS PLAN

2. GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT
c. ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

The Head of School will be supervised and supported in this role by the Board of Trustees. TheHead of School will have authority over hiring, evaluating, and terminating the employment of allstaff members. The Head of School will be required to regularly report to the Board on school andstaff performance. The Board will provide feedback regarding the performance of the school andwill evaluate and set compensation for the Head of School.

Organization Chart – Year 1Grades Served: PS – KindergartenStudents: 10820 FTE

(Organization charts for Year 2 – 5 included in Section L)
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The school expects to fill several key administrative positions during the first five years ofoperation. Those expected positions include: Director of Curriculum and Instruction, who willreport to the Head of School and will serve in the capacity of Principal; Director of Business andOperations, who will report to the Head of School; Development Manager, who will report to theDirector of Business and Operations; and a School Culture Coordinator, who will report to the Headof School.Below is an outline of the general responsibilities of expected administrative staff:
Head of School: The Head of School will assume primary responsibility for ensuring the schoolmeets its academic and organizational goals.  In doing so, he will carry out the duties listed below:
 Internal and External Representation

o Serve as the primary contact for the Board of Trustees, attending all Board meetingsand ensuring regular communication with the Board president
o Serve as the primary contact for parent organizations
o Represent the school to external stakeholders, including foundations andsupporting organizations

 Staffing
o Lead the school’s efforts to hire highly-effective leaders, teachers, and support staff

 School Culture
o Mobilize the  school’s various constituencies around a shared vision
o Lead the school’s efforts to cultivate a safe, welcoming school culture, collaboratingwith the School Culture Coordinator in these efforts upon his/her hiring

 Instructional Leadership
o Collaborate with the school’s Director of Curriculum and Instruction to establishvisions for, build systems around, monitor implementation of, and ensurecontinuous improvement on curriculum development, instructional practice, and,ultimately, student achievement (see below for responsibilities of Director ofCurriculum & Instruction)

 Business & Operations Leadership
o Collaborate with the school’s Director of Business & Operations to establish visionsfor, build systems around, monitor implementation of, and ensure continuousimprovement on the school’s business and operational practices (see below forresponsibilities of Director of Business & Operations)

Director of Curriculum & Instruction: The Director of Curriculum and Instruction will collaboratewith the Head of School to ensure the school achieves its academic goals.  In doing so, he/she willcarry out the duties listed below:
 Staffing

o Work with the Head of School to hire highly-effective teachers who meet the criteriaoutlined in Section C.2.b Qualifications of School Staff.
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 Curriculum & Assessment Development
o Identify rigorous assessments to be used in guiding the school’s curriculumdevelopment
o Serve as the school’s “lead expert” in the Common Core standards
o Establish the vision for and philosophy behind the school’s curricula
o Oversee implementation of the school’s curricula to ensure vertical alignmentacross grade-levels

 Coaching, Professional Development and Instructional Practice
o Establish vision for the school’s instructional practice--including core instructionalemphases
o Organize and facilitate the school’s weekly professional development sessions
o Coordinate weekly coaching of all teachers

 Teacher Evaluation
o Establish systems for teacher evaluation
o Lead evaluation of teaching staff

 Data Tracking
o Monitor weekly school-wide academic achievement data
o Lead short, interim, and long-term work to ensure formative and summativeachievement data is regularly analyzed and used to inform instructional decisions

Director of Business & Operations: The Director of Business and Operations will collaborate withthe Head of School to ensure the school achieves its business and operational goals.  In doing so,he/she will carry out the duties listed below:
 Financial Management

o Establish, implement, and maintain adherence to financial policies
o Collaboratively develop the school’s budget with the Head of School and BoardTreasurer and monitor financial performance against budget
o Report results of financial operations and provide advice to Head of School on areasof potential concern, as well as recommend corrective action
o Monitor revenues, expenses, and cash flow

 Facilities
o Manage all facilities related issues including lease, acquisition, and maintenance
o Lead the school’s long-term facilities growth strategy.

 Procurement
o Facilitate the acquisition of goods and services within budgetary constraints
o Ensure the school follows all procurement requirements with PCSB
o Manage the food services process

 Development and Marketing
o Oversee grant management process
o Create and implement marketing and branding strategy
o Manage development and fundraising activities
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 Human Resources
o Manage payroll and benefits
o Maintain records of qualifications and certifications of school staff
o Oversee operational components of hiring and dismissal
o Ensure compliance with PCSB requirements for documentation of fingerprintingand background checks
o Respond to employee related concerns and grievances

 Compliance/Accountability
o Ensure the school’s compliance and accountability with all District and federalrequirements

B. BUSINESS PLAN
2. GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

d. SCHOOL MANAGEMENT CONTRACTIngenuity Prep Public Charter School has no intention to enter into an agreement with aneducational service provider. As such, no contract is necessary.
B. BUSINESS PLAN

3. FINANCE
a. ANTICIPATED SOURCES OF FUNDINGIngenuity Prep Founding Group members Debra Santos, Alex Sierra and Will Stoetzer led theFounding Group’s work on development of all financial related matters. Ms. Santos has an extensivebackground in financial management, most recently as the CFO for Great Hearts Academies, a CMObased in Arizona. Mr. Sierra, a former teacher and Georgetown University alumnus, is the Directorof Finance for 50CAN. Mr. Stoetzer, also a former teacher, has experience in his role as Data andResults Coach working with the DC PCSB in managing DC Bilingual PCS’s enrollment audit processand allocation of per-pupil funds. The Founding Group enlisted the services of EdOps to developfinancial models and providing specific financial guidance. The chart below outlines the anticipatedstudent revenue for the Planning Year and Operating Years 1 and 2. For a more detailed account ofthe school’s operating budgets, see Section E. Budgets.
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Planning Year Year 1 Year 2
Student EnrollmentPreschool 24 24Prekindergarten 24 24Kindergarten 60 60First Grade - 60Total Number of Students 108 168% of students receiving specialeducation services 10% - PS to K 10% - PS to K12% - 1st to 4th% of students who are English LanguageLearners (ELLs) 2% - all grades 2% - all grades
Per Pupil AllocationsUPSFF $1,468,498 $2,331,848Facilities Allowance $317,520 $493,920
Per Pupil RevenueTotal Per Pupil Allocation $1,301,878 $1,910,092Total Facilities Allowance $317,520 $493,920Total Special Education Funding $158,162 $256,508Total ELL Funding $8,458 $13,067Total Summer School funding $0 $152,180

Total Per Pupil Charter Payments $1,786,018 $2,825,767
Other Public RevenueFederal Entitlements $205,000 $346,821 $413,477National School Lunch Program $57,668 $100,387Healthy Schools Act Program $3,394 $6,923E-RATE Program $2,400 $11,124

Total Other Public Revenue $410,283 $531,911
Private RevenueGrants and Donations $10,000 $10,000 $20,000Lunch Sales $3,930 $6,961Interest Income $370 $729

Total Private Revenue $14,300 $27,691
Total Income $215,000 $2,210,601 $3,385,369With an enrollment of 108 students in grades Preschool through Kindergarten, Ingenuity Prepanticipates receiving $1,786,018 in DC public funding in Operating Year 1. This accounts for 81% ofthe school’s total revenue and includes Per Pupil Charter Payments (including funding for studentsreceiving special education services and those who are ELLs) and Per Pupil Facilities Allowance.The school further expects $410,283 in funding from Federal Entitlements and Other GovernmentFunding/Grants. This accounts for an additional 19% of the school’s total revenue in the initial
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operating year. All told, in the first two operating years the school would rely on District and federalfunding for upwards of 99% of the total revenue. Operating the budget at this funding percentagehelps to ensure that the school will be able to operate the education program without relying onoutside funding streams.In the school’s Planning Year, 95% of the budget will come from the expected federal entitlement ofTitle Vb funding. Immediately upon charter approval, the school will submit an application for TitleVb funds to begin immediate operation. Title Vb funds are distributed on reimbursement. To securefunds to operate, the school will apply for $250,000 of funding from the Walton Family Foundation.This will be applied for immediately upon approval of the Charter. Walton Family Foundationfunding can be applied during the Planning Year or the school’s first year of operations. As theWalton Family Foundations funds are awarded through a competitive grant process, the school hasnot included those funds in the Planning Year or 5-year Budget models that are contained herein. Inaddition to the Walton Family Foundation funding, the school plans to vigorously pursue multiplefunding opportunities through private donations, local and national foundation grants, and theDistrict and federal governments. Planned fundraising efforts are further outlined in Section B.3.b.Planned Fundraising Efforts.
Contingency Planning. In the case that District or federal funds are not made available as early asexpected or are lower than the funding rate anticipated in budget projections or in the event thatenrollment targets are not fully met, Ingenuity Prep may take one or more of the followingmeasures to reduce expenses or generate more revenue:
 Reduce the number of Literacy teachers in classrooms from Kindergarten and above from 5to 4. The school’s model is designed so that if need be, the school can reduce the number ofteachers in any grade above Kindergarten from 5 to 4. There would be a slight adjustmentto the Literacy portion of the school day, which would result in students rotating twicethrough digital content over the course of the 3-hour block. This would save the schoolabout $80,000 per teacher in salary, benefits, and related expenses.
 Increase enrollment in Kindergarten and grades above. Currently, there are 60 seatsavailable in Kindergarten. If need be, the available seats could be increased from 60 to 64.This would add about $13,000 per kindergarten student and $10,000 per 1st - 4th gradestudent in additional revenue when factoring in per-pupil allotments less costs associatedwith each individual student.
 Other possible cost-savings measures would include: reducing all salaries of full-time staffby $1,000 (cost-savings of $17,000), reducing classroom furniture expenses by $3,000 perclassroom (cost-savings of $12,000), and reducing the number of computers from 30 to 20(cost-savings of $5,000).In building the budget projections, the school operated very conservatively in estimating revenuesand determining expenses. There are several places in which the school built in contingencyfunding to ensure that the school model was sustainable not just for Operating Year 1 but for thefuture of the school.
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Financial Goals and Objectives for Five-Year Budget. Ingenuity Prep’ primary goal for the fiveyear budget is to generate a 5% cash budget position each year. As noted in the detailed five-yearbudget in Section E. Budgets, the school anticipates an ending fund balance of about $1.5 million bythe end of Operating Year 5. The fund surplus, coupled with a capital campaign, will providecontingency cash reserve and allow the school to be in a financially viable position to move to apermanent school facility following Operating Year 5. Another budget goal is to support theincreased instructional and programming needs that will be incurred as the school adds anadditional grade each year and implements a staffing model that supports that growth from thebusiness and operations areas of the school, in conjunction with the academic needs. The school isalso seeking to ensure that technology resources made available to teachers and students are of thehighest quality, particularly as it relates to materials that will be used to support the digital contentthat students will be learning from.
B. BUSINESS PLAN

3. FINANCE
b. PLANNED FUNDRAISING EFFORTSIngenuity Prep has set out an aggressive and robust fundraising and development plan along withvery conservative goals. As noted in the school’s budget projections, Ingenuity Prep estimatesraising $10,000 in Operating Year 1, $20,000 in Year 2, $30,000 in Year 3, $40,000 in Year 4 and$50,000 in Year 5. These goals are very conservative and ensure that the school can operate itshighly effective academic program without needing to generate significant amounts of funds in theway of donations or grants. Any funding that the school raises above the amounts previously statedwould go towards improving the academic program through hiring additional teaching staff orproviding additional classroom resources and experiences for students. Additionally, funds raisedabove the modest goals set will add to the cash reserves of the school to aid in securing apermanent school facility.First and foremost, the school will apply and submit all materials in a timely manner for all federalfunds that the school is eligible for due to the demographics of the school population. Uponapproval of the Charter, the school will immediately apply for two grants. The first is the Title Vbgrant administered by OSSE. The Title Vb grant would ensure a funding source to support activitiesand expenses in the Planning Year and can be applied to Operating Years 1 and 2. The total amountof funding available through Title Vb shall not exceed $720,000 over the three years. The secondgrant the school will apply for immediately upon Charter approval is the Walton FamilyFoundation’s Charter School Startup Grant. This grant allows for funding of up to $250,000 for usein the school’s Planning Year and Operating Year 1.In addition to federal entitlements and Planning Year grant funding, the school will apply formultiple funding opportunities. The school has identified foundations and corporations that havetargeted initiatives focused on one of the following: education; cultivation of 21st century skills;
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cultivation/instruction of civics; community-based efforts in high-need communities; blendedlearning; early childhood development; literacy-based initiatives.The work of fundraising and development will involve multiple individuals across the organization.The Development and Marketing Committee of the Board of Trustees will lead the Board’s effort infundraising both with external partners and by managing the Board’s “Get and Give” policy. TheHead of School is the primary staff position responsible for fundraising and development. As notedin Section B.2.d Administrative Structure, one of the primary roles of the Head of School is externalrepresentation of the school as it relates to fundraising and supporting organizations. The Directorof Business and Operations will also support in the fundraising and development activities as theyrelate to the financial situation of the school. Additionally, starting in Operating Year 2, the schoolwill seek to employ a full-time Development and Marketing manager who will be responsible forfurther establishing and refining fundraising targets, developing a comprehensive developmentstrategy including overall marketing and branding of the school.While much of the work of fundraising and development will come after approval of the Charter,the school has begun communication with or conducted research on multiple organizations andindividuals.The following is a list of grant and Foundation opportunities the school is currently in the processof exploring:
 Enhancing Education Through Technology - improve student achievement through the useof technology in elementary and secondary schools.
 Teacher Quality Improvement grant - improve teaching quality to enable better outcomesfor students.
 Computers For Learning - federal grant to help ensure modern technology is available inclassrooms.
 21st Century Community Learning Centers grant
 NEA Foundation: Student Achievement Grants - grants to engage students in activitiesrequiring critical thinking and problem-solving
 Walton Family Foundation - Charter School Startup Grant
 New Schools Venture Fund, DC Schools fund - On-going conversation with Maura Marino
 Charter School Growth Fund - On-going conversation with Alex Hernandez, Partner andVice President leading “next generation” investments.
 CityBridge Foundation - On-going conversation with Mieka Wick, Executive Director.
 The Morris and Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation - Local DC Foundation focused on improvingthe quality of life for DC residents.
 Charles Stewart Mott Foundation - national organization focused on improving education inareas of high-poverty
 Meyer Foundation - supports organizations improving the lives of low-income people inWashington DC.
 Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation: Next Generation Learning Initiative
 Jones Foundation - supports education initiatives through the DC region.
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 Hill-Snowdon Foundation - through the Fund for DC supports initiatives that impact low-income communities
 Hattie M. Strong Foundation - supports projects within the education field in DC.
 Lois and Richard England Foundation - supports out-of-school time initiatives in DC.
 Bernstein Family Foundation - supports initiatives in the DC community
 The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation - supports “deeper learning” initiatives
 Action for Healthy Kids - supports school breakfast programs and healthy eating initiativesThe following is a list of Corporations or Corporate Foundations the school is currently in theprocess of initiating communication to explore funding opportunities:
 American Honda Foundation - Grants for Education program
 Target Early Childhood Reading Grants
 Allstate Foundation
 Adobe Foundation: Adobe Youth Voices
 Apple, Inc. - Founding Member of the Partnership for 21st Century Skills
 Cisco Systems: 21st Century Schools Initiative
 Dell Foundation: Urban Education Initiative
 Ford Foundation
 Intel Foundation - focus on advancing education
 Verizon Foundation - using technology to improve education
 Oracle Education Foundation
 Best Buy Foundation
 Brinker International Foundation
 Citi Foundation
 GE Foundation: Developing Futures in Education program
 The Hearst Foundations
 Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
 IBM
 Lowe’s Charitable and Educational Foundation

Individual Giving. In addition to Foundation and Corporate support, the school will look to securesmall individual donations and in-kind giving. The Board of Trustees will establish a “Get and Give”policy in which Board members, with the exception of Parent Trustees, will be required to give orraise a pre-established amount of money. Additionally, the school will welcome any donations incash or in-kind.
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B. BUSINESS PLAN
3. FINANCE

c. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTINGIngenuity Prep will maintain its financial records in accordance with generally accepted accountingpractices (GAAP), as defined by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The Head ofSchool, Director of Business and Operations, and the Audit and Finance Committee of the Board ofTrustees will establish financial policies and procedures that ensure strong internal controls. TheDirector of Business and Operations will be responsible for establishing the school’s financialsystems and implementing systems on a day-to-day basis. The Head of School will provide supportand regularly review financial systems with the Director of Business and Operations. The Audit andFinance Committee of the Board will serve in an oversight and accountability role as it relates to thefiscal integrity of the school. In addition to the guidance of Founding Group member Debra Santos,the school intends to secure the services of EdOps to provide service including accounting, financialplanning and statements, grants management, board meeting support, and bookkeeping services.EdOps is also supporting the Founding Group in the development of the school’s budget. Followingapproval of the Charter, Ingenuity Prep will work with EdOps to determine the best financialmanagement software to purchase.To mitigate cash flow and management issues associated with only receiving four payments overthe course of the year, Ingenuity Prep will seek to build up cash reserves and spend conservativelyon discretionary items.  The school will also work to establish a $100,000 line of credit with a localbank. The school will establish an account immediately after approval of the Charter and begin tobuild bank account balances as to gain credibility with financial institutions. The Director ofBusiness and Operations will be charged with managing the school’s cash flow position throughadjusting revenues and expenses as needed. The Head of School, with support from the Director ofBusiness and Operations, will regularly update the Audit and Finance committee based on monthlycash flow reports.
B. BUSINESS PLAN

3. FINANCE
d. CIVIL LIABILITY AND INSURANCEThe Founding Group of Ingenuity Prep has reviewed the requirements for Civil Liability andInsurance under the DC PCSB’s Fiscal Policy handbook. The school intends to secure at least theminimum requirements recommended in the guidelines. The following is an accounting of theminimum levels and types of insurance coverage the school will acquire:
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Type Estimated AmountGeneral Liability At least $1,000,000 per occurrence; $2,000,000aggregateUmbrella Coverage At least $3,000,000; $5,000,000 if providingtransportationBusiness & Personal Liability 100% of replacement costAuto/Bus Liability At least $1,000,000Boiler and machinery insurance, ifapplicable At least $1,000,000
Computer Equipment TBD in consultation with insurance brokerWorkers’ Compensation As required by lawPersonal Injury Liability TBD in consultation with insurance brokerDirectors and Officers Liability At least $1,000,000Educators Legal Liability At least $1,000,000Fidelity Bond TBD in consultation with insurance broker

The Founding Group has also begun discussions with John Broullire, an insurance broker at Early,Cassidy, and Schilling, Inc. Mr.Broullire has extensive experience in charter school insurance andcurrently works with several charter schools in the District of Columbia. Mr.Broullire provided anoverview of the most commonly implemented insurance structures, best practices from schools,and addressed the unique needs of the school to ensure that any insurance structure would bealigned to the specific needs of the school. The Founding Group was provided an estimate for costs,which are accounted for in the budget.In addition to a well-developed insurance structure, the Founding Group will seek to minimizelosses by developing a proactive risk management policy starting with the development of acomprehensive employee manual in consultation with an attorney specializing in employment law.
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B. BUSINESS PLAN
3. FINANCE

e. PROVISION FOR AUDITAnnually, and external CPA will conduct a comprehensive financial audit of Ingenuity Prep financialrecords. The audit will be conducted by a firm included in the DC PCSB’s approved auditor list, whoparticipates in an RFP process at least every 3 years. The Finance Committee of the Board ofTrustees, with the assistance of the Head of School, will interview auditors and recommend theauditors to the overall board for approval. The Audit and Finance Committee of the board will workclosely with the Head of School and the Director of Business and Operations to ensure a fullytransparent and timely audit process. The school will be forthcoming with all financial records andany additional supporting materials requested by the auditing firm. The school has budgeted for thecosts associated with the audit upon the recommendations of EdOps based on their work withmultiple DC charter schools. Once concluded, the school will file a copy of the audit to the DC PCSBfollowing required reporting guidelines, as outlined in the DC PCSB’s Financial Policy Handbook.
B. BUSINESS PLAN

4. FACILITIES
a. IDENTIFICATION OF A SITEThe Founding Group of Ingenuity Prep began the process of identifying a school site early in theapplication process. Knowing that one of the most significant challenges that new charter schoolsface is identifying, securing, and making ready a facility, the Founding Group set out to develop acomprehensive and flexible facilities search plan. Founding Group members Althea Holford, a realestate specialist and attorney; Shawn Samuel, President of JDC Construction Project Management;and Will Stoetzer have led the Founding Group’s facilities planning and search process. Thoughreleased late in the application process, the Founding Group used the recently commissioned studyconducted by the Illinois Facilities Fund as a guide in the later stages of the facility identificationprocess.The first step in the process was to outline the school’s priorities for a facility. In consultation withthe entire Founding Group, the group established the following priorities to guide the siteidentification process:
 Located in a neighborhood interested in new educational opportunities that allows theschool to serve its target population.
 Easily accessible to Metro Bus lines or Metro Rail stations.
 Space to initially accommodate 108 students with room to allow for growth, ideally through350 students.
 Adequate space for classrooms, administrative offices, common/dining areas, foodpreparation. Due to the unique nature of the program, the school is flexible in spacerequirements allowing for a more traditional layout or a more open-space layout.
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 Minimal need for renovations or repairs that the school would be required the school to tapits financial resources.
 On-site or nearby green space to allow for outdoor activities during Physical Educationclasses and Recess.
 A site that allows for students to safely arrive and depart and has adequate space to allowparents to drop-off and pick-up students.
 All in facilities costs that do not exceed the per-pupil facilities allotment, currently $2,800per student.The Founding Group also outlined areas of the city in which the school will seek to be located. Thegroup identified neighborhood cluster 9 in Ward 6, comprising the Southwest and Near Southeastneighborhoods, neighborhood cluster 31 in Ward 7, comprising the Deanwood neighborhood,neighborhood cluster 38 in Ward 8, comprising the Garfield Heights neighborhood, andneighborhood cluster 39 in Ward 8, comprising the Congress Heights neighborhood, as the primarysearch areas for site location. The goal is to offer a unique K-12, blended learning experience in ahigh-need area in Wards 6, 7, or 8. Each of these locations were selected after careful demographicanalysis in consultation with Jeff Noel at OSSE, formerly at FOCUS, and using multiple tools,including the Illinois Facility Fund’s (IFF) Quality Schools study, 2010 US Census data, FOCUS’sSchool Quality Dashboard, and OSSE’s No Child Left Behind data. Each geographic area represents acommunity in need of additional high-quality school options and that has high levels of familiesliving below the Federal Poverty Threshold. As noted in Section A.1.a Educational Needs of theTarget Population, the school is committed to serving students in communities with the highestneed of more high-quality academic offerings. Given the challenges associated with finding a schoolfacility, the Founding Group recognizes it may be necessary to further expand the preferredgeographic search areas in order to be ready for operation on schedule.Having established a clear hierarchy of preferences and requirements of the facility as well aspreferred geographic areas of location, the Founding Group next determined whether purchasingor leasing a space would be most appropriate. After evaluating both options it became apparentthat purchasing a facility is highly unlikely in the early years of the school as the school has yet todevelop a proven track record of high-quality academic outcomes, a financial management historythat demonstrates confidence, and a reliable revenue stream. However, the Founding Group dididentify potential benefits of owning a building in the long-term. The Founding Group movedforward with the understanding that the school would lease a space for the first five years ofoperation and then would move into a facility that the school had purchased.

Leasing Options

Commercial space. The Founding Group investigated commercial lease space as an option forsecuring a school facility. It first had discussions with Josh Kern of The Ten Square Group. Mr. Kernhas extensive experience in the charter school facilities field and provided valuable consultation tothe Founding Group. Additionally, the Founding Group initiated informal discussions with multiplecommercial real estate brokers to discuss available space that might suit the needs of the school.
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Through these conversations, the Founding Group has been informed of the current commercialleasing environment in the Southwest neighborhood. Accordingly, commercial Grade A spacecurrently has an asking price of approximately $55 per square feet, which negotiates toapproximately $35-$40 per square foot. Additionally, special use property is leasing around $15-$20 a square foot.  With this information, the Founding Group has considered its budget andbroadened its scope of properties.
Co-location. The Founding Group has also identified co-location in a currently occupied but under-enrolled DCPS or charter school building as an option. The Landrieu Act or §38-1802.09 of the DCCode requires that all closed DCPS buildings first be offered to charter schools.  To date the Districthas provided charter schools with significantly more favorable lease terms than the commercialmarket. The District is currently offering a dollar for dollar rent credit to all capital improvements.This lease structure allows for most charter schools to expend their facility allotments on the schoolfacility. This leaves all other funds for operating and programming, a financial model, which is veryfavorable to the school. While these leases are very favorable to the charter school, it requires asizable financial investment from outside lenders. To secure such financing, the school will have toestablish a history of financial stability and academic excellence. The Founding Group anticipatesthat it may be able to take advantage of the favorable leasing rates from the District within 5 yearsof opening.Founding Group member Althea Holford has extensive experience in working to find newoccupants for vacated DCPS buildings and provided thorough guidance to the Founding Groupabout the suitability of available buildings. Furthermore, the Founding Group engaged inconversations with Ahnna Smith, Senior Advisor in the Deputy Mayor for Education’s office todiscuss how the Team could learn about available building space and pending DCPS and charterschool closures.
Incubator space. To explore leasing options, the Founding Group began a conversation with TomPorter, Director of Real Estate Operations of Building Hope. Mr. Porter outlined Building Hope’sIncubator Initiative, which is a highly appealing option for the school. The Incubator is specificallyfor charter schools in their early stages facing the challenge of locating a home. An incubator spacewould provide the school with a unique opportunity to operate within the per-pupil facilitiesallotment while saving some of that money to develop cash reserves to enable the purchase of a siteafter several years. Building Hope has committed to helping the school explore space optionsfollowing Charter approval. A letter of support from Mr. Porter is included in Section K. Letters ofSupport.The Founding Group has prioritized the potential options available for facilities and established atimeline for accomplishment of key tasks to ensure a timely and well thought-out process thatallows for potential delays that are often inevitable in the search for an appropriate facility.The school’s first preference would be to secure an incubator space with Building Hope. Uponapproval of the Charter, the school will continue working with Mr. Porter to communicate our
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preferences in a facility. We would first look to see if an existing incubator site would meet theneeds of the school given the site constraints of the Incubator Initiative. If so, the school would lookto secure the site and sign a Letter of Intent as early as possible. Having received commitment towork with Building Hope once the charter is approved, the Founding Group feels strongly that itwould be able to utilize a Building Hope site. If however, an available incubator site does notcurrently exist, the school would then work with Building Hope to initiate a comprehensive searchfor a facility. Given the timeline would likely be extended with this process, the school would expectto identify a site by April 2013, receive control of the school site in June 2013, and have anynecessary renovations completed and facility ready to move into by late July 2013.Should the option of an incubator site not suit the needs the school, the school’s second preferencewould be to co-occupy a school site with an under-enrolled DCPS facility or charter school. Thisoption would require extensive communication, coordination, and collaboration with DC PublicSchools, Veronica Falwell at Department of General Services, and the Deputy Mayor for Education’soffice. If it becomes clear that the Incubator might not be an option, the school will beginconversations with all interested parties to identify opportunities that might exist in the preferredgeographic areas. We estimate that process would likely allow for the school to have a siteidentified by April 2013, receive control of the school site in June 2013, and have any necessaryrenovations completed and facility ready to move into by late July 2013.After exhaustion of the two previous facility options, the third option that the Founding Groupwould consider is the lease of a commercial space. As previously referenced, the Founding Grouphas done initial investigation of the available commercial options. If previous two options havefallen through or look doubtful, the school will immediately begin an in-depth process of searchingfor and evaluating commercial real estate by enlisting the services of a commercial real estatebroker. The school would also consult with an architect to understand the renovation needs of eachfacility to ensure that it meets the necessary charter school facilities guidelines for occupancy. Theschool anticipates the following timeline for identification, securing a lease, and renovations of thefacility, if necessary65:
 Site search - Ongoing; more extensive post charter approval
 Site selection - January 2013
 Lease negotiation and formalization - February 2013
 Designing plans and Renovations, if applicable - March 2013 - June 2013
 Renovations completed - June 2013
 Site ready for occupancy - July 2013Ingenuity Prep views the process of identifying and occupying a school facility as one of the utmostimportance. Ensuring that the school has a clear vision of the school’s needs and priorities whilemaintaining the flexibility to adjust given the potential for instability in the search process willposition the school to be well prepared for the process that lies ahead. The Founding Group

65 Timeline assumes Incubator space.
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believes the extensive planning process that has been undertaken so far and the strategic plan forguiding the remaining parts of the process help to set the school up for a successful facilities searchprocess.
B. BUSINESS PLAN

4. FACILITIES
b. SITE RENOVATIONIngenuity Prep intends to make use of an incubator site through Building Hope. Through anagreement with Building Hope, the school would not incur any expenses for site renovation orimprovements. Nevertheless, the school has budgeted a modest amount of funding for renovationsor leasehold improvements for contingency. While the school is firmly committed to making anincubator space work, if the school is unable to make use of an Incubator site the school might needto make budgetary adjustments to complete necessary building renovations on a leased commercialspace. See Section B.3.a Anticipated Sources of Funding for discussions of options the school hasconsidered for budget cuts. Also note that the school might also pursue tenant improvement loansfrom either OSSE or Building Hope.Regardless of the eventual school site, the school will ensure that the facility is in compliance withall building codes and occupancy regulations. Founding Group member Shawn Samuel, President ofJDC Construction Project Management, is providing expert guidance to ensure any school site meetsall requirements.Prior to Operating Year 6, the school anticipates purchasing a permanent school site. At that point,the school will begin working with an architecture firm and project management company todesign and oversee the renovation process. Any construction and/or renovations will ensure thatthe facility is fully compliant under building, zoning, and safety codes., with an additionalcommitment towards building a sustainable facility. The school will follow the public notice,bidding requirement, and review requirements established under the DC School Reform Act,outlined in the DC PCSB’s Fiscal Policy Handbook66.

66 Public Charter School Board. (2011, January). Fiscal Policy Handbook (4 ed.). Washington DC. Retrieved December 23,2011 from the World Wide Web: http://www.dcpubliccharter.com/data/images/pcsb_fph_2011_4thedition.pdf.
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B. BUSINESS PLAN
4. FACILITIES

c. FINANCING PLANS FOR FACILITIESIngenuity Prep intends to lease the school facility for the first five operating years. The school isexploring the option of occupying a Building Hope incubator space. In the case that the school usesan incubator space, the cost of the facility will be the total per-pupil facilities allotment less 20% inYear 1 and less 10% in each subsequent operating year for as long as the school is in the incubatorspace. This will ensure that the facilities costs never exceed the per-pupil facilities allotment andenables Ingenuity Prep to save a substantial amount of money each operating year for use as adown payment to purchase and renovate a long-term school facility.Following the approval of the Charter, the school will establish an account with a bank in DCEstablishing a bank account will allow the school to apply for a line of credit and build a credithistory that will position us to purchase or construct a school facility in the future. Additionally, theschool intends to work closely with the Office of Public Charter School Financing and Support atOSSE to take full advantage of the multiple mechanisms, including credit enhancements and “gap”financing, available to charter schools looking to bolster their financial situation going intopurchasing a permanent school facility. The school does not intend to move into a permanentfacility until Operating Year 6.
B. BUSINESS PLAN

4. FACILITIES
d. BUILDING MAINTENANCEIngenuity Prep is committed to providing a clean, comfortable, and safe environment for studentsto learn and grow in. Having a well-maintained school building will help teach students the value ofbeing good stewards and caring for the school environment. To that end, the school will hire a full-time custodian/day porter to ensure that the building is kept clean, orderly, and well-functioning.Additionally, the custodian will perform minor maintenance tasks, as necessary. For a morethorough cleaning, the school will have a custodial service that cleans the school facility nightly.Upon approval of the Charter, the school will create a plan for the provision of necessaryinspections to ensure the school is meeting all codes and regulations. Oversight and accountabilityof necessary inspections will be a responsibility of the Director of Business and Operations, uponhis/her hire.
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B. BUSINESS PLAN
5. RECRUITMENT AND MARKETING

a. OUTREACH TO THE COMMUNITY

Guiding Principles for Community Outreach. As with its parent engagement strategies outlinedin Section A.4.a Parent Involvement, Ingenuity Prep will take a three-pronged approach tocommunity outreach:
 Build Relationships
 Cultivate Voice
 Communicate & Collaborate to Support StudentsWhile these strategies will occur simultaneously and not necessarily in the sequential orderoutlined above, the Founding Group does recognize the primary importance of the first two inpaving the way for an effective and healthy dynamic in the third.  With this frame, the school hasundertaken its initial outreach efforts and identified a strategic plan for its upcoming efforts.

Initial Efforts. The Founding Group is engaging a range of individuals and organizations across itstarget community, meeting and/or speaking with the following people to 1) listen to theirreflections on the school needs in their community and 2) gather feedback on the initial vision forIngenuity Prep:
 Monica Warren-Jones, Ward 6 School Board Member:
 Bonnie Cain, Education Advisor to Ward 6 Councilman Tommy Wells
 Kael Anderson, President, Southwest Neighborhood Assembly
 Eve Brooks, Secretary, Near SE/SW Community Benefits Coordinating Council
 Ron McBee, ANC 6D Chair
 Rhonda Hamilton, ANC 6D Commissioner
 Melissa Rohan, Ward 6 School Board Candidate, Near SE/SW Parents and Neighbors forEducation Excellence Now!
 Ruth Hamilton: Pastor, Westminster Presbyterian ChurchAdditionally, the school is in the process of organizing—with Rhonda Hamilton and MelissaRohan—several focus groups for Southwest parents and, from this group, building a ParentAdvisory Council to serve as a community voice in informing the Founding Group through theapplication process and founding year.

Upcoming Efforts. Going forward the school will continue its efforts to build relationships,cultivate community voice, and communicate and collaborate to support students.  In promoting itspresence in the community, Ingenuity Prep will pursue the following strategies:
 Communicate important school updates with the lead blogger for the community’s primaryblog, Southwest: The Little Quadrant That Could (with whom the Founding Group hasalready spoken) and the community paper, The Southwester.
 Promote its website: www.ingenuityprep.org (initial development to occur in spring 2012).
 Distribute flyers at central community locations such as the King Greenleaf CommunityCenter at First St and M St SW and the Safeway Grocery Store at 4th and M St SW.
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 Distribute flyers and “go door to door” to promote the school in apartments and housingprojects serving the school’s target population.
Serving the Community. The Founding Group is committed to serving both its local communityand the broader education community across the District, and is exploring ways to do sostrategically and effectively.  These may include the following:
 Shared professional development with other local schools, including AppleTree PCS andAmidon-Bowen Elementary.
 Open-visitation policy wherein teachers from other schools across the District are invited tovisit the school
 Monthly parent-empowerment workshops, open to the community, on topics self-selectedby the parents

B. BUSINESS PLAN
5. RECRUITMENT AND MARKETING

b. RECRUITMENT OF STUDENTSThe Founding Group of Ingenuity Prep fully recognizes the immense challenge charter schools facein needing to build enrollment numbers. As educational options throughout the District of Columbiacontinue to increase, Ingenuity Prep will have to develop a thoughtful, directed student recruitmentplan. Given the unique offerings of Ingenuity Prep’s academic program, the Founding Groupbelieves that the school is well positioned in the market, appealing to parents who value a high-quality and rigorous program that is accessible both geographically and economically. IngenuityPrep will stress the mission of developing knowledge and skills to empower students to be leadersin their 21st century communities.The student recruitment strategies that Ingenuity Prep will employ are an outgrowth of the overallcommunity outreach outlined in Section B.5.b Outreach to the Community. Through the communityoutreach work, the Founding Group has already started engaging community members in supportof the vision and development of the school. Through development of the Parent EngagementAssociation, Ingenuity Prep has begun building relationships with parents and families in theSouthwest community. While the purpose of building the Parent Engagement Association is tobetter understand the needs of the families in the community the school intends to serve, there isthe added benefit that each of the members of the Parent Engagement Association will be a partnerin the outreach and recruitment efforts of the school.Ingenuity Prep intends to build a school that is reflective of the demographics of the surroundingcommunity (see Section A.1.a Education Needs of the Target Population and Section H DemographicAnalysis). As a school founded on the belief of primarily serving the students in the community thatthe school is located, a vast majority of marketing efforts will be targeted towards the surroundingcommunity. As previously noted, Ingenuity Prep will utilize outreach and recruitment tools gearedtowards the local community. Through advertisements in the local community newspapers and on
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the community blog, the school will target a local audience. If enrollment numbers fall belowtargets, recruitment efforts will be expanded to recruit students throughout District of Columbia asa whole.In collaboration with the Parent Engagement Association, Ingenuity Prep will conduct a series ofcommunity meetings and information sessions to share the school’s mission and philosophy and todiscuss in more detail the educational program that the school will offer. These sessions will runfrom late September 2012 through late February 2013 as part of the overall enrollment process, asnoted in Section C.1.a Timetable for Registering and Enrolling. The school will also distributerecruitment materials at locations with high local community volume, such as grocery stores,community centers, and restaurants. Information sessions and recruitment materials will clearlyoutline the enrollment timeline and all messaging to parents will include the urgency necessary tomeet application deadlines. The deadline for submission of application materials is April 3rd, 2013.In the event that enrollment targets have been exceeded, a lottery will be conducted on April 10th,2013. Parents and families not attending the lottery will be notified of the results within 5 days.Families will confirm enrollment through the completion of the enrollment packet, due to theschool by May 8th, 2013.Ingenuity Prep has identified the recruitment and enrollment of siblings of currently enrolledstudents a priority. As such, the school will institute a policy of sibling enrollment priority. Thepolicies governing enrollment priorities is further outlined in Section C.1.b Policies and Proceduresfor Enrollment, Withdrawal, Suspension, and Expulsion of Students.Upon approval of the Charter, Ingenuity Prep will develop an extensive marketing plan inconsultation with experts in the field and with currently existing charter schools in which to recruitstudents. Included in the development of the marketing plan will be an overall branding campaignto develop a school logo, colors, and fonts to ensure a consistent presentation and development ofthe school’s identity. Once a brand has been developed, the school will develop marketing materialsincluding a website, flyers, business cards, and advertisements for print and radio. In Year 2, theschool will seek to hire a full-time Development and Marketing Manager who, in collaboration withHead of School and Director of Business and Operations, will manage the school’s marketing andrecruitment efforts. The Development and Marketing Manager will ensure consistency and clarityin the school’s communication and outreach efforts to current and prospective students andfamilies.As part of the recruitment and retention efforts, Ingenuity Prep will work to partner withcommunity organizations to assist in the recruitment, enrollment, and retention of homelessstudents. Per the spirit of the McKinney Vento Homeless Assistance Act of 1987, as amended,Ingenuity Prep will strive to ensure all students, regardless of their living situation, have access tothe same opportunities of a high-quality education.Ingenuity Prep will work tirelessly to recruit students to ensure enrollment targets are met by thefirst day of school. However, if enrollment targets are not met, the school has contingency plans to
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ensure the school is capable of carrying out the educational program. Details of contingency plansare laid out in Section B.3.a Anticipated Sources of Funding. Primary among those contingencyoptions is a reduction in the number of teaching staff, which the school can accommodate withinthe academic program, if necessary. Additionally, if seats remain vacant the school will have arolling enrollment process throughout the school year for students who seek to enroll later.
B. BUSINESS PLAN

5. RECRUITMENT AND MARKETING
c. FUTURE EXPANSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTSIngenuity Prep will open in August 2013 with 108 students in four classrooms from Preschoolthrough Kindergarten. The school will open with one classroom of 24 students in Preschool, oneclassroom of 24 students in pre-Kindergarten, and two classrooms of 30 students each inKindergarten. Each subsequent year of operation, the school will expand to the next grade-level.Each yearly expansion will see the school add 60 additional seats, while replacing any vacated seats.Therefore, Year 2 total enrollment will be 168, Year 3 will be 228, Year 4 will be 288, and Year 5will be 348. The school will meet full capacity for PS-8th grade in Year 9 with 678 students.The enrollment figures shown in the table below are estimated numbers that are subject toadjustment depending upon multiple factors including facilities, consistency in per-pupil funding,and the ability of the school to recruit and retain students. Based on estimates from existing charterschools serving this grade range, Ingenuity Prep expects an attrition rate between 8% and 10%.Taking into account vacated seats and new seats available each year, the school is fully aware of thesignificant effort that must be focused on recruiting and retaining students and the members of ahighly-effective teaching staff.The school intends to be located in an incubator site for Years 1-5 and then relocate to a morepermanent facility before Year 6. To maintain our commitment to the community and to ensure aminimally disruptive transition for our students and families, the school fully intends to find apermanent location in, or in close proximity to, the community in which our initial facility is located.If such a location is unable to be secured, the school will put forth all effort ensure that all enrolledstudents transition with the school from our initial location to the more permanent facility. If such amove were to occur, the school would also be dedicated to work with families, communitymembers, organizations, businesses, ANC commissioners, and others within both our old and newcommunities to strengthen and reaffirm our existing relationship and partnerships, as well asdeveloping new relationships and partnerships that provide opportunities to our students. Inanticipation of the relocation before Year 6, the school will work in the first four years to developcapital necessary to secure an appropriate permanent facility in which the school will be able tocontinue to grow into without the need to relocate.Ingenuity Prep is committed to a responsible, carefully thought out, grade-a-year growth strategy,which allows the school to focus above all else on creating an outstanding academic program for
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students. To this end, the school has identified four priorities for sustaining our growth projectionswhile maintaining a mission-aligned organizational culture and ensuring high quality instruction.They are: 1) identification and development of facilities and resources to support new facilityacquisition, 2) a robust organizational structure, including a well-developed Board of Trustees, andstaffing plan to assure mission and philosophy fidelity, 3) a rigorous interview and hiring processalongside an organizational commitment to staff satisfaction and retention, and 4) a student andfamily recruitment and outreach strategy that is driven by the value of the school’s high-qualityacademic program. It will be the responsibility of both the Board of Trustees and the Head of Schoolto develop the structures to ensure the growth priorities are appropriately planned for andimplemented.
Five-Year Enrollment Targets by Grade-Level, including Special Education and ELLsGrade Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5Preschool 24 24 24 24 24Prekindergarten 24 24 24 24 24Kindergarten 60 60 60 60 60First 60 60 60 60Second 60 60 60Third 60 60Fourth 60Total # of students 108 168 228 288 348

# of students receiving Special Education services* 11 18 26 33 40
# of students who are English Language Learners (ELLs)** 3 5 7 9 11*based on estimation of 10% of students in PS-K and 12% 1st-4th.**based on estimate of 3% of students qualifying as English Language Learners (ELLs).
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C. Operations Plan
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

1. STUDENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
a. TIMETABLE FOR REGISTERING AND ENROLLINGIngenuity Prep has a clear timeline for registration and enrollment to reduce uncertainty andfacilitate an orderly and efficient process. This includes the creation and dissemination of enrollmentmaterials, public notice of key dates, and a series of fair and easy to understand deadlines.Application documents will be made available in November 2012 with a deadline for submission ofApril 3, 2013 at 5pm. A lottery, if necessary, will be held a week after. The school will announce theroster of admitted students, and distribute and collect enrollment packets to ensure all available seatsare filled well in advance of the first day of the school. If necessary, a wait-list will be maintained. Thefull timeline is outlined below:

Timeline Objective
Mid August 2012 Develop school application document (to be used for registering for thelottery and/or seat reservation) and school enrollment packet (to be usedonce a student has been offered a seat).Early September 2012 Finalize marketing strategyLate September 2012 - LateFebruary 2013 Begin holding community presentations and discussion forums to shareschool’s mission and philosophy.November 2012 Announce enrollment dates and detailsNovember 2012 - April 3,2013 Application collection period; all applications due by 5pm on April 3, 2013
April 10, 2013 Lottery (if applicable)April 15, 2013 Announcement of Lottery results (for those not in attendance at lottery)April 16, 2013 - May 8, 2013 Distribute Enrollment Packets - Enrollment Packets due by 5pm on May 8, 2013Starting May 8, 2013 Remaining seats filled according to wait-list (if applicable).
April 15, 2013 - August 2013 Residency verification and collection of special education information (ifapplicable) for fully enrolled students. For students initially accepted throughthe lottery, this material will be due by the enrollment packet deadline of May8th. For students accepted off of the waitlist, this material will be due withinthree weeks of their acceptance date.
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June 2013 - July 2013 Parent and Family Orientation sessions (parents/families will be required toattend at least one session; food will be provided)August 5, 2013 First Day of School (tentative)
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

1. STUDENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
b. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR ENROLLMENT, WITHDRAWAL, SUSPENSION, AND

EXPULSION OF STUDENTS

Student PoliciesFollowing approval of the Charter, the Head of School, supported by the Director of Curriculum andInstruction, the Director of Business and Operations and in consultation with legal counsel, willdevelop the student handbook.  The handbook will outline school policies and procedures as theyrelate to students, including the student discipline policy. It will be made available to allstakeholders and will be disseminated to all students and families during parent orientationmeetings, held in the summer before the opening of the school. Development of the studenthandbook will begin in the fall of 2012 with the intention of completion by spring of 2013. Theprocess will be guided by the mission and philosophy of the school and informed by best practicesof other charter schools both locally and nationally, as appropriate.
Enrollment

Eligibility. All residents of the District of Columbia who are of the appropriate age and grade levelare eligible to apply to Ingenuity Prep regardless of race, ethnicity, national origin, gender,disability, language proficiency, sexual orientation, any measure of aptitude or achievement, or anyother basis prohibited under District of Columbia and federal law. Ingenuity Prep is firmlycommitted to a policy of non-discrimination in its enrollment practices. To that end, Ingenuity Prepwill collect the minimally required information on its lottery application document. Only after astudent is granted a seat will the school seek to gather further information through the school’senrollment packet. All application and enrollment information will be securely stored in a storageapparatus and in a password-protected computer database. Furthermore, the school is committedto ensure residents who are homeless have full access to the application and enrollment process.The school will faithfully adhere to the intent and purpose of the law as expressed in McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act of 1987.
Enrollment. Should the school receive more applications than the number of seats available, theschool will conduct a lottery to fill the remaining seats. The lottery will be conducted in such amanner to ensure equality among all applicants. Following the first year of operation, the schoolwill give preference to those students who are re-enrolling in the school. In the event that there areremaining seats available following the admissions timeline, the school will permit the enrollmentof students who are not DC residents. These students would be required to pay the applicable
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Nonresident Tuition Rate as established by the DC Office of the State Superintendent for Education.Though the school will allow for the enrollment of nonresident students, at no point will the schoolactively recruit nonresident students for enrollment. If the school is under-enrolled at the end ofthe admission timeline, the school will continue the enrollment process on a rolling, first-come-first-served basis until all remaining seats have been filled. Once all seats have been filled, theschool will continue to develop a wait-list in the case a seat becomes available.The school will offer enrollment preference to siblings of currently enrolled students. The policy isin alignment with the enrollment policies of many currently operating charter schools in theDistrict of Columbia. Furthermore, Ingenuity Prep, to the extent allowable by law, will institute anenrollment preference policy to the members of the Founding Group. Policies and proceduresgoverning the enrollment preferences given to any student will be fully outlined by the schoolfollowing conditional approval and will be done in collaboration with the DC PCSB and legal counselto ensure the school is operating in accordance with the DC School Reform Act.
Other Enrollment Requirements. In accordance with District of Columbia requirements,Ingenuity Prep will request proof of residency within the District of Columbia for all students. Ifresidency cannot be verified by documentation provided by parents/families, the school willconduct home visits to verify residency, per DC PCSB policy. To ensure alignment with currentenrollment audit requirements, the school will seek to collect residency verification forms afterApril 1 of each year.
WithdrawalWith official notice by the student’s parent or guardian, students shall be able to withdraw fromIngenuity Prep at any point. The school will maintain the student’s records until they are requestedtransfer them by the student’s new school, or by the student’s parent or guardian. The school willalso endeavor to conduct confidential exit interviews with all parents or guardians of withdrawnstudents. The school intends to use information gathered to improve the quality of the school and tohave a comprehensive account of the reasons for student withdrawals.
Suspension and Expulsion of StudentsIngenuity Prep is committed to ensuring all students are academically successful. The school alsotakes seriously the need to develop the appropriate behavioral skills that allow students to becomeleaders.  Fundamental to that belief are the school’s core values (See Section A.1b Mission andPhilosophy), which are the characteristics the school endeavors to develop in students. To beleaders in the 21st century, students must be prepared to interact and collaborate with others, seekto find solutions to interpersonal problems, share ideas with openness, and embrace their ownemotions while being cognizant of the emotions of others. Teachers, school leaders, volunteers, andfamilies will strive to be consistent models of the school’s core values, ensuring students have well-developed understanding of those values in action.
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Complementary to those values is the organizational philosophy that instructional time is highlyvaluable and must not be wasted. Students are encouraged to take ownership of their learning andto cultivate a peer community in which every learning opportunity is seized and not wasted.Students who disrupt the learning of others in their classroom will be subject to the consequencesoutlined in the discipline plan. Multiple infractions or singular incidents of serious concern aregrounds for suspension, or ultimately, expulsion.Upon approval of the Charter, the Head of School will develop, with the Board of Trustees approval,a transparent student discipline policy to ensure students and families fully understand what is andis not acceptable academic behavior. The discipline plan will follow the guidelines outlined in theDC PCSB Policies and Procedures Manual67. As such, the discipline policy will be clearly stated in thestudent and family handbook that will be distributed to families at the beginning of the school year.It will also be discussed during student orientation, at school assemblies, and at the level ofindividual classrooms. The discipline plan will be firmly based on the aforementioned beliefs andthe following philosophies about student behavior:
 Students learn best in a positive, encouraging environment where there are highexpectations for student behavior and procedural efficiency.
 Students learn best when adults are clear, firm leaders and when they ensure theircommunication with students is characterized by humility and a commitment to thepromotion of students’ dignity.
 Students learn best when adults are consistent in their responses to student actions andwhen they strive to meet each student’s individual socio-emotional needs.The discipline plan will further outline the rights and responsibilities of students, parents, andschool staff. It will outline all infractions, the consequences of infractions, the suspension andexpulsion policies, and the appeals process (described below). The discipline plan will furtherstipulate the school’s reporting requirements to the DC PCSB in regard to the reporting of allexpulsions and suspensions through ProActive.In the development of suspension and expulsion policies, Ingenuity Prep will fully comply with theintent of the law as outlined by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA)of 2004 as it applies to students with IEPs.

Appeals. Parents or guardians have the right to appeal any expulsion decision made by the school.After the determination is made to expel a student from the school, the Head of School will informparents/guardians of their right to appeal the disciplinary decision. All appeals of disciplinaryaction must be submitted in writing to the Board of Trustees (BoD) within 10 days of thedetermination of expulsion and the notification of the parent/guardians right of appeal. The BoDwill establish a hearing date within a reasonable timeframe, not to exceed 10 days from receipt ofthe written appeal. The decision made by the BoD will be deemed final. The appeals procedures and
67 See Public Charter School Board. (September 30,2011). Policy and Procedures Manual. District of Columbia: Author.
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policies will be further laid out in the student handbook, which upon completion will become thegoverning document for appeals.
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

2. HUMAN RESOURCES INFORMATION
a. KEY LEADERSHIP ROLES

Head of SchoolCo-Founder Aaron Cuny will assume the position of Head of School.  In this full-time role, he willlead the school’s Director of Curriculum and Instruction and Director of Business and Operations toensure the school meets its annual academic, business, and operational goals.  Now in his tenth yearas an educator, Aaron brings to the position of Head of School successful experience as a classroomteacher and school leader.  He has taught at both the elementary and middle school levels, spendingfive years at low-socioeconomic district schools in Oakland, California, and two at private, high-socioeconomic International Baccalaureate schools in Mexico.  He received a Masters in EducationLeadership from Teachers College, Columbia University, and has served as a School Director atTeach for America’s Los Angeles summer training institute where he led a training program for 53new teachers.  In joining New Leaders for New Schools and serving as Resident Principal at DCBilingual Public Charter School, Aaron has been a key driver in leading the school’s turnaroundefforts.  This work- across the school’s academic, cultural, and operational efforts- is outlined in hisresume in Section F.   Most recently, he helped lead the school to strong reading and math gains onthe 2011 DC CAS: the school’s combined achievement gains ranked 6th of over 120 charter anddistrict elementary schools and its math gains ranked 3rd of over 120 schools for the low-socioeconomic subgroup.
Director of Curriculum & InstructionThe leader assuming this full-time position will work with the Head of School to coordinate theschool’s curriculum and lead the school’s efforts to achieve its instructional goals.  Until this positionis filled, Co-Founder Aaron Cuny and Founding Group members Jessica Marker and Liz Streibel willlead the development of the school’s curriculum.  As is outlined in their resumes in Section F, thisteam brings a range of teaching and curriculum experience and expertise in early childhoodeducation, elementary school, and middle school--particularly in the literacy domain.  Given thisexperience, the team is well-positioned to ensure 1) a rigorous college-preparatory curriculum isdeveloped and 2) a rigorous selection process is established for the hiring of this position.
Director of Business & OperationsThe leader assuming this full-time position will work with the Head of School to ensure the schoolachieves its business and operational goals.  Until this position is filled, Co-Founder Will Stoetzer andFounding Group members Debra Santos, Althea Holford, and Alex Sierra will lead the development ofthe school’s business and operations plans.  As is outlined in their resumes in Section F, this teambrings a range of experience and expertise in charter operations, accounting, school finance, grants
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management, charter facilities, and data management systems.  Additionally, the team is workingEdOps, a DC firm dedicated to providing business management services to charter schools.  With thisexperience, the Ingenuity Prep team is well-positioned to ensure 1) thoughtful and viable businessand operations plans are developed and 2) a rigorous selection process is established for the hiring ofthis position.
Legal CounselJacqueline L. Allen and attorneys at the law firm of Saul Ewing LLP are providing pro bono legalcounsel to Ingenuity Prep Public Charter School. It is expected that, as pro bono legal counsel, shewill provided guidance on contracts, leasing documents, corporate and governance documents,hiring practices and policies, employee and student policies (including development of an employeehandbook, family handbook, and student policies and procedures handbook). It is estimated thatthese responsibilities will take 5%-10% of Ms. Allen’s time. Upon conditional approval of theCharter, the Board of Trustees, in consultation with Saul Ewing LLP, will select permanent legalcounsel.
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

2. HUMAN RESOURCES INFORMATION
b. QUALIFICATIONS OF SCHOOL STAFF

Baseline QualificationsIn staffing the school, Ingenuity Prep will ensure qualifications required by statute are met,including highly qualified teacher provisions of No Child Left Behind.  Additionally, the school willseek to recruit candidates who posses the following baseline qualifications:
 Administrative Leadership

o Minimum of a Bachelor’s Degree
o 3-5 years of successful experience as a classroom teacher for curriculum andinstructional positions
o 2-3 years of successful business and/or operational experience forbusiness/operations positions

 Classroom Teachers
o Minimum of a Bachelor’s Degree
o At least two years of successful teaching experience (preferred)
o Proof of content and pedagogical expertise as demonstrated on the Praxis II exams

Primary Hiring CriteriaBeyond these baseline qualifications, the school will establish ambitious selection criteria and arigorous selection process to ensure it hires leaders, teachers, and other staff who are wellprepared to help the school achieve its ambitious goals. The primary hiring criteria for
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administrative leadership and teachers, the recruitment process, and the procedures for selectionand background checks are described below.
Administrative Leadership. Beyond the baseline qualifications, the school will seek leaders with1) strong convictions on the capacity of all children to achieve and 2) the capacity to effectivelyrealize the goals outlined for their respective position.  In past achievement and future capacity,these leaders will demonstrate that they are:
 Innovative and Visionary

o with the ability to think creatively, and
o identify new strategies and approaches for existing problems

 Inspiring and Trustworthy
o with the capacity to facilitate the development of, mobilize a community around,and clearly and compellingly articulate a shared vision; and
o the demonstrated character and competence that leads others to trust them

 Collaborative and Communicative
o with a strong track record of effectively leading and working within a group, and
o the ability to communicate with authority, humility, empathy, and resonance

 Reflective and Data-Driven
o with the capacity to accurately analyze and evaluate both personal andorganizational actions, and
o a track record of effectively managing data-driven continuous improvement processes

Classroom Teachers. Beyond the baseline qualifications, the school will--first and foremost--seekteachers with 1) strong convictions on the efficacy of children and 2) the capacity to effectivelyrealize the goals outlined for their respective position. In past achievement and future capacity,these teachers will demonstrate that they are:
 Critical-Thinking, Hard-Working, and Data-Driven

o with a strong track record of academic and professional achievement,
o a demonstrated capacity to plan logical, data-driven, rigorous long-term, unit, anddaily lessons, and
o a demonstrated willingness to invest the time necessary to plan logical, data-driven,highly-rigorous long-term, unit, and daily lessons

 Confident and Emotionally-Intelligent
o with the capacity to cultivate a safe, welcoming, positive classroom culture
o high expectations for student behavior and procedural efficiency,
o the ability to identify a wide-range of strategies for investing students in theirindividual goals and those of the larger classroom and school communities, and
o the capacity to deliver instruction with poise, positivity, enthusiasm, and emotionalconstancy
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 Collaborative, Humble, and Culturally-Competent
o with strong communication skills and the capacity to both deliver and receivecritical feedback, and
o the ability to collaborate 1) around a shared vision and 2) across a diversecommunity of professionals

RecruitmentThe Founding Group of Ingenuity Prep believes the success of the school will rest largely on itsability to recruit and retain high-capacity, highly-effective individuals for its leadership, teachingand support staff positions.  Prior to its founding year and beyond, the Head of School will placesignificant focus on recruitment and retention of leaders, teachers, and staff who meet the hiringcriteria outlined above.In recruiting for support staff, teaching, and leadership positions, the school will leverage thefollowing resources:
 Personal Networks. The Founding Group has an extensive network of friends andcolleagues who currently work across the education community in Washington DC  In hisprior experience as a school leader, Co-Founder Aaron Cuny has found the “word of mouth”and personal networks of his best teachers to be the single greatest source of additionalhigh-quality teaching candidates.
 Teach for America. As multiple members of the Founding Group are Teach for Americaalumni, the school hopes to leverage its strong relationship with the organization to identifyand recruit experienced, highly-effective teachers and leaders.
 The New Teacher Project. Co-Founder Aaron Cuny has a working relationship withmultiple members of TNTP’s DC staff and hopes to partner with them in their recent effortsto provide teaching candidate recruitment and screening services to DC charters.
 Local Schools of Education. In addition to tapping into non-traditional teacher certificationpipelines like Teach for America, the school will build relationships with area universities toidentify high-potential teaching candidates.  Co-Founder Aaron Cuny has, in past years,attended job fairs at and hired teachers from local graduate schools of education.
 New Leaders for New Schools. Multiple members of the school’s Founding Group areaffiliated with New Leaders for New Schools and, in leveraging this relationship, the schoolwill seek to identify future candidates for leadership positions.
 Partnerships with School Leaders at High-Performing Charter Management

Organizations. When and where appropriate, the school will leverage its relationships withschool leaders at high-performing CMOs such as KIPP, Achievement First, and UncommonSchools to identify teaching and leadership candidates who, due to factors such as regionalrelocation, may be potential candidates for teaching or leadership positions.
Selection & Background Checks
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In selecting candidates for leadership, teaching, and support staff positions, the school will employa rigorous selection process designed to measure candidates against the selection criteria outlinedfor their position.  The selection process will include multiple constituencies from the schoolcommunity and will involve a rigorous series of written tasks, personal interviews, role-plays, andrelevant task demonstrations.Employment at Ingenuity Prep will be contingent upon a clean background check.  The school willconduct national background checks on all school personnel.  These checks will include extensivesearches of criminal and court records as well as sex offender registries.  Records of the backgroundcheck will be confidential and kept in respective personnel files.
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

2. HUMAN RESOURCES INFORMATION
c. STAFFING PLANThe staffing plan for Ingenuity Prep is outlined below. This includes staff during the planning year,as well as a variety of staff during the first five years of operations: curriculum and instructionalleadership staff, classroom/teaching staff, student and family support staff, and business andoperations staff.

Planning Year StaffUpon approval of the charter, Ingenuity Prep will immediately move to hire the proposed Head ofSchool, Aaron Cuny on a contract basis. In the Planning Year, the Head of School will be responsiblefor developing curriculum, engaging in outreach to families and community members,implementing and refining the plans laid out in the school’s charter, and recruiting highly-effectiveteachers and staff. The Head of School will also work to secure additional grant and donationfunding which would make it possible to bring on additional staff in the Planning Year.If additional funding is secured, the school will hire the Director of Business and Operations, also ona contract basis. The Director of Business and Operations would have direct oversight of financialmatters, securing facilities and classroom furniture to ensure a timely move into the schoolbuilding, and implementation of the school’s technology plan in consultation with EdElements,including data management systems and classroom tools.While the process of identifying, recruiting, and interviewing school staff will begin upon hiring theHead of School, the school will begin hiring additional staff members in early July 2013. Theadditional positions include Teaching staff (Teachers and Apprentices), the Director of Curriculumand Instruction, the Special Education Coordinator, as well as school operations support staff.
Curriculum and Instructional Leadership Staff for Operating Years 1 - 5One of the primary responsibilities of the Head of School is oversight and accountability in the
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development of a quality curriculum and the highly-effective delivery of that curriculum throughclassroom instruction. To support the Head of School in these areas of responsibility, a Director ofCurriculum and Instruction will begin in Year 1. The Director of Curriculum and Instruction will bedirectly responsible for creation of the curriculum, ensuring teachers are fully trained on thecurriculum, and carry out classroom observations and debriefing conversations as a means ofimproving instructional quality. The Director of Curriculum and Instruction will also hold the titleof Principal. As such, the Director of Curriculum and Instruction will be the primary report for theschool’s classroom and teaching staff. As the school adds both teachers and students oversubsequent operating years, there will be a need to expand the instructional support structure ofthe school. To this end, the school will look to add one Instructional Coach in Year 4 and oneInstructional Coach in Year 5.
Classroom/Teaching Staff for Operating Years 1 - 5Ingenuity Prep is committed to recruiting and retaining an outstanding staff of highly-effective anddedicated teachers. Knowing that teachers are the single most important factor in driving studentlearning, the school has a staffing structure which will ensure a low teacher to student ratio, aguiding principle that will enable high levels of differentiation of the curriculum andaccommodation of varying learning styles. In each Pre-school and Pre-kindergarten classroom,there will be two full-time Lead Teachers, one of whom will be a certified in Special Education. Bothteachers will be responsible for the primary instruction of all students, those with and thosewithout IEPs. There will be an additional Apprentice Teacher in both the Pre-school and Pre-kindergarten classrooms.In Kindergarten through Fourth grade, there will be grade-level teams of five teachers. Of that teamof five teachers, three will be responsible for Literacy instruction, one will be responsible for Mathinstruction, and one will be responsible for Science, Social Studies, Civic Leadership, andInformation, Media, and Technology Literacy. One of the three teachers hired for Literacyinstruction will be a certified Special Education teacher. Additionally, one of the three teachershired for Literacy instruction will be a Master Literacy Teacher. This person will coordinate thecollaboration, support, and professional development of the teachers on his/her grade-level team.The school will also be hiring Art, Music, and Physical Education instructors on a part-time basis.These teachers will instruct across multiple grade levels and, as such, will not be members ofindividual grade-level teams but will work in a collaborative nature with the grade-level teams toensure curriculum alignment and develop opportunities to integrate concepts across content areas.
Student and Family Support Staff for Operating Years 1 - 5The Head of School will provide leadership in the area of Student and Family Support. As a highlyvisible advocate for the school, the Head of School will have frequent interaction with families andcommunity partners to ensure the school is supporting the needs of individual families and thelarger community and, when necessary, creating and implementing plans for the development of
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new student and family support structures. In Year 2, the school will hire a full-time SchoolCounselor to support the emotional well being of students and staff. In addition to providingcounseling services to students with and without IEPs, the School Counselor will be an importantresource for communication with families and community members about implementation ofpositive behavior support structures in both the school and home environments. In Year 2, theschool will hire a School Culture Coordinator to directly support the development of the school’score values and a school culture of high-academic achievement. The School Culture Coordinator willalso be primarily responsible for providing behavioral support to classroom teachers and students.As such, the School Culture Coordinator will be in frequent communication with parents andfamilies to establish clear lines of communication around school culture. In Year 4, the school willhire a part-time Family Services coordinator to develop family and community partnerships andmanage the school’s wrap-around services.An important area of student and family support is the school’s support of students with IEPs.Ingenuity Prep is committed to providing outstanding Free and Appropriate Public Education(FAPE) to students with IEPs. To ensure the needs of students with IEPs are met, in Year 1 theschool will hire a Special Education Coordinator. The Special Education Coordinator will coordinatenecessary related services, support teachers and students, serve as the primary expert by educatingteachers, staff members, and families on matters pertaining to disabilities and legal requirements,provide direct services to students, and manage the IEP process including necessarydocumentation, reporting and evaluation timeliness, and school accountability. The SpecialEducation Coordinator will not be the only staff member responsible for the delivery of specialeducation services, as previously noted, each grade-level team will have at least one teachercertified in Special Education who will deliver student services and collaborate with staff membersto ensure the IEP is being faithfully implemented in all areas.
Business and Operations Staff for Operating Years 1 - 5The Business and Operations staff will work to ensure that the school is functioning and managedproperly to allow the vast majority of the school’s effort be placed on developing an outstandingacademic program. As noted, the Director of Business and Operations oversees the business andoperations activities of the school. The Director of Business and Operations reports to the Head ofSchool. To ensure the adequate operation of the school, in Year 1 the school with hire an OfficeManager to run the administrative functions of the school and support the management of foodservices. Additionally, the school will hire a full-time Custodian/Day Porter to tend to thecleanliness of the building and to assist as a handyman for issues that may occur during the schoolday. In Year 2, the school will hire a Development and Marketing Manager to support the Head ofSchool and Director of Business and Operations in securing and managing grants, and developingpartnerships with individuals, corporations, and philanthropic foundations. Also in Year 2, theschool will hire a part-time Food Services manager who will manage the process of fooddistribution and oversee and recruit food service volunteers from the parent and local community.In Year 4, the school will hire a Data and Accountability Manager to oversee the school’s studentinformation systems and multiple accountability processes. Also in Year 4, the school will hire a
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part-time Volunteer Coordinator to recruit, schedule trainings for, and manage all of the school’svolunteers. The Volunteer Coordinator will also work to ensure all necessary documentation forvolunteers is on file.To provide technology support to the school, a technology consultant will be hired as a contractorto help develop and maintain the technology infrastructure and resources.
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Ingenuity Prep Public Charter School - Staffing Plan
Salary

Assumption
Pre-

Open
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Grades Served NA PS-K PS-1st PS-2nd PS-3rd PS-4th
Expected Enrollment 108 168 228 288 348

Executive Leadership TeamHead of School / ED $95,000.00 1 1 1 1 1 1Director of Business andOperations $80,000.00 1 1 1 1 1Director of Curriculum andInstruction $80,000.00 1 1 1 1 1
Business and Operations TeamData and Accountability Manager $45,000.00 0 0 0 1 1Office Manager $35,000.00 1 1 1 1 1Development and MarketingManager $60,000.00 0 1 1 1 1Facilities Manager / Custodian $25,000.00 1 1 1 1 1Food Services Coordinator $25,000.00 0 0.5 0.5 1 1Volunteer Coordinator $30,000.00 0 0 0 0.5 0.5
Student and Family Support TeamSchool Counselor $50,000.00 0 1 1 1 1School Culture Coordinator $50,000.00 0 1 1 1 1Special Education Coordinator $63,500.00 1 1 1 1 1Family Services Coordinator $40,000.00 0 0 0 0.5 0.5
Instructional Leadership TeamInstructional Coach $70,000.00 0 0 0 1 2
Teaching StaffLiteracy Teacher $63,500.00 3 6 9 12 15Math Teacher $63,500.00 1 2 3 4 5Social Studies and CivicLeadership $63,500.00 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5Science / Info, Media, and TechLiteracy $63,500.00 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5ECE Lead (Literacy/SocialStudies) $63,500.00 2 2 2 2 2ECE Lead (Math/Science) $63,500.00 2 2 2 2 2ECE Apprentice $40,000.00 2 2 2 2 2Music $55,000.00 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.5 1Art $55,000.00 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.5 1PE $55,000.00 0.25 0.5 1 1 1

Total 1.00 17.75 27.00 32.50 41.00 48.00FTE - 20 29 34 43 49Student to FTE Staff Ratio - 5.40 5.79 6.71 6.70 7.10
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C. OPERATIONS PLAN
2. HUMAN RESOURCES INFORMATION

d. EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

Hiring, Salary & BenefitsIngenuity Prep is committed to providing salary and benefit packages that allow the school tosuccessfully compete for the highest-performing leaders, teachers, and support staff in the area.Upon being selected based on the criteria outlined in Section C.2.b Qualifications of School Staff,employees will sign one-year, at-will contracts.  The school will offer salaries and benefits abovethose of DCPS and similar to other high-performing charters with extended day and extended yearschedules.  In alignment with budget priorities, and pending the availability of grant money such asthat provided through the recent OSSE Teacher Compensation Grant, the school will seek to provideadditional monetary compensation to its teachers for the following:
 summer training
 professional development
 after-school and/or weekend intervention work with students
 exemplary performance in the school’s evaluation process

Evaluation

Teacher EvaluationIngenuity Prep will develop its own Teaching Framework which will outline its vision of teachingexcellence and cover a range of teacher actions across multiple stages of development.  Thisdocument will include but will not be limited to expectations for teacher performance in thefollowing areas:
 long-term, unit, and daily lesson planning
 utilization of data to drive instruction
 the cultivation of student investment and class culture
 management and instructional execution in the classroom
 engagement of parents
 collaboration with colleagues
 maintenance of other professional responsibilities including compliance, bookkeeping, etc.Teachers will be evaluated across at least two cycles annually.  For each cycle, teachers will receiveregular, ongoing feedback from members of the school’s instructional leadership.Where necessary the school will utilize student achievement data in the evaluation of teachers.Upon finalizing its summative assessments and data tracking systems, the school will outline itsplan for the use of student achievement data in the evaluation process.
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Across each evaluation cycle, members of the school’s instructional leadership team will contributeobservational evidence towards teachers’ evaluations.  This evidence will inform teachers’ finalevaluation scores for each cycle.Professional development, outlined in Section A.4.f Professional Development for Teachers,Administrators, and Other School Staff, will be aligned with the vision of excellence outlined in theschool’s Teaching Framework and, thus, the criteria on which teachers will be evaluated.
Administrative Leadership EvaluationAs is the case for its teachers, Ingenuity Prep will develop a framework for each administrativeleadership position outlining a vision of excellent performance for that position.  Staff in thesepositions will be evaluated twice annually and will receive regular ongoing feedback on theirperformance against their respective framework.
Head of School EvaluationPrior to the August 2013 opening of the school, evaluation criteria and protocols for the Head ofSchool will be developed by the Board of Trustees. Evaluations will take place at least annually.Compensation will be informed by performance and benchmarked against compensation for schoolleaders at similarly-sized institutions in accordance with IRS form 990 guidance
Contracts & Dismissal

TeachersTeachers' individual category ratings and overall ratings at the end of each evaluation cycle will bethe primary but not sole determinants in the school's rehire decisions.  See below for a generalguide on how evaluation scores will inform the retention process.
Rating Retention ImplicationsHighly Ineffective Retention UnlikelyIneffective Retention at RiskEffective Retention LikelyHighly Effective Retention Very Likely

Thus, at the end of each evaluation cycle, a teacher’s retention will be considered “at risk” or“unlikely” if he/she receives any individual category rating or overall evaluation rating of Ineffectiveor Highly Ineffective.  Teachers will receive a Teacher Improvement Plan (TIP) for each category scorerated Ineffective or Highly Ineffective.  TIPs will outline 1) areas of improvement and 2) time-boundgoals for those areas of improvement and 3) short-term action steps teachers will take to achievetheir goals.  While teacher progress against their TIP goals will impact retention decisions, it isultimately teachers’ overall evaluation cycle ratings and not their progress against their TIP goals that
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will formally inform retention decisions.  It is important to note that the table above outlines likelybut not guaranteed scenarios.  The school retains the right to retain and dismiss “at will.”
Administrative Leadership and Head of SchoolAs noted above, all staff, including non-teaching staff, will serve under “at-will” contracts.  Specificplans for improvement plans and dismissal protocols will be developed in consultation with theBoard of Trustees prior to the August 2013 school opening.
Unemployment CompensationPending the circumstances of dismissal, employees may be eligible for unemploymentcompensation.
Other Employment Policies

 Provision for DCPS Employees: Any DCPS employee who comes to work for the school mayrequest a two-year leave of absence, renewable for an unlimited number of two year terms.During this time, should the employee choose, the school will pay into the employee’s DCPSretirement plan.
 Equal Employment Opportunity: Ingenuity Prep will be an equal opportunity workplaceand is committed to hiring a diverse faculty and staff.
 Drug-Free Workplace: The school will remain a safe and drug-free workplace.  Distributionof illegal drugs on school grounds will be cause for immediate dismissal.

C. OPERATIONS PLAN
2. HUMAN RESOURCES INFORMATION

e. VOLUNTEERSIngenuity Prep will seek to recruit an active group of volunteers of varying age ranges andexperiences primarily among the parent and family communities but more broadly from theneighboring community, local and city-wide businesses, area universities, philanthropic organizationsand foundations, and the vibrant education community across the District of Columbia. As such, theschool expects to utilize the generosity of volunteers across multiple areas of the school day andorganization. In the initial operating years, the Head of School and Director of Curriculum andInstruction will be the ones primarily responsible for the recruitment of volunteers. In seekingvolunteers, the school will focus initially on the parent and family community.  The school believesstrongly that active family involvement fosters a strong community culture and exposes students tocivic leadership behaviors and attitudes that are models for the school’s core values. The core valueswill be a guiding tool in the recruitment of volunteers.Ingenuity Prep will recruit volunteers for as many roles as can be responsibly supervised by staff.The following is a sample of the many opportunities that will exist for volunteers at Ingenuity Prep:
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 Parent Engagement Association
 Food preparation, service, and clean-up
 Support Physical Education teacher during PE/Recess
 Tutors for math and literacy support during our academic enrichment blocks
 Helping to generate publicity for student and staff recruitment
 Lead workshops in subjects including technology, language classes, parenting, financialplanning for parents and families.
 Chaperone for exploration field trips and class outings.
 Planning and organization school activities or events (ex. Family picnic, TeacherAppreciation Week)
 Members of the Board of Trustees
 Fundraising and public relations events
 Publish and edit school publications
 Presenters for College and Career dayTo ensure that all volunteers are able best support the school’s students, Ingenuity Prep will makeall efforts to train volunteers and prepare them to be successful in their interactions with students.As necessary, the school will seek the expertise of outside organizations or individuals to trainvolunteers. To this point, the Founding Group has already begun a relationship with Charter BoardPartners and EdOps to provide training opportunities to our Board of Trustees on governance andfinancial matters. To ensure the safety of students, all volunteers will undergo criminal backgroundchecks conducted by a private firm with national search capabilities prior to working with students.Furthermore, all volunteers who interact with students will be supervised by a school staff memberto ensure appropriate conduct of both volunteers and students.

C. OPERATIONS PLAN
3. ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING DISTRICT AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTSIngenuity Prep will fully comply with all applicable federal and District of Columbia laws in theoperation of the school. The following subsections outline the plans Ingenuity Prep has to ensurecompliance with certain of such laws. Knowing that laws and regulations governing the operationsof charters schools are subject to change and revision, the school will be diligent in its efforts toresearch and remain fully informed on the applicable requirements under both District of Columbiaand Federal law. Ingenuity Prep will seek the advice of legal counsel, as needed, to ensure thatschool is fully compliant with applicable law.
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C. OPERATIONS PLAN
3. ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING DISTRICT AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

a. HEALTH AND SAFETYIngenuity Prep is committed to ensuring the health and safety of students, families, staff, andvisitors of the school. As such, as required by Section 2202(11) of the DC School Reform Act[1],Ingenuity Prep will fully comply with all applicable federal and District of Columbia health andsafety regulations and any applicable requirements of the Occupational Safety and HealthAdministration.Furthermore, as mandated by Section 2204(c)(4) of the DC School Reform Act, Ingenuity Prep willeach year turn in a report to the District of Columbia Public Charter School Board that verifies theschool’s facilities comply with the applicable health and safety laws and regulations of the Districtof Columbia and the federal government. Upon request, the report will be made readily available tothe public.Ingenuity Prep will submit to all applicable health and safety inspections, take any and all necessarysteps to ensure appropriate ventilation and air quality, building condition, cleanliness, temperaturecontrol, and absence of pests/infestation in compliance with applicable health and safety andbuilding regulations.Ingenuity Prep will train staff, as appropriate, in First Aid and CPR to ensure the safety of theschool’s students and staff. The school will also secure and store First Aid kits in locations aroundthe school that are made clear and are easily accessible to staff in the case of an emergencysituation. In identifying a school facility, Ingenuity Prep will look to have a facility that includes aspace suitable for a health suite that would accommodate the placement of a nurse from the DCDepartment of Health (DOH). Upon identification of the school facility, Ingenuity Prep will begincommunication with the DC DOH to acquire the on-site placement of a nurse.Further, in accordance with the DC Code §38-501 et seq. and applicable requirements of the Districtof Columbia Department of Health, Ingenuity Prep will require evidence of all student requiredimmunizations and provide information to parents on such requirements clearly and completely.
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

3. ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING DISTRICT AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS
b. SAFETYIngenuity Prep, as a local educational agency (LEA) for purposes of Part B of the Individuals withDisabilities Education Act (20 U.S.C. 1411 et seq.) (IDEA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Actof 1973 (29 U.S.C. 794) (Rehabilitation Act), will be subject to the Section 504 of the RehabilitationAct and Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq.) (ADA) with
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respect to access. The school will ensure that such requirements are observed in the selection orrenovation of a leased facility and in the planning and construction of a permanent facility.Furthermore, Ingenuity Prep will comply with all requirements of the District of Columbia FirePrevention Code for the purposed of fire safety.
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

3. ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING DISTRICT AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS
c. TRANSPORTATIONIngenuity Prep will inform all students’ parents and families of their eligibility to apply for reducedMetro fares and obtain other public transportation benefits available to students of District ofColumbia public charter schools under Title 35, Subtitle 1, Chapter 2, Sub-chapter 2 of the Districtof Columbia Official Code.To ensure the safety of students arriving or departing from school by foot, Ingenuity Prep will seekassignment of a crossing guard or guards through the District of Columbia Department ofTransportation School Crossing Guard Program.

C. OPERATIONS PLAN
3. ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING DISTRICT AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

d. ENROLLMENT DATAIngenuity Prep will collect and maintain enrollment data as required pursuant to §2204(c)(12) ofthe DC School Reform Act. Residency information shall be verified and included in such data inaccordance with the applicable requirements.
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

3. ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING DISTRICT AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS
e. MAINTENANCE AND DISSEMINATION OF STUDENT RECORDSIngenuity Prep will utilize a web-based student information system to maintain student data andrecords. Ingenuity Prep will maintain student records in accordance with the requirements of theDC School Reform Act and other applicable laws, including with respect to enrollment, attendance,the District of Columbia Compulsory Attendance Act of 1990, as amended (DC Code §38-201 etseq.) and DC Code §38-301 et seq. (regarding residency requirements and nonresident tuition) andDC Code §38-501 et seq. (regarding required immunizations).
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Ingenuity Prep will endeavor to obtain student records and assessment results from a student’sprior school. Enrollment packets will include a space for parent’s to authorize the release of saiddata to the school.
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

3. ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING DISTRICT AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS
f. COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE LAWSIngenuity Prep takes serious the responsibility of the school to keep accurate, up-to-dateenrollment and attendance records to ensure that each and every student is accounted for at anymoment of the school day. To that end, Ingenuity Prep will keep detailed and accurate attendancerecords and take all necessary steps in the case of persistent absence and/or tardiness. Allattendance data shall be collected, recorded and reported using the school’s student informationsystem and will be regularly uploaded to the attendance management reporting software, currentlyProActive, as required by the District of Columbia Public Charter School Board.Additionally, Ingenuity Prep will abide by the District of Columbia Compulsory Attendance Act of1990, as amended (DC Code §38-201 et seq.).

C. OPERATIONS PLAN
3. ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING DISTRICT AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

g. SUBCHAPTER B OF THE INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES EDUCATION ACT AND
SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973Ingenuity Prep will comply with all federal regulations relating to special education, includingSubchapter B of IDEA and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. The school’s special educationphilosophy and program, previously outlined in Section A.2.e Students with Exceptional Needs,have been developed in careful consultation with professionals who are fully versed in the legalrequirements and best practices of federal law governing students with disabilities.

C. OPERATIONS PLAN
3. ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING DISTRICT AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

h. TITLE 1 OF THE IMPROVING AMERICA’S SCHOOLS ACTIngenuity Prep fully anticipates being able to qualify for Title I funding for the purposes of ensuring“that all children have a fair, equal, and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality educationand reach, at a minimum, proficiency on challenging State academic achievement standards and
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state academic assessments”68. Consequently, the school will comply with federal and District ofColumbia regulations that govern the acceptable use of Title I funds.
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

3. ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING DISTRICT AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS
i. CIVIL RIGHTS STATUTES AND REGULATIONS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIAIngenuity Prep will ensure compliance with Sections 2202(11) and 2204(c)(5) of the DC SchoolReform Act as well as all applicable federal and district civil rights laws, including applicableprovisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C §2000d et seq.), which prohibitsdiscrimination on the basis of race, color or national origin, and Title IX of the EducationAmendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1681 et seq.), which prohibits discrimination on the basisof sex in education programs, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and Title II of the ADA, whichprohibit discrimination on the basis of disability, and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (42 U.S.C.12101 et seq.), which prohibits discrimination on the basis of age, and other applicable federal andDistrict of Columbia laws and regulations promulgated thereunder, to avoid unlawfuldiscrimination against any student, employee, or volunteer.
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

3. ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING DISTRICT AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS
j. OTHERIngenuity Prep will adhere to any additional federal and District of Columbia laws and regulationsas they relate to employment, labor and benefits laws; contracting and procurement policies asoutlined in DC PCSB’s Fiscal Policy Handbook; submission of financial statements, audited annuallyin accordance with Government Auditing Standards by a Certified Public Accountant listed in theApproved Auditor List for charter schools; access and the right to examine all records related to theaward of the school’s charter; non-profit status under the terms stated in the District of ColumbiaNonprofit Corporation Act, as amended, (DC Code §29-301.01 et seq.); DC Municipal Code;

68
Improving the Academic Achievement of the Disadvantaged. U.S. Code 20 (2000), § 6301.

http://www2.ed.gov/policy/elsec/leg/esea02/pg1.html (accessed December 24, 2011)
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C. OPERATIONS PLAN
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CHARTER

a. TIMETABLE AND TASKS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CHARTER

Begun 6/12-8/12 9/12-12/12 1/13-3/13 4/13-8/13
A. AccountabilityDevelop a comprehensive accountability plan √ √ √Develop 1 and 5 year academic and non-academic goals andoutcomes √ √ √Determine Data collection needs and reporting requirements √ √ √Select and purchase software for student, staff and schoolassessment instruments - academic and non-academic √ √Identify, research and purchase hardware and software  formanaging student personnel and financial info, and reportingrequirements √ √Finalize Student records and forms templates √ √Establish suspension and expulsion policies √ √ √

B. AdmissionsCollect sample applications and registration forms and designforms √Establish actual student application period √ √Establish an impartial lottery procedure for selecting students ifapplications exceed available seats √ √ √ √Develop confidentiality policy for student records √ √Collect sample student/parent handbooks and design newversion √ √ √Accept Student Applications and acknowledge receipt √ √ √Enter application info into student info system √ √ √Establish and adhere to application deadline √ √Conduct Lottery and establish waitlists (if applicable) √Send confirmation of admission or waitlist status; notify parentsof deadline for completing registration √Move applicants of waitlist into accepted status and continueregistration until school is fully enrolled √Create letter for requesting records from previous schools andbegin requests as students enroll √Hold Open House and Parent and Student Orientation √Establish system for recording and compiling enrollment andattendance information √
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C. Board of Trustees Organization and ProceduresCreate By-laws, Conflict of Interest documents √Schedule first annual Board of Trustees Meeting √ √Conduct elections/selection of remaining board members √ √Establish plan for transition from start-up board to ongoinggovernance body √ √Hold First Board Retreat to establish:  Roles & ResponsibilitiesBoard, Governance, Relationship to Principal √Review and revise Governance Documents √ √ √
D. Communication & MarketingDevelop Communication plan for outreach to DC parents,communities, organizations, and businesses and execute activities √ √ √ √ √Develop Identity and Website √ √ √Develop Print Materials:  Brochure and Flyers and grow WebPresence √ √ √Contact Key Community Stakeholders √ √ √ √ √Develop Base of Volunteers √ √ √ √Hold Community Meetings √ √ √ √Press Release about school and press follow up √ √Hold Open House √Run ads, distribute literature √ √ √ √

E. RecruitmentHire Director positions √ √ √ √Hire Teachers & Other staff √ √ √
F. DevelopmentContinue to identify and apply for private, corporate, foundationand government grants and support. √ √ √ √ √

G. Educational Program DevelopmentContinue to develop educational program to assure programaligned with educational goals and accountability √ √ √ √Continue to develop enrichment, after school and summerprograms √ √ √ √Encourage and support ongoing reading and research amongfaculty, professional development and the acquisition of materials √ √ √ √
H. FacilitiesIdentify and Select a School Site √ √ √Lease Negotiation and Finalization √Identify and address all zoning requirements or restriction on thebuilding we expect to occupy or build √Complete all inspections-fire code, health & safety, ADA, asbestos,etc √Obtain certificate of occupancy √Acquire furniture and materials √Procure and manage communication lines √Technology installation √Move in furniture & arrange classrooms and other spaces √
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Open buildings for public access √If building will not be ready prior to school opening, secure spacefor staff training √ √Hire custodial staff √
I. Financial ManagementTransfer responsibility for managing, administering, accountingfor and reporting on initial grant funds, other revenues anddisbursements to Head. √Develop Year 1-5 operating and capital budget for Board approval √ √ √Establish school bank account √Make financing and banking arrangements and get letter of credit √ √Develop financial management systems, policies and establishinternal controls √ √Determine insurance needs and obtain policies √ √ √Contract with payroll firm √Develop internal accounting, monitoring and financial reportingsystems or choose vendor (EdOps) √ √Identify and procure software for generating monthly financialreports and all other required reports √Select independent auditor √

J. Food ServiceSelect a Food Services Vendor √ √ √ √Ensure facility meets any food service requirements √Ensure staff members acquire safe food handler training √
K. GovernanceEstablish Board of Trustees √ √ √ √Advisory Board √ √ √Establish Academic and Social Student Support Team √Establish Instructional Leadership Team √

L. Health and SafetyAcquire medical and health forms, including most recent physicalexam, TB tests, immunization records √Check medical and health forms for completeness and conductfollow up √Establish policy for addressing noncompliance by parents orguardians in ensuring school receives all medical and healthinformation required by state regulation √ √Provide all staff with first aid training and ensure school hasadequate first aid supplies √Establish evacuation routes and procedures & schedule fire drills √Provide staff and students with orientation on code of conduct,suspension and expulsion policies, behavioral requirements, andprohibition of weapons on school property √Create risk management plan for emergencies / disasters √Orient families and staff on code of conduct, behaviorrequirements, suspension and expulsion policies √
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M. Legal and OrganizationalReceive approval of charter application √Negotiate and sign contract with chartering authority √File application for IRS 501c3 √File application for state tax exempt status √Obtain licenses. √ √
N. Parent InvolvementEnsure ongoing and meaningful involvement of parents in schoolgovernance, committees, classrooms, fundraising, and other areas √Establish and carry out process for choosing parent trustees √ √

O. PersonnelCollect sample personnel policies and handbooks and develop √ √Develop benefits package √ √Determine Staffing needs, including needs for multilingualcounseling and social services and other staff √ √ √Collect samples and design school’s employment applications andcontracts √ √Develop job descriptions and timeline for hiring Administrators,teachers and staff. Advertise and hire. √ √ √ √ √Research requirements for background checks √Research policies for staff taking leave from DCPS √Develop staff professional development plan and schedule foryear, including pre-opening activities √ √ √ √Establish salary scale / comp structure √ √ √Conduct background check as required √ √ √Create personnel files √ √Assign classrooms and distribute curricular materials, furniture,supplies, etc. √Conduct employee orientation and pre-opening professionaldevelopment activities √Distribute employee handbooksEstablish staff evaluation policies and forms √ √Distribute class lists and cumulative records to teachers asappropriate √
P. ProcurementOrder and manage delivery of textbooks and instructionalmaterials √Order and manage delivery of desks, furniture and classroomequipment √Order and manage delivery of office equipment and supplies √Order and manage deliver of computers and other technology √Order and manage deliver of kitchen/cafeteria,gymnasium/recreation and other equipment and supplies. √
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Q. Special EducationObtain cumulative files (including existing IEPs) & suspensionreports for all students from previous schools √ID students with IEPs √Create special education recordkeeping process, ensuringconfidential records are kept in locked cabinet √ √ √Hire full-time staff, contract with outside provider, and or enterinto agreement with school district for appropriate SPED servicedelivery √ √Establish pre-referral and referral process for students withpotential special needs √ √ √Develop a description of the school’s special education programand service delivery approach for parents and external entities(i.e. chartering authority, SPED monitoring entity) √ √ √
R. TechnologyDetermine computer and other technical procurement for Year 1 √ √Purchase PCs and other technology √ √

C. OPERATIONS PLAN
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CHARTER

b. MAINTENANCE AND REPORTING OF ACADEMIC AND NON-ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE DATAAs a school structured to deploy significant technological resources in the classroom and to delivera robust offering of digital content, Ingenuity Prep sees the value not just in technology in theclassroom, but in education technology that has a purpose. Putting a computer or an interactivewhiteboard into a classroom without a clear sense of what purpose that tool will serve ends upbeing a disservice to the whole school community. In developing a technology plan for themaintenance and reporting of academic and non-academic performance data, the school is seekingto create systems and tools to ensure that school leaders are empowered to develop anorganizational culture that is infused with data-driven decision-making.To ensure high-quality network connectivity, the school will secure at a minimum a T-1 Internetconnection. The school will implement a wireless Internet network school-wide to allow for readilyaccessible Internet connectivity and to encourage flexibility for students, teachers and staff. Giventhe school’s projected rate of free and reduced lunch population, the school will seek to apply forthe federal government’s E-Rate program to assist in securing the necessary technologyinfrastructure and services.Prior to the school’s opening, a complete data management system will be put into place thatincludes the school’s student information system (SIS) and academic data tracking tools that arereadily available to teaching staff and school leadership for instructional decision-making purposes.Led by Founding Group member Will Stoetzer, who has expertise and prior experience inimplementing SIS and data tracking systems, the school will evaluate multiple available technologyofferings. The school will seek a system that is secure, reliable, has high-quality reporting and data
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analysis capabilities, is user friendly, allows for parent and student portals, allows for easyintegration with the DCPCSB’s student information system, and is Cloud-based. The school isparticularly interested in Cloud-based systems as they are more reliable, can be securely accessedfrom multiple points, often don’t require software downloads or installation, and require little inthe way of maintenance on the part of the school. The SIS chosen will provide for the school toeasily, safely, and accurately track student attendance, demographic information, parent andemergency contact information, behavior reports, academic information, grades, and school meals,among other functions. Additionally, all communication between the school and parents andfamilies will be captured in the SIS. Currently, the school is most interested in SchoolForce, createdand developed by Virginia-based, Acumen Solutions. SchoolForce provides all of the features thatthe school is looking for in an SIS, is offered at an affordable rate, and has a highly-responsivesupport and development structure in which the product is undergoing continuous improvement tomeet the needs of partner schools. In his role as Data and Results Coach at DC Bilingual PCS, Mr.Stoetzer participated in a Race to the Top funded initiative to implement, test, and aid in thedevelopment of the SchoolForce system.A robust SIS tool will allow the school to integrate data-driven decision-making into multiple areasof school performance. Based on prior experience, data management tools will allow the school toanalyze: attendance to determine patterns in relation to tardies and absences; behavior reports toidentify times or locations in which increased behavior incidents occur; determine which studentsmastered the daily teaching objective and which students should receive reteaching the followingday; recognize mastery of content at the end of the term to ensure students are on-track to meetindividual goals; find correlations between a student coming tardy to school and behavior reportsduring the school day. The school’s data management tools will provide teachers with decision-making capabilities to develop appropriate small-groups, to differentiate lessons, and to guidestudents in their use of the digital content. Additionally, a high-quality SIS provides a parent andstudent portal that allows users to log-in to view grades, announcements, tasks, assignments, andcalendars. In this way, the SIS will play an important role in the communication between the schooland parents and students in regards to the learning that is taking place. However, the school fullyrecognizes that not all families will have regular Internet availability or the appropriate skills tonavigate the tools. To that end, the school will make all efforts to create a parent resource centerwhich would allow parents to use the Internet for the purposes of checking in on the progress oftheir child through the SIS parent portal.The data management tools will also provide school leadership with important data and thesystems to efficiently and effectively evaluate that data to make decisions that guide the schooltowards progress on its annual and long-term goals. Such data, when appropriate, will be reportedout to the Board at the monthly meeting and to the larger school community. The Director ofBusiness and Operations will be primarily responsible for the effective management of all datamanagement systems. The Head of School and Director of Curriculum and Instruction will also havea significant role in the adoption of the tools amongst teachers and staff at the school. Additionally,they will be the driving forces behind the development of a culture of data-driven decision-making
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within the school community. Upon hiring a Data and Accountability Manager in Operating Year 4,oversight of the data management tools will be a responsibility of the individual who fills that role.The SIS and other data management systems also serve the function of ensuring that the schoolmeets the reporting requirements for charter schools. The SIS will allow for the accurate and timelydistribution of required reports relating to attendance and behavior. Additionally an accurate andup-to-date SIS is a powerful tool for ensuring a smooth and orderly enrollment audit process.To support the implementation of the technology plan, the school will seek to hire a faculty andstaff who are comfortable with and capable of incorporating technology into the classroom in waysthat offer meaningful instructional value. As several components of the curriculum require the useof digital content, teachers will need to be well-versed in how to navigate the software offerings andquickly troubleshoot problems that may arise in the classroom. Each classroom will have aminimum of 8 computers for student use. Additionally, the school will provide a stipend to staff topurchase of a computer for work use. While the computer will be owned and maintained by theindividual, staff will be required to have their computer available to them at all times during theschool day to ensure they can access the school’s SIS and other data management tools.The school will also explore setting up a Google Apps for Non-profits account to serve as theschool’s email tool and for the purposes of sharing and collaborating on documents. The cloud-based system provides staff with flexibility in accessing documents and allows multiple users toview and edit documents at the same time. This tool is particularly beneficial given thecollaborative nature of the school’s grade-level teams and the need to jointly work on lesson, unit,and year-long planning materials. Additionally, the school is investigating Dropbox for Business, acloud-based storage system that allows for secure document sharing and back-up.To further support implementation of the technology plan, the school will contract with atechnology consultant to help the school select, install, and train teachers on technology equipment.Currently, the school is working with Education Elements in a consulting capacity to help theFounding Group establish a comprehensive plan for the school’s digital content and the technologyinfrastructure needed to support that content.
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C. OPERATIONS PLAN
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CHARTER

c. MAJOR CONTRACTS PLANNEDIngenuity Prep intends to enter into the following contracts with organizations for services inwhich the value may equal or exceed $25,000:
Vendor Service Provided Estimated Cost(Planning Year or Year 1)EdOps Bookkeeping, payroll, financial reporting $38,000 - Year 1Revolution Foods(Tentative) Food service $98,748 - Year 1

Building Hope(Tentative) Lease for incubator space $254,016 - Year 1
Education Elements Technology, Digital Content Licenses $30,000 - Planning Year$250 per student - Year 1TBD Special Education Related Services $35,000 - Year 1TBD Class Technology equipment $25,000 - Year 1TBD Classroom/Office Furniture $57,750 - Year 1

The school has not entered into any of the aforementioned contracts at this point, howeverdiscussions between the school and the entities listed above have already occurred and the school isin a position to begin finalizing the timeline for executing the contracts following approval of theCharter. Any major contract entered into by the school will undergo a diligent vetting process toensure the contract is designed to meet the defined needs of the school. In determining whichvendors might be best qualified to provide the services the school is seeking, the Founding Group, inaddition to tapping the expertise on the Team, has sought the counsel of current DC charter schools,including E.L. Haynes PCS, and other individuals within the education field. In the instance where theschool has yet to determine a vendor or major contracts needed following the approval of the Charter,the school will again seek consultation with other charter schools, independent schools, and othereducation professionals.All contracts entered into by the school will carefully adhere to District of Columbia law set forth inthe DC School Reform Act, outlined in the DCPCSB’s Fiscal Policy Handbook69, in regards torequirements of appropriate public notice, bidding requirements, and the DCPCSB’s right to review ofmajor contracts.
69

Public Charter School Board. (2011, January). Fiscal Policy Handbook (4 ed.). Washington DC. Retrieved December 23, 2011 from the World

Wide Web: http://www.dcpubliccharter.com/data/images/pcsb_fph_2011_4thedition.pdf.
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C. OPERATIONS PLAN
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CHARTER

d. ORIENTATION OF PARENTS, TEACHERS, AND OTHER COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Teacher Orientation. Prior to the start of each year, the school will engage teachers in apurposeful, rigorous, and inspiring Summer Institute.  Given the opportunity it provides to developshared vision and a community of common practice, school leadership will invest heavily inensuring this time is well-planned for and efficiently and effectively utilized.   The school hasestablished three core purposes for its Summer Institutes:1. Build trusting relationships that set up our school community to be highly-effectivecollaborators, communicators, and critical friends2. Build a shared vision for school culture and operations3. Build a shared vision for curriculum and instruction4. Prepare classroom space to welcome students and familiesThis Institute will occur over the course of three weeks prior to Year 1 and two weeks thereafter.The objectives for the Year 1 Institute are outlined below.  Objectives for subsequent Institutes willbe developed in the spring prior to each Institute.
 Summer Institute Year 1

o Build positive, trusting relationships across the staff
o Develop a shared vision for student outcomes and schoolwide goals
o Develop a shared vision for the key philosophies and pedagogies that will informour approach to working with children
o Identify, develop a vision for, and practice the core instructional strategies that willbe consistently implemented across the school
o Identify and develop a vision for the schoolwide behavior and proceduralexpectations that will be consistently implemented across the school
o Ensure capacity in utilizing the key systems that will underlie our instructional,cultural, and operational goals
o Develop a shared vision for the key assessments that will be used to backwards-mapinstruction and benchmark progress across the school year
o Review the broad curriculum frames that have already been created
o Fully develop Term 1 curriculum
o Set up classrooms to welcome students and families

Parent & Community Member Orientations. Over the course of the summer prior to the school’sAugust 2013 opening, school leadership will host orientations for both parents and communitymembers.  Multiple parent orientations will be held across a variety of times and dates in order toaccommodate parents’ likely diverse range of schedules and availability.  Parents who haveenrolled a child at the school will be expected to attend one of the orientation sessions.  The schoolhas established three purposes for its parent orientation sessions:
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1. Build trusting relationships that set up parents and school staff to be highly-effectivecollaborators and communicators.2. Cultivate a shared vision for student outcomes as it relates to students’ academic and social-emotional growth3. Cultivate a shared vision for school policies, procedures, and expectations for thecollaborative support of students in achieving the designated outcomes.
C. OPERATIONS PLAN

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CHARTER
e. SERVICES SOUGHT FROM THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLSIngenuity Prep Public Charter School does not anticipate seeking any services from the District ofColumbia Public Schools.
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D. Certifications
 Assurances Form
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E. Budgets
 Budget Narrative
 Planning Year Budget
 Planning Year Cash Flow
 Year 1 Budget
 Year 2 Budget
 Five-Year Budget
 Capital Budget
 Year 1 Cash Flow
 Five-Year Capital Budget
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F. Résumés, Board MemberAgreements, Statements of Interest
 Résumés
 Board Member Agreements
 Statements of Interest
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G. Conflict of Interest Forms
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H. Demographic Analysis Form
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I. Required Documents
 Board of Trustees Job Description
 Individual Director Performance Expectation
 Articles of Incorporation
 By-laws
 Code of Ethics
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J. Curriculum Sample
 Curriculum Development Timeline
 Curriculum Reference Guide
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K. Appendix: Letters of Support
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L. Appendix: Organizational Chart


